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The biggest news from
Iceland these days is
undoubtedly the eruption. Of course it’s not
everyday that a volcano
erupts. But it’s hardly
a
once-in-a-lifetime
event either. Holuhraun
is actually the fourth
Icelandic volcano to
erupt in the last four
years, and it’s been
hurling lava for nearly a
month now.
Sprawled
across
three seats on a halfempty flight back to
Iceland shortly after
the latest eruption began, I found myself
wondering if it was an
unusually slow day for
travel or if the eruption was scaring people
off. The Eyjafjallajökull
eruption certainly showed the world that our volcanoes are capable of stranding people (google “I
Hate Iceland” in case you missed that one). Fearing great damage to Iceland’s tourism industry,
the government poured money into a campaign
(which you may know as Inspired By Iceland)
specifically designed to turn around any negative
press or rumours that the country had become one
big ashtray.
So far this eruption hasn’t been as devastating as Eyjafjallajökull, as there has been no ash
cloud to contend with, but it hasn’t exactly been
a so-called tourist eruption either. Unlike the
Fimmvörðuháls eruption, which people could go
see, this one is closed off to everyone except scientists and media people who must have an Ice-

landic guide and a special permit. For most
people the only way to
see it is from above, and
companies are charging many hundreds of
euros for the opportunity (pro tip: you can
spend a lot less on a
flight between Reykjavík and Egilsstaðir and
you’ll have a fairly good
chance of seeing it).
Disappointing as
it is, there is good reason for closing the area
off to the public. The
gases being released are
no joking matter. If you
plan to sneak in (note:
painting
“Icelandic
Earth Studies” on your
jeep probably won’t cut
it at this point), you will
face huge fines and,
worse yet, you might die. The gas is now blowing
across the country, but the unhealthy levels are
fortunately concentrated around the remote eruption site. So for those of you who have Airwaves
tickets but have been holding off on your plane
tickets and hotels, you’ll probably be just fine. We
certainly aren’t running around with gas masks
here in Reykjavík.
Life continues on the island, and in other noneruption news, Iceland has a hip hop scene (actually
we've had one for a couple of decades now!). A handful of people from that small scene are featured on
our cover this issue. Now turn to page 19 to read
more about them and what makes them tick.

TRACK OF
THE ISSUE
Boogie Trouble “Augnablik”

Disco-infused Boogie Trouble are back
in action after a year-long hiatus and are
getting ready to release their debut album.
Their first single off the album, “Augnablik,” features a simple melody and a clean
arrangement reminiscent of the ‘70s. The
lyrics are about the search for true love
with all the uncertainties involved, and the
band even breaks out love’s truest instrument, the saxophone, for a dramatic solo. If
it weren’t for singer Klara Arnald’s cheerful
voice and the upbeat vibe of the song, we’d
be sobbing in a corner over the futility of
life and love. Give the song a listen if the
autumn blues are bringing you down, it’s
sure to cheer up even the sourest of pusses. And be sure to catch Boogie Trouble at
Húrra on October 3.
You can download the song on our
website www.grapevine.is.

Bárðarbunga
(Pronounced: “Bartha boonga”)
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Say your piece, voice your
opinion, send your letters to:
letters@grapevine.is

SOUR GRAPES AND STUFF
Most Awesome
Letter of the Issue!
Hello The Reykjavik Grapevine Editor,
I just saw a Facebook post on Ban Thai
review. Interesting review I must say
although I wish I could answer the
question you asked in the post ("What's
your take?")
See, the thing is that I am Thai. I
live in Bangkok, and I've never been to
Iceland (not yet anyway). I'm planning
my visit in September, and given how
Ban Thai has been consistently getting
a rapturous praise, I'd like to see for
myself if their food is, in fact, "as authentic as it gets in Iceland."
I would welcome the chance to perhaps write a review on Ban Thai from
my perspective. It will be a fun read I
reckon. Promise I won't approach it in
a douchey holier-than-thou-I'm-Thaiwhat-do-you-Icelandic-know-aboutThai-food way.
So, what's your take?
Cheers :)
Chanun

Hey,
Thanks for your letter! We'd love to hear
what you think of the restaurant, so let's
be in touch when September approaches.
Best,
Grapevine

I lost my camera while on a solo trek
across Iceland back in July. I have a
page called "Hrauneyjar Lost Camera" which I would like you to share
in the hope of getting my camera back
with my photos. I walked from Sey-

Hello Grapevine,
Well, I've been in Iceland for almost a
week now, and I went to Ban Thai the
other day for quick dinner. Loved the
supremely old school Thai restaurant
vibe, and I was pleasantly surprised
to be greeted by two Icelandic girls
dressed in a traditional Thai costume!
Gotta say, the menu is impressive compared to, say, Noodle Station
(hehe). Needing something fiery, my
eyes wasted no time and searched for
the items proudly certified with the
five chillies. After a bit of an internal
debate, I settled upon Pad Kra Prao
Moo Sab. A humble, standard affair,
but you know how you can pretty much
judge a restaurant by a simple dish of
that particular cuisine?
I nursed my Singha while waiting,
feeling vaguely at home. It was nice
hearing the dish of my choosing being
prepared through the wall. And as soon
as this Thai pop hit finished, the glamourously dolled up waitress emerged
with my food (did I mention she was
an Icelander?). With steamed rice at
the ready, I dug in. Now, I would be lying if I say it tastes just like a Pad Kra
Prao that you get off Bangkok streets,
but it came pretty damn close! Pad Kra
Pao tends to be dry back home, but Mr.
Boonchang's version came with the
sauce aplenty. No complaints there,
because I thought it was delicious. Plus
they weren't kidding around with the

difjordur to Kidagil before losing my
camera and I would really like those
photos back. There is a reward for my
SD card.
Mark

five chillies certification. At the end of
it, my nose was running like a snotty
child. Look away, gorgeous Icelandic
waitress! All in all, it was a good meal.
Authentic enough for what you get
here I suppose.
Also, managed to pick up the new
issue of Grapevine today (welcome
back!), and spent the afternoon reading it cover to cover by Tjörnin. I used
to work for a free weekly back home
in Bangkok so I know how much work
and late hours were put into each issue.
I'm gonna miss reading you guys when
I go back next week (but if you have a
job opening, have somehow lost your
mind and want to hire someone from
Bangkok...)
Keep up the good work guys :)
Chanun

Wow, thanks for sending that over to us
Chanun, we’re happy to hear you enjoyed
it :)
Enjoy your stay in Iceland, if you’re still
around when this issue goes to print, be
sure to collect your prize for Best Letter.
Best,
Grapevine

Oh man, that’s dreadful! People, if you
find Mark’s camera, please let him (or
us) know.
Best of luck,
Grapevine

MOST AWESOME LETTER
FREE ICELANDIC GOURMET
FEAST!
There's prize for all your MOST
AWESOME LETTERS. And it’s a scorcher!
No, really! It's a goddamn scorcher
is what it is! Whoever sends us THE
MOST AWESOME LETTER this issue will
receive A FRIGGIN GOURMET FEAST
FOR TWO at TAPAS BARINN. Did you
hear that? Write in and complain about
something (in an admirable way), win
a gourmet feast at one of Reykjavík's
best? THIS IS THE DEAL OF THE

Winter schedule every Tuesday,
Thursday & Sunday at 11:00
– please see www.seatours.is

The bridge to Westfjords

seatours@seatours.is – Smiðjustíg 3 – Stykkishólmi – Snæfellsnes

CENTURY IS WHAT IT IS! What's in a
'lobster feast'? Well, one has to assume
that it has lobster-a-plenty. Is there
more? Probably, but still... Gourmet
feast? Wow! DON’T PANIC if your letter
wasn’t picked AWESOME LETTER.
There's always next month! Now, if
you're in the market for free goodies
next month, write us some sort of letter.
Give us your worst: letters@grapevine.is

Visit our webstore

icewear.is
Enjoy the easy shopping and quick deliveries
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Update:

By Hildur María Friðriksdóttir
Photo by Axel Sigurðarson
It’s been almost a month since the Holuhraun eruption
started, and there doesn’t seem to be any indication of it
stopping soon. Meanwhile, the Bárðarbunga caldera continues to subside, which means that it must still be feeding
magma to the Holuhraun eruptive fissure. The surrounding area is still closed to the public (sorry!) due to high
concentrations of poison gas and the continuing risk of
flooding.
In the last two weeks there has been
quite a bit of air pollution (mostly sulphur dioxide, the one that smells like
rotten eggs) due to gas emanating from
the eruptive fissure. Daily forecasts on
which areas of the country should expect
pollution can be found on the Icelandic
Meteorological Office’s web page www.
vedur.is, and those areas are advised to
close their windows and turn up the heat.
However, no serious cases of people being affected by this pollution have been
reported so far.
By now Holuhraun has created an
impressive 37 square kilometre lava field
that’s half a cubic kilometre in volume—
six times more than Eyjafjallajökull
spewed in 2010 (not including ash!). The
most recent eruption that comes closest to Holuhraun in volume of lava is the
1947 Hekla eruption, whose lava field
reached 0.8 cubic kilometres in volume.
That Hekla eruption, however, lasted for
a total of thirteen months, so the eruptive
rate of lava is much higher in Holuhraun.
Now, this is starting to sound like
a lot of lava, but it doesn’t come close to
the catastrophic eruption of Laki in 1783,
which produced an incredible lava field
with a volume of fourteen cubic kilometres. The Laki eruption lasted for eight
months and it’s safe to say that it changed
history in a big way. Not only did it lead
to the death of more than half of Iceland’s
livestock from fluoride poisoning—
which in turn caused a famine that killed
off a quarter of the nation’s population—
but it also affected the entire northern
hemisphere. Laki significantly changed
weather patterns for years to come, especially in Europe, where harsh seasons led
to the destruction of crops. Laki is even
believed to be responsible for the famine
which contributed to the French Revolution. There’s no need for alarm, though,
as we currently don’t have another Laki
on our hands.

The Scientific Advisory Board for
the Icelandic Civil Protection, which is
comprised of scientists from the Icelandic Meteorological Office and the Institute of Earth Sciences from University
of Iceland, along with representatives
from the Icelandic Civil Protection and
the Environment Agency of Iceland, have
released a list of the most likely progressions. Of those, the following three scenarios are considered most likely:
• The Holuhraun eruption could decline gradually and subsidence of the
Bárðarbunga caldera could stop, resulting in no more eruptive activity in
the area for the time being.
• Large-scale subsidence of the caldera
could occur, prolonging or strengthening the Holuhraun eruption. In this
situation, it’s likely that the eruptive
fissure would lengthen southwards
Dyngjujökull, resulting in a glacial
flood and an ash-producing eruption,
possibly affecting air traffic. It’s also
possible that eruptions could develop
in other locations under the glacier.
• Large-scale subsidence of the caldera
could occur, causing an eruption at
the edge of the Bárðarbunga caldera.
Such an eruption would melt large
quantities of ice, leading to major
flooding, accompanied by ash fall that
could affect air traffic.
Other scenarios cannot be excluded, and
scientists are constantly monitoring the
area and the situation as it changes on a
day-to-day basis.

Holuhraun
Continues

To Erupt
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So What's This Support
For Scottish Independence
I Keep Hearing About?
Words by Kári Tulinius
@Kattullus
Illustration by Inga María Brynjarsdóttir

A

Icelandic media before. The referendum campaign caught the imagination
of Icelanders, many of whom have lived,
studied and visited there. The perception is that Scotland is pretty close to
being one of the Nordic countries. Perhaps most importantly, Iceland gained
independence within living memory,
in 1944, making independence movements sentimental favourites.

number of prominent
Icelanders
cheered on the
Scottish independence movement
during the run-up
to the September 18 referendum deciding whether Scotland should leave
the United Kingdom. Among notable
Icelanders who expressed support for
the Yes movement were comedian and
former Reykjavík mayor Jón Gnarr,
the band Sigur Rós, and a smattering
of politicians, including both the President and the Prime Minister. None of
them caused deep ripples, unlike when,
on the eve of the election, Scottish independence received the endorsement of
the most famous Icelander of them all:
Eyjafjallajökull.
How can a volcano support anything? Did it ash out a Scottish flag
or something?
Sorry, that was a typo. I meant Björk. In
the heat of an election campaign, people are quick to jump on famous people's words. There have been cases of
celebrities being misinterpreted, such
as when BBC film critic Mark Kermode
tweeted: "I know I'm not the target audience, but it's a Yes from me." He was
talking about the new Doctor Who, but
happened to tweet during a televised
independence debate.
So Björk wore a tartan scarf and
people took it the wrong way?
Björk's endorsement was not really
open to interpretation. On the eve of
the election she went to her Facebook
page and posted the lyrics to her song
"Declare Independence." In case there
was any shred of doubt that this was not
a coincidence, she wrote "Scotland!"
three times in a row at the beginning.
Maybe she had copy-pasted the
wrong text, and meant to say: "Scotland! Don't make the Queen sad!"
Björk has a long history of supporting
national sovereignty movements. "Declare Independence" was written in

Ah, so it was affinity for Scots, and
not anti-English views that lay behind the support?
No, there was some anti-English feeling too. Many Icelanders still have not
forgiven the British government for
freezing Icelandic banking assets following the 2008 financial crash. Banking authorities used anti-terrorism
legislation, which in the heat of the moment was interpreted by many Icelanders as amounting to having the nation
labeled as terrorists.

support of Faroese and Greenlandic independence. Most famously she shouted "Tibet" while performing the song
in China. Chinese authorities were not
pleased. In an article on the government's English-language China Internet Information Center website, it was
noted that "many western entertainers
make use of politics to create their images" and "what Bjork did was simply
another ludicrous political show."
Doesn't the budget of the Chinese
government stretch so far as buying
umlaut keys for their keyboard?
Apparently not. Sadly the government
did not stop at calling Björk a poseur,
but they tightened regulations for artists who had supported Tibetan sovereignty even the slightest bit. This is not
the only time her support for national
self-determination has caused controversy. During one live performance she

dedicated the song to Kosovo, which
caused a festival in Serbia to cancel her
scheduled appearance.
Okay, so Björk is really keen on independence.
She is not an outlier among Icelanders.
The government is often very quick to
recognise new states, notably being
the only Western European country to
have full diplomatic relations with Palestine. In the case of Scotland, she was
firmly in the middle of Icelandic public
opinion. The referendum was covered
closely in the media. For instance Bogi
Ágústsson, the main news anchor of
state broadcaster RÚV, analysed every
twist and turn on morning radio, as
well as reporting on it on TV.
What's strange about that? Scotland
is a neighbour of Iceland.
Scottish news was not common in the

It's not fair equating terrorists and
bankers. Terrorists haven't caused
nearly as much misery.
Now, now, no need to be mean. Banks
serve an important function, like the
colon. Punctuation would be poorer
without it. It also helped to shore up
Icelandic support for Scottish independence that the leading anti-independence campaigners were Alistair Darling and Gordon Brown, who in 2008
were British Chancellor and Prime
Minister respectively. To Icelanders it
was like Luke Skywalker and the Rebellion going up against the Evil Empire.
But in the end the Empire won.
Yes, to much bafflement in Icelandic
social media. To a nation of 320,000,
it seems odd that a nation of millions
would hold itself back. The independence of Iceland is guaranteed by being
hundreds of kilometres from anyone
else, but it is maintained by an ironclad
belief that anyone can be independent,
even a nation of 320,000.

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
O P E N 7-21
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NEWS
IN
BRIEF
BY PAUL FONTAINE

Fortunately for us, the Holurhraun eruption (discussed
on page 6 and 34) has not produced
airplane-choking ash clouds nor led
to devastating glacial flooding. There
have, however, been continuous
plumes of sulphur dioxide wafting
through mostly North and East Iceland from the site of the Holuhraun
eruption, giving police another reason
to cordon off a large swath of Iceland
from public access. Not that this hasn’t
stopped a few idiots from blithely driving into an eruption site anyway. New
forms of natural selection ahoy!

Minister of Health Kristján Þór
Júlíusson is exploring the legalisation of drugs, going so far
as to agree with a recent Global Commission on Drug Policy report that the
War on Drugs has failed. Instead, he
believes Iceland should emphasise
education, prevention and treatment
for addicts. Oh, he also wants to extend health coverage to refugees.
Kristján proves once again that Iceland’s most conservative politicians
are still to the left of most American
Democrats.

The fun never ends at the Ministry of
the Interior. One of the Minister’s former assistants, Gísli Freyr
Valdórsson, is now on trial for his part
in leaking a memo about asylum seeker Tony Omos to select members of
the press. Gísli Freyr’s legal team have
been pretty creative when it comes to
his defence, arguing at one point that
the office cleaning staff at the Ministry
might have, for whatever reason, printed the memo themselves and sent it
to the press. Sure, that’s possible. Or
maybe it was the ghost of a pirate,
or maybe Gísli Freyr has an evil twin.
Anything’s possible in Legal Town!

CONTINUES

Great Variety of
Horse Riding Tours
just outside Reykjavik

For more information please contact us:
info@eldhestar.is www.eldhestar.is +354 4804800
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Americans
Love Iceland
And more of us are coming,
thanks to The Society Of
American Travel Writers

In lighter news, Sigtryggur Rósmar Eyþórsson has probably
become the first Icelander to
grace a South Korean postage
stamp. The honour comes from
winning an international stamp
collectors’ competition in Seoul.
I bet you didn’t even know stamp
collectors compete with each other. Neither did we, but this is the
first time an Icelander participated
in the event. And he won on the
first go. That’s nothing to sneeze
at, and Sigtryggur ought to consider buying a lottery ticket.

Words by Teresa Bergen
Photos by Elli Thor and Maroesjka Lavigne
A couple of weeks ago I was hiking on a trail about 90
minutes from my home in Portland, Oregon, USA. I ran
into a friend I hadn’t seen for a year. I asked her what she’d
been up to.
“Oh, I just got back from Iceland,” she said.
“Really? I’m going Wednesday.”
Is the whole world going to Iceland? Apparently so, I
learned when I picked up the recent tourism issue of the
Reykjavík Grapevine. And I’m not sure I should tell you
this, since that issue pointed out the not entirely positive effects of tourism, but a lot more people are coming.
Thanks, in part, to the Society of American Travel Writers. I’m a member of this organization and we just finished
up a week-long convention in Reykjavík.
The SATW is composed of travel writers, photographers and travel PR people from around the US and Canada.
Every year the convention is held in a
different city. When the idea of meeting in Iceland first came up, an SATW
member contacted a friend of a friend
who works in Iceland tourism. He answered immediately, recalled Lynn
Rosen, this year’s conference chair.
“This organization has a reputation,”
she said. “So he was eager to open the
door to the possibility.”
And the members were thrilled to
come to Iceland, even though it cost
them much more than when the organization meets domestically. “Many
of us would have moved heaven and
earth to get here,” Rosen said. “Then
we get here to find heaven and earth
moving.”
We’ve all been polishing our volcano witticisms this week.
So what does it mean to have 354
travel writers and tourism promoters
descend on a city? With most of them
constantly posting news and photos
of their exploits to their thousands
of followers on Facebook/Twitter/
Instagram/et cetera, Iceland gets
even more exposure. During a cocktail party at Perlan, SATW member
Rich Grant, communications director
of Visit Denver, mused about the two
or three travel writers left behind in
the US who were living vicariously
through our Facebook posts. “By
now, everybody is so sick of Iceland,”
he said. “Yet they’re addicted. They
have to see what happens next. Plus,
they’re jealous because it’s so amazing. Right now, Iceland is the hottest
place on the planet.”
Despite the skeptical perspectives
I read in the Grapevine’s tourism issue, our convention, like any successful PR event, was 100 percent rah rah
rah. If I hadn’t picked up the Grape-

vine, I would have remained ignorant
that Icelanders’ love for us might be
less than pure.

A pain in the ass
Travel writers and PR people are a
pain in the ass to host. Let me be clear,
that’s my assessment, not anything
our mostly gracious Icelandic hosts
said aloud. At least, not in English. I
talked to a rep from Iceland Travel
as she tried to herd us onto buses.
They’ve hosted larger groups, she
said, but none with tougher logistics.
We complicated things by requesting sixteen pre and post-convention
tour options, plus another twenty
assorted half-day and full-day tours
from Reykjavík. Our tours ranged
from the ultra-touristy Blue Lagoon
to a fashion tour to meet local designers. We could choose an ecotour of a
geothermal plant—not so popular—
or to ride ATVs on lava—very popular. Some writers flew in early to do
their own thing, some photographers
rented a helicopter or an Icelandic
horse. While the Hilton was conference headquarters, many of us stayed
at the Hotel Marina or Natura, and
needed buses to shuttle us between
events.
I’m sure we all wanted to be perfect guests. But we face the problem
of all travelers: To a greater or lesser
degree, we bring our home culture’s
expectations with us. It’s only when
I leave my country that I realize how
American I am.
On a three-night pre-conference
tour of the Golden Circle, our activities included rafting, biking and
snorkeling in Silfra. Now, there’s not
a nice way to put this: Some of us are
wimpier than the locals. Snorkeling in
38°F (or 3°C) water on a cold, windy
day sounded reasonable in theory.

But two minutes after I struggled into
my drysuit, hood, boots, mask, and
fins and waddled into the lake, my
face and hands threatened to fall off.
Post-snorkeling, my hands refusing to
function, our tour bus driver shook
his head in bewilderment as he helped
me undress.

vatn Fontana, most of our group
thoroughly enraged/grossed out locals by ignoring signs instructing us
to shower before entering the pool.
Nor do American men love the Blue
Lagoon locker room experience. My
seatmate on the bus back to the hotel,
a writer from Southern California,
insisted he couldn’t possibly be clean
after bathing in a public pool and then
Fish out of water
showering with a crush of naked men
Then there’s the American mania for peacocking around him. Back at the
knowing what’s going to happen next. hotel, he took a post-shower shower.
So get ready, Iceland. I know
We wanted details about what time
the bus was leaving, where we were many of you pride yourself on your
going to eat and what we should wear. pure culture—pure Icelandic horses
and sheep, pure
These all sound like
Icelandic
people.
reasonable
ques- “By now, everybody is
But thanks to your
tions to me. But the
new admirers in
more we asked, the so sick of Iceland. Yet
the SATW who will
more our Icelan- they’re addicted. They
write dozens of artidic guide resisted have to see what hapcles about your fashanswering. Maybe
he didn’t know the pens next. Plus, they’re ion, music, ATVs
and Blue Lagoon—
answers and didn’t jealous because it’s so
and maybe even
want to admit it. amazing. Right now,
one article about
Perhaps we were
geothermal power—
annoying him with- Iceland is the hottest
soon our numbers
in an inch of his life. place on the planet.”
will multiply. We’ll
“I feel like telling
be the ones oohing
you to shut up,” he
and ahing over your
finally told one perlandscape, spendsistently questioning money, shirking writer.
ing hygiene, asking
Are Americans
too many questions,
more schedule-obfalling in love with
sessed than other
you and your counpeople? Yes, a Canadian SATW member assured me. try and remaining completely obliviShe’s led tours of people from many ous to the fact that our affection may
countries, and Americans ask her ap- be unrequited.
proximately 100 times more questions
than anyone else.
But American uptightness about
timetables pales in comparison to
public pool insecurities. Your average
group of Americans does not yearn to
strip and shower together. At Laugar-

The Progressive Party of Reykjavík seems to be addicted to
shooting itself in the foot. Not
content with how bad questioning
the operating cost of the Peace
Tower made them look, they apparently decided to go all-in by
crashing a student party. There,
Progressive city councilperson
Guðfinna Jóhanna Guðmundsdóttir rambled tipsily about the
Progressives, before introducing
the other city Progressive, Sveinbjörg Birna Sveinbjörnsdóttir, as
“the woman against the mosque
in Reykjavík,” which she indeed is.
Inexplicably, Guðfinna then added, “You can see her in a burka
on Laugavegur,” prompting Sveinbjörg to wrap her head and part of
her face with a scarf. Oh, hilarious
xenophobia.

You may have noticed the Icelandic police making international news lately, primarily for
being adorable cuddly kitten-lovers with winning smiles. One person who is not smiling is Chaplas
Menka. Originally from Liberia
and living in Iceland since 2009,
Menka was recently stopped by
police, taken to the station, and
told he was under arrest—only
the police would not tell him what
the charges against him were,
nor would they let him contact a
lawyer. Instead, they reportedly
pushed him into a cell and, while
using a knife to cut off his plastic
cuffs (instead of the tongs normally required), cut him in the leg
deep enough to warrant hospital
care. Of course, anyone who saw
that video last summer of an Icelandic cop practically body slamming a deeply intoxicated young
woman already knows it’s not all
teddy bears and ice cream when
it comes to the Icelandic police.
Sorry to burst your bubble.
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Iceland | Myths

Does Spain Have
It All Wrong?

INTER
VIEW

Èric Lluent explains
the Iceland Illusion
Interview by Paul Fontaine
Photo provided by Èric Lluent

Èric Lluent is a journalist from Barcelona, Spain who recently published a book, ‘Iceland 2013: A Story Of Deception’, about the illusion and the reality of the Pots and Pans
Revolution of late 2008 and early 2009 and its aftermath.
Èric, who first came to Iceland in 2008, believed at first
in the “Iceland miracle” of grassroots democratic change.
However, in talking to Icelanders, he learned that the myth
and the reality of Iceland’s “revolution” were two very different things. The Grapevine caught up with Èric to get
him to expand upon some of the major points brought up
in his book.
We in Iceland are often perplexed
by some of the claims made in the
international media about what did,
or did not, happen in Iceland from
late 2008 to early 2009. What sorts
of misconceptions have there been in
Spain about the post-crash protests
and their aftermath?
In Spain, a lot of people think that all
of the bankers responsible for the collapse are in jail. They also believe that
you have a new constitution and that
your economy is doing really well. But
the funniest thing is that people in Spain
think that Icelandic taxpayers didn’t
spend one króna to bail out the banks. I
really can’t understand that. You bailed
out your Central Bank with $2.7 billion
USD as is well explained in the book
‘Bringing Down The Banking System’ by
Guðrún Johnsen, and that is equivalent
to more than $8,000 USD per Icelander
in just one month. That is something like
five times what it cost per capita to bail
out our banks.
What do you think precipitated these
myths? What or who keeps them going?
Almost everybody in Iceland feels okay

with these myths. I know there are
some individuals who don’t, but there
is a group of people that doesn’t care
about what the foreign media is reporting about Iceland. There are also people
in power (bankers, businessmen, politicians) who feel really comfortable with
these myths. This is because, as your
Prime Minister has been explaining
abroad, Iceland has learnt its lesson and
is now the best country to invest in. Finally, there are the people who think
that if there are people abroad trusting these myths, that it can be a factor
of pressure over the national government. If these myths fit well with the
strategies of most of the Icelanders, why
would anybody want to explain it better?
In your experiences in this country,
do you think there is a willingness
amongst Icelanders to rid their country of corruption, or do you think
we've just sort of chosen to grudgingly accept it as a part of our daily lives?
I think that after the collapse of 2008,
some Icelanders started to realise that
daily “normal” corruption, which is part
of Icelandic culture, is not a good thing
when it comes to politics or business.

have their been where that's conYou should realise that it’s actually very
cerned?
dangerous to mix the interests of family
or close friends with important national We have a lot of experience with activissues like, say, banking. I’ve heard three ism against power in Spain, so actually
different opinions about it. The first one maybe Icelanders could learn from us,
is something like, “Here there is no cor- but there are not many things that Iceruption. Corruption is when you try to land can teach social movements in
bribe a police officer to get rid of a traf- Spain. We both try to change things in
fic fine.” The second one says something the best way we know. Your failed conlike, “OK, we have corruption, but this is stitutional process is interesting for us,
to learn how power
normal for a country
of just 320,000 peo“In Spain a lot people can destroy a great
project like yours.
ple, so everybody gets
Also, it is interesting
something.” And the think that all of the
for us to know how
third one thinks that bankers responsible
Icelanders shouldn’t
for the collapse are in your revolution was,
but it is a big mistake
justify in any way any
for Spanish activdose of corruption, jail. They also believe
ists to believe that
especially in the pub- that you have a new
we should follow
lic administration. I
constitution and that
the Icelandic model.
hope this last group of
people starts to grow your economy is doing Our countries are
so different and we
because I believe the really well.”
can’t compare how
main goal for our democracies is transparency and no cor- to fight against the system here and
there. It is true that during the protests
ruption at all.
of the spring of 2011 in Spain there were
In what way did Spanish activists people holding Icelandic flags. For me,
try to emulate the Icelandic model of that doesn’t make sense. My concluactivism? What successes or failures sion is that some activists in Spain took
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Iceland as the perfect land and created
a fictional place on which to project all
their dreams. It’s the only explanation I
find when I think about how capitalist
your country is and how incredibly revolutionary it is supposed to be for these
Spaniards that blindly trust in you.
Where do you see Iceland being in
ten years, where the political system
is concerned?
I see a country with lots of problems
with tourism (believe me, I’m from
Barcelona and I know what I’m talking
about), with huge economic crises again
and again if you let the political parties
now in power and the old bankers repeat
the privatization process of the banks in
the same dark way they did at the end of
the '90s and the beginning of this century. Be aware of this process. The future of your country depends on it and
it is going to happen in the next two or
three years. You should also understand
that you live in a unique land. Please take
care of it and don’t let the “progress” destroy your treasure. Without your land,
Iceland is not going to be Iceland anymore.
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Reykjavík,
Meet Your New
Mayor

INTER
VIEW

We dropped in to say hi
to Dagur B.
Interviewed by Anna Andersen
Photo by Baldur Kristjáns
Dagur B. Eggertsson has some big shoes to fill. His predecessor, Jón Gnarr, changed the face of city politics in
Reykjavík more than any mayor before him. The comedian-briefly-turned-mayor attracted so much attention from
around the world that some people (Lady Gaga) came to
think he was the mayor of Iceland. But enough about him,
for now.
Earlier this summer, Jón officially handed over the keys
to the city. Dagur B. Eggertsson is now mayor. Although
the Social Democrat is not exactly new to the job, having
been an interim mayor in the past, we thought we would
drop in to meet him and learn more about what the new
four-party coalition has in store for us.
Let’s start with some background. You
went to medical school and were working as an ER doctor when you decided to
enter city politics in 2002. How did that
happen? Why politics?
It’s a tough question. I actually went into
medicine to stay away from politics, but
my interest in politics lurked somewhere
all the time. I’ve always been interested
in society, debate and making changes.
In 2002, my newly wedded wife and I
had other plans. I had actually just gotten a position at Karolinska Institutet in
Stockholm in the field of infectious diseases, and the shipping container with
all our belongings was already in Sweden
when I was invited to run for City Council. At first I said absolutely not, but then I
changed my mind. And here I am, twelve
years later.
In our outgoing interview with Jón
Gnarr he said that entering politics was
like taking up drugs, that politics is an
environment of addiction. What do you
make of that? And do you agree with him
that The Best Party was an intervention?
I’m not sure I know exactly what he
means... But in my case, I guess you could
say that I went from drugs to politics.
Prescribing them, that is.
I agree that it was an intervention. He
entered the stage and gained support in
an angry and hostile environment, that in
many countries in Europe has given rise
to fascist or populist parties. His aim was
to create the opposite, something positive
and beautiful, and I think that’s part of
his legacy. If you look at Jón’s career, both
as an artist and a politician, he’s always
fighting violence, pushing for peace.
It is safe to say that Jón broke every
rule in the rulebook of politics, if such a
rulebook exists. Politics in Reykjavík are
richer because of him, or his intervention, as he called it.
But in the sense that this was an intervention, was there a problem with city
politics, and has there been some kind of
recovery?
There was complete distrust in all politics after the crash of the banks. There
had been four years of extreme turbu-

lence in City Hall, and the last four years
were in stark contrast to that. Everything
was far calmer, and we took time to deliberate matters. Still, the work is never
fully done and distrust in politics is still
a reality, although trust is slightly higher.
We’re on our way, in the right direction,
but we have to keep on.

The way it used to be
Right, you’re the fourth mayor in something like six years, and this is your second time as mayor. Tell me about your
first time being mayor, from October
2007 to January 2008. What was happening then?
There were attempts by the majority at
the time to privatise parts of Reykjavík
Energy, so we formed a new majority to
prevent that from happening, and we did.
That was part of that political turbulence.
What is the most valuable thing you
learned from that first brief stint as mayor?
That you can’t do a lot in a short time.
[Laughs].
So much has happened since then, including an economic collapse. Does it feel
different this time?
With that first coalition I headed, we
resorted to unprecedented measures to
prevent something bad from happening. This time around it’s the result of a
popular vote in a democratic election, so
in that sense it’s totally different.
It was a pretty close election.
In a way. One possible scenario would
have been that the former majority
would keep governing [The Social Democrats/Bright Future (successor to The
Best Party)]. That did not happen.
Was that a disappointment to you?
To some extent. That was indeed what
we had aimed for. At the same time,
maybe this is better, to bring in new
people. Both the Left-Greens and the
Pirates bring a lot to the table. I believe
that a broad spectrum of values, beliefs
and politics can create good policies for a

city, because a city in itself is quite varied.
So this can turn out to be a strength as
well, if we learn to trust each other, work
closely, and find a common answer to difficult questions. It seems that’s working,
at least we have had a good start.
This isn’t the first time that you’ve
worked with a four-party city council
majority. How did it work out in the past?
No, you’re right, from 1994 to 2006, The
Reykjavík List [Reykjavíkurlistinn] was a
cooperation between four parties, and I
was a part of that from 2002. It went very
well. It was stable and did a lot for Reykjavík. In a sense, it moved Reykjavík into
modern times.

That was back in the 50s. The Reykjavík
List got rid of those old-time practices
and introduced a more international flair
to Reykjavík in terms of culture and atmosphere. Reykjavík had to get a centreleft coalition to get rid of the red tape, the
ban on selling beer outside the cafés and
restrictive opening hours of clubs. It set
Reykjavík free.

The election,
a great blow?

After the election, Hanna Birna said that
the results were “a great blow” to outgoing mayor Jón Gnarr and The Best Party,
and that the election was your “personal
Tell me more about that.
success.” How do you feel about that?
Well, before, Reykjavík City Hall had
I think some of the things said after the
been a part of a power structure of the
election were an expression of grief and
right-wing party. It used the city as a desperation from this old party that
power base, to give out jobs to people in held Reykjavík for a hundred years.
the party and to comAlso, it portrayed an
mission work to firms “But in my case, I guess annoyance towards
with close ties to the you could say that I
Jón Gnarr for having
party. There were few
changed the political
went from drugs to
rules but a lot of party
landscape in Reykjapolitics. For instance, politics. Prescribing
vík. I think part of my
the Reykjavík Art Mu- them, that is.”
support was based
seum didn’t have any
on the fact that I had
money to buy art. The money used to buy
a successful partnership with The Best
art was at the Office of the Mayor, so artParty and Jón Gnarr. So my success is not
ists came to the mayor and asked, ”Would
my success in the sense that I own it. I
you like to buy my painting?” The mayor
share it with him, with the Social Demowould say, “Yes, I like you, and I maybe crats, our co-workers in The Best Party,
like your painting.” These things that other people on the list and, not least, the
sound very ancient were still here, part of
issues we put forward, such as housing.
the system.
She also warned, “Believe me, this will be
Do you have more examples like that?
the most left-leaning coalition we have
Yeah, for example, there were five poliseen in Reykjavík in a long time.” She obticians that sat on a housing committee viously meant this as an attack, but what
which gave out rental permits instead of
do you think, is that a good thing, a bad
there being officials who followed a set thing?
of rules and distributed them through a I am just not buying it. If you look at the
system. I’m not saying that the old times matter at hand, we have a coalition with
were totally corrupt, but instead of politithe Left Greens on the left, us, the Social
cians handing out favours, it is now done
Democrats, The Pirates and Bright Fuby a more rule-based approach.
ture—where are they on the spectrum?
Much earlier, the neighbouring muI think it’s a majority based on a lot of
nicipality of Kópavogur was actually common sense, and good will toward
built by people who couldn’t get building
the future and Reykjavík. All of the parlots, because they weren’t in the party.
ties and their representatives have dif-

ferent strengths, culture and angles that
are valuable, especially when it is all put
together.
There’s one party, the Progressive Party,
that you made a point of not inviting to
take part in any of the city’s councils and
committees. [City Council President Sóley Tómasdóttir of the Left-Greens said:
“We in the ruling coalition have had great
doubts about whether the Progressives
are a governance-suitable party, and we
do not see any reason to engage in more
cooperation with them than we need to.”]
Is that because of the mosque comments
[made by Progressive Party mayoral candidate Sveinbjörg Birna Sveinbjörnsdóttir] or were there other reasons?
I think the Progressive Party has to
set the record straight about what they
meant—how they are going to talk about
people, minorities, and human rights in
general—before we can even start to discuss a collaboration.
I talked to a lot of people who felt
threatened by their comments, I’m talking about non-Muslims who reflected:
“Okay, now a party is starting to build its
politics on dividing society by newcomers and those who have been here, and
their religious views. What’s next?”
Ultimately, it’s about a deep-seated
Western tradition of democratic values,
human values that I cherish very deeply. I
think we have to take this discussion very
seriously.

What's the plan,
the real plan?
Moving on to agenda, how do you plan to
run the city for the next four years? Do
you have plans to change anything from
the former city government, which you
were very involved in, or will it be more
of the same?
I think people will see a focus on what we
established in the new Master Plan for
Reykjavík before the election, and that
was not just work of the former majority,
but a lot of other people in City Council
and society in general. It was very participatory. In terms of housing, we want to
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to
establish a better rental market. I think
we will put an emphasis on that.
Right, you talk about increasing the
number of rental flats by 2,500 to 3,000
in the next three to five years. That’s a lot.
How do you plan to do that?
With good planning, providing building
areas and plots in mid- and central Reykjavik and co-operation with studenthousing organisation, non-profit building companies and private developing
companies.
After housing, what are your second and
third most pressing tasks?
I would say housing, housing and housing.
Of course, we are doing a lot of other
important things that you see in the coalition’s joint platform. My focus will be
on housing and running the city’s finances. We have a plan for the continued rescue of Reykjavík Energy that we will enact through 2016. We want to take green
steps in how the city develops. There are
always a lot of things on a city’s agenda,
a lot of issues, but we will try to focus on
these.
Reading through the coalition’s joint
platform [‘samstarfssáttmáli’], there’s a
lot of great stuff there, but it also seems
pretty abstract. There’s stuff like, “eliminate the gender wage gap.” Do you have
concrete plans for all these things?
Yes. We didn’t put anything in there that
we don’t plan to deliver on.
Okay, so how about closing the gender
wage gap?
We have an extensive plan for this issue.
It has a lot to do with the extra payments
for working overtime and driving, for instance, which seems to make up much of
the difference in salaries. We have analysed that, have a plan in place, and want
to do our utmost to execute it.
I read in the coalition’s platform that you
want to build a bike rental system. How
realistic is that?
A lot of cities are doing it very well. We
want to plug into that. We see BSÍ as a

hub. Big bus lines could come in there
from the suburbs, there you have the bike
rental, hubs at the universities and big
work places. You could even connect it to
the big hubs in the suburbs. Picture yourself living in the suburb, taking your bike
to the hub, leaving it there, taking the
bus, then picking up a bike that you share
with thousands of other people, taking it
to the university, leaving it there, picking
up another one back to the bus or even
biking home and leaving it there at the
hub where you pick up your own bike.
This is the vision.
It’s a great vision.
Yeah, if you think about it, this area
around BSÍ and downtown Reykjavík,
this is our own Denmark. Here you have
all of the biggest work places in Iceland
and most of the tourists. And it's flat. So it
should work out.
What about bike paths?
We have been building them up and we
say in the platform that we want to continue doing that. We want to be a firstclass city for bikes.
People seemed to be really unhappy with
the bike path on Hofsvallagata.
Well, the birds liked it. [Laughs]
Is it here to stay?
No, it was just thought of as an experimental thing. We have to have space to
do things that are seen as wild, kind of to
get the debate going. We can even allow
ourselves to make mistakes, when we
are finding out the right spots, squares,
and the right design. That is actually a
method used by a lot of cities called ”The
Meanwhile Strategy.” That is, you do
something inexpensive temporarily, to
try out public spaces. Will it work? What
elements of it worked?
What worked on Hofsvallagata is that
we managed to slow down traffic, which
was the main goal actually. But did we
make people happy? I’m not really sure
about that, and of course we also want
people to be happy. We want slow traffic
on Hofsvallagata and happy people.
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Voter Turnout by Age

Bloody
Young People
Don’t Vote!

Politics | Democracy

No, seriously folks,
we have the data
to prove it
Words by Tómas Gabríel Benjamin

It is an age-honoured tradition to blame young people for
things that are wrong in society—its moral degradation is
invariably due to the youth’s laziness, lack of education,
and perverse taste. Although youngsters, much like immigrants and the fair people of Florida, are often used
as scapegoats, they were indeed at fault for the low voter
turnout in the latest municipal elections.
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Alienated voters
These results did not come as a surprise
to Dr. Stefanía Óskarsdóttir, a senior
lecturer at the University of Iceland’s
department of political science. She says
that voter turnout has been steadily diErró, Two Faces, 1985.

minishing in the last few decades. “The
party platforms may be too similar for
young voters,” she says, “and people
today are less interested in joining political parties. The ruling powers used
to be able to give preferential treatment
to their voters and party members, but
everything has gotten more professional
lately so they can’t get away with that any
more, which in turn makes them lose
some of their appeal.”
She adds that the parties aren’t focusing on issues that matter to young people,
a sentiment echoed by Ingvar Smári
Birgisson, chair of Heimdallur, the youth
wing of the Reykjavík Independence Party. “The fight has been to get more wom-

Vættarskóli Borgir
Grafarvogur

pation in the elections, the study found a
number of other statistically significant
results. Women, for instance, were found
to be more active voters than men until
the age of 75. People living in Breiðholt
and Álftanes also voted a lot less than
those in older and more established
neighbourhoods such as Vesturbær and
Hlíðar.

Laugardalshöll
Laugardalur

Páll had expected that younger people
were voting less, but he was astounded by
just how great the generational gap was.
“The eighteen-year-olds, first-time voters, had a 51.2% turnout, which was well
below the average,” he says, “but what’s
striking is that our data shows that only
39% of the nineteen-year-olds, who were
able to vote in the 2013 parliamentary
elections, voted now. That’s a massive
difference.”
He deeply regrets that the 2010 election wasn’t documented in the same
manner, when comedian Jón Gnarr led
The Best Party to power. “Voter turnout was better, at 73.5%,” he says, “and
a largely apolitical mayor was elected.
If we had that data available, we could
definitively say whether or not young
people have since lost interest in politics.”
In addition to the low youth partici-

Klébergsskóli
Kjalarnes

Grim results

Ingunnarskóli
Grafarholt

Páll says that people had worried that
such a project would be too complicated
and costly, but that was not their experience. “It’s not rocket science,” he says,
“it just requires some work. We estimate
that the total cost was around half a million ISK, which is a drop in the ocean
compared to the total cost of the election.”
Once the votes had been counted, the
ten-man team collected the social security numbers of those who voted, and with
those they determined gender, age and
residence. They then compared that data
with a list of eligible voters to get a clear
picture of which groups had and hadn’t

50.00%

Hagaskóli
Vesturbær

Achieving the impossible

cast their vote. The majority of the work
took place over the course of two days,
and the results were presented to the City
Council’s Executive Board on August 14.
To ensure voter anonymity, original data
was deleted once the analysis was complete.
The group, which has overseen the
elections the last few years, has long
dreamt about conducting this kind of
detailed study, as it is in their opinion
important for a democratic society. “It’s
vital to know what groups are voting and
who is being left behind,” Páll says.

Árbæjarskóli
Árbær

Before this May’s elections, the City of
Reykjavík commissioned a group to collate and examine voter data. Headed by
Páll Hilmarsson and Hildur Lilliendahl,
they set out to find out who voted, how
old they were and from which district
they came. This is the first time that the
city, or any other Icelandic municipality
for that matter, has performed such a detailed analysis.
The election had an abysmally low
voter turnout, with only 62.8% of registered voters casting their ballot, making
it the lowest turnout since since 1928,
when Iceland was still a Danish colony.
What the group found, however, was that
only 51.3% of 18-to-40-year-olds voted,
compared to 72% of those 41 years and
older.

en involved in politics," he says. "Now
we need to do the same for young people
and get more candidates elected that are
younger than 35.”
Meanwhile Halla Gunnarsdóttir,
chair of Hallveig, youth wing of the Reykjavík Social Democratic Alliance, holds
both the youth movements and political parties accountable for not engaging
properly with young people. “We need
to get them more involved,” she says,
“because what happens in City Council
affects their lives, such as with public
transport and the rental market. We, the
young people, need to have our voices
and concerns heard by those in power.”

Ásdís Sif Gunnarsdóttir, ljósmynd/Photo: E.S.P.TV.
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Owning
Icelandic Rappers Stamp
Their Personality Onto Hip Hop
Words by John Rogers
Photos by Axel Sigurðarson

In a crumbling old building on the outskirts of central Reykjavík, a dust-covered, semiabandoned workspace is coming to life. In one corner, a makeup artist applies vivid lipstick
to a member of feminist rap collective Reykjavíkurdætur as photographer Axel Sigurðarson steadies his stepladder on the broken tiles underfoot. Heavily-tattooed young rapper
Emmsjé Gauti chats with Arnar from Úlfur Úlfur, trying on jackets from a clothes rail.
Cell7, aka Ragna Kjartansdóttir, enters the room to loud cheers, and is soon taking selfies
with friends in the throng.
Next to show up are Erpur Eyvindarson,
aka Blaz Roca, from Iceland’s biggest rap
group XXX Rottweilerhundar (known
today just as XXX Rottweiler), and Sesar A, who released the first Icelandiclanguage hip hop album in 2001 mere
days before Rottweiler’s début. The two
offer booming hellos and high fives to
their younger counterparts, and before
long the group are posing and throwing
hand gestures against the stark industrial backdrop, as the flashbulbs crack
overhead. There seems to be a good spirit
between the various performers as they
playfully bustle for space, laughing and
swapping gear and props. This assembly
of big personalities, from the established
old-timers to the fresh young faces, is a
large chunk of Reykjavík’s thriving rap
scene.

rap-rock duo Úlfur Úlfur thinks it’s the
most relevant genre of today.
“Rap is most certainly the most direct and on-point music when it comes
to painting a realistic picture of what it’s
like to be a young Icelander,” says Arnar.
“We’re rapping about what life is really like here, what it’s like to be young in
Reykjavík and trying to get it together.”
It’s a sentiment echoed by Blaz Roca,
a founder member of the platinum-selling Icelandic-language hip hop group
XXX Rottweiler, and the self-styled
‘papa of Icelandic hip hop’. “Hip hop
here definitely has a unique character,”
he says. “The rappers take rap and make
it their own. The kids love it, it connects,
they can relate to the lyrics.”

The Real Reykjavík

Erpur is also something of a historian of
the genre’s development in Iceland. “The
first time I heard rap in Icelandic was
around 1988,” he says. “The rave scene
was going off, and rappers were appearing at parties. There was a kind of unnoticed buzz about it, in underground
circles. At that time, the pop music was
mostly for drunkfests in the countryside.
But then came an urban scene, acts like
Quarashi and Subterranean, who both
rapped in English."
Ragna Kjartansdóttir, who now performs as Cell7, was one of the founders
of Subterranean. “I was thirteen or fourteen when I started listening to hip hop,”
Ragna says. “It was maybe 1994. The only
rap radio show was called Chronic. I’d

On a dark, wind-whipped autumn night
in Reykjavík, the northernmost capital
city of the world can feel like a pretty farflung place to be a cradle for rap music.
But like the rest of the Western world,
hip hop influence is everywhere in Reykjavík. The city centre is a mini-maze of
tag-covered streets, lined with bars radiating hip hop, house or techno; baseball
capped, longboarding tweens, teens and
twenty-somethings are a common sight,
rolling by in deck shoes and drop-crotch
pants. And while rap might not be what
first springs to mind when the outside
world thinks of the twinkly, dreamy “Icelandic music” brand, Arnar from young

Roots & Manoeuvres

wait for it to air, once a week, with my
tape player ready to record it, and then
listen to that for a week until the next
show aired. We didn’t have no internet
yet.”
Things are very different today, with
the new generation of Icelandic rappers
leaping at the opportunities that the
internet’s connective culture provides,
both to find music and to broadcast their
own. Gauti Þeyr Másson, aka Emmsjé
Gauti, is a young rapper who’s taken
the scene by storm, using YouTube to
connect to an online audience. “I never
lived in a time before the internet,” he
explains. “It makes it so much easier to
release music and be noticed. I wouldn’t
be at the same place without it. One of my
biggest tracks has 200,000 views, mostly
from here in Iceland. You can see in the
analytics that there’s 30 people watching
in Denmark, and 50 people from Ukraine
or wherever.”
Another new face on the scene is rapper Gísli Pálmi, who releases videos onto
YouTube as his main means of distribution. “I think that what Gísli is doing is
really smart,” says Gauti, “because people like to watch their music now. He is a
personality that people like, and want to
see. So, a video is the best way to get out
music today, if you want attention from
the younger crowd.”

Rap & Rímur
But Iceland has a vocal tradition that
reaches back many years before YouTube, or MTV for that matter. Perhaps

It
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of the pagan movement here in Iceland.
surprisingly, there’s a competitive poetry
style that dates all the way to the island’s We made a track together where I did the
rapping, he made the beats, and Steindór
early settlers. Just as in the Bronx housAndersen, who has been touring the
ing projects where hip hop was born, early Icelanders endured gruelling poverty, world with Sigur Rós, was doing Icelandic rímur. Now me and Hilmar Örn are
with no access to musical instruments
working on new stuff of me rapping the
until much later. Their creativity spilled
out via the means at hand: in the case of texts of the sagas.”
Even the younger rappers on the
early hip hop, even poor homes had their
scene feel this connection, having been
voices and a record player that could be
used to forge beats—in dirt-poor early taught the Icelandic rímur—chanted
traditional Icelandic rhymes—as kids.
Iceland, people only had their voices. Everyman poets of the time would engage “Before I started rapping when I was
four or five years old,
in an improvised batmy granddad was altle of wits and rhymes “Rap is most certainly
ways teaching me the
that bears a striking the most direct and
rímur,” says Gauti. “I
similarity to rap bat- on-point music when
was actually studying
tling, with the victor
at school how they
attaining material or it comes to painting a
social superiority.
realistic picture of what work, and they have
the same basic roots
“Iceland has a poit’s like to be a young
as hip hop. The first
etic culture,” Erpur
says. “Ever since the Icelander. We’re rapping line rhymes with the
third line. They have
Sagas we read lots of about what life is really
these rules and all
books and poetry, so
like here.”
these different kinds
the poetic tradition
- Arnar, Úlfur Úlfur
of rímur. And what we
has a lot to do with
do, the flow, we’re just making new rules
what we are doing now. Lots of rappers
don’t even think about it, but personally that people will copy after us, or we have
copied from other people. Rhyming is
I would explain it like this. When I talk
embedded in Icelandic culture and hisabout my favourite rappers I also talk
tory.”
about my favourite poets.”
This connection means people that
don’t necessarily like hip hop can still
Kanye Vesturbær
connect to Erpur’s work. “I cherish that
connection,” he says. “I’m really into The first iteration of the Icelandic rap
language, I take it seriously and feel very movement back in the mid 1990s was alproud of it. It’s the main thing that makes
most exclusively in the English language.
us Icelandic. Not race or religion—it’s the But When XXX Rottweiler came out
language. I feel proud of using this lanwith an Icelandic-language rap record
guage.”
that became a runaway success, they
And figures from different areas of
changed the direction of the whole scene.
the arts connect to modern Icelandic
“We pioneered rapping in the Icelanrap accordingly. “When I use the Icedic language,” Erpur says. “Me, Sesar A
landic language, people notice,” Erpur and XXX Rottweiler were the ones who
says. “People like Hilmar Örn Hilmarsdid that. It was tough to take the steering
son—he’s a musician that was involved wheel of the scene and to take it there, but
with Killing Joke back in the ‘80s, and after the Sesar A and Rottweiler albums,
also Björk and lots of the ‘80s new wave everyone started doing it. It was a revoluand punk bands. He’s the front person tion of hip hop in Iceland. It got a main-
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My
Name Is...
1 Emmsjé Gauti
Emmsjé Gauti is a fresh MC who
burst onto the scene via a controversial collaboration with Blaz Roca in
2010.
2 Arnar Freyr Frostason
Half of Úlfur Úlfur, a popular rap
duo.

2

1

3 Egill Tiny
A member of Quarashi, Iceland's biggest English-language rap crew.

3

4 Erpur Eyvindarson
Erpur, aka Blaz Roca, is a founding
member of XXX Rottweiler, and the
self-styled 'papa of Icelandic hip hop.'
5 Ragna Kjartansdóttir
A member of Subterranean at the
age of sixteen, Ragna now performs
under her Cell7 moniker.
6 Anna Tara & Katrin Helga
Andrésdóttir
Two sister-members of large feminist
rap collective Reykjavíkurdætur, or
"Daughters of Reykjavík."
7 Sesar A
Sesar released the first Icelandic-language rap album in 2001, just days
before XXX Rottweiler's debut.
(Not pictured)

4
Language
evolves,
rap evolves, and with
the young crowd today, rap has evolved
in a very good way in
Iceland.”

6
stream following. And after that, hip hop
in Iceland was 99% Icelandic.”
This informed the work of the next
generation, including Emmsjé Gauti.
“When Rottweiler released their album
in 2001 I was like, 12 years old,” Gauti
says. “After that, people had the courage
to do it themselves. I was writing in English, I didn’t think of writing in Icelandic
before that.”
But rapping in Icelandic presents a
unique set of challenges, with a very different rhythm and flow to modern English. “Icelandic is such a stiff language,”
Icelandic rapper Gísli Pálmi said, when
we interviewed him last November. “It’s
an old-school way of speaking. We don’t
have a lot of words for things. In English
there are ten words for one thing, here in
Iceland it’s just one word, and it’s probably a really bad one. That makes it hard
to rhyme, there are so many different syllables and it’s hard to get to the point. You
might need an action word to complete
the sentence that’ll throw off the flow. I

6
like that though, when you do it right, it’s
raw.”
With the wide vocabulary and lyrical agility required for rapping, MCs
gravitate towards the language in which
they feel most comfortable, with some
landing in English, and others Icelandic. “We learned this from experience,”
Erpur says. “You have to be really, really
good with words to rap—you can’t compete with someone in English if it’s their
mother tongue. The vocabulary, flow,
skills… me and Sesar A were thinking
primarily in Icelandic, and so we rapped
in Icelandic.”
And adapting Icelandic to rap has led
to interesting new usages for one of the
world’s oldest languages. “I was talking
to an Icelandic language teacher about
how kids do it today,” says Egill Ólafur
Thorarensen, aka Egill Tiny, of Quarashi.
“She embraces how the kids bend the
language, as if they were using ebonics.
People are adapting the language, bending it, breaking the rules, and that’s cool.

“There are people that
don’t necessarily like
hip hop but like what
I’m doing because of
the lyrics. It’s not race
or religion that makes
us Icelandic - it’s the
language."

5

always look at your
opinions and clear out
your mind more and
more—I am still learning new things that I
am wrong about, like
- Blaz Roca, XXX Rottweiler
this.”
Erpur thinks the controversial conBecoming Conscious
tent of his music comes more from risqué
humour than offensive attitudes. “I’m a
In stark contrast to the problematic travails of mainstream hip hop, Iceland is feminist,” states Erpur, “but at the same
time, I talk lots of shit. I make metaphors
often named as one of the world’s most
progressive cultures when it comes to that some people find offensive and sexgay rights and gender equality. Icelandic ist. We say lots of shit in hip hop, and find
controversial jokes funny, but there’s norap has sometimes found itself pulled bebody I know that’s actually against womtween these opposing poles, reaching a
flashpoint when Blaz Roca and Emmsjé en or gay people.”
“I understand the message that Gauti
Gauti released a track called “Elskum
and Erpur wanted to convey in the song,”
þessar mellur”, or “We Love The Sluts.”
“It was really good for me to work says Anna Tara Andrésdóttir, of feminist
with Blaz Roca,” says Gauti. “When the rap collective Reykjavikurdætur. “That
is definitely one way of speaking about
guy that actually brought you into the
game wants to make a song with you, it’s it. The language got criticism - people
thought using the word “mella" might
a certain honour. The track we did was
controversial, it was about slut-shaming. have the exact opposite effect of what
We went a little bit too far somewhere they were trying to convey. But I’m glad
in the lyrics. I don’t take that song back, that their thoughts, and the criticism, are
out there—I think the whole conversathough. We were saying, if people are
tion encourages people to think for themgonna call girls who sleep with a lot of
guys sluts, it is not a shame to be a slut, selves. In fact, I’m excited to see what
feminist issue they will rap about next.”
we are sluts ourselves. That was the main
thing behind it. But people got mad.”
The ensuing dialogue helped shape
Vanilla Iceland
Gauti’s attitudes and opened his eyes
to what feminism means. “I was apHip hop was born in the US, a country
proached by a friend of mine who got
currently in the throes of revolution of
really mad about the song,” says Gauti. consciousness regarding race and appro“And I just didn’t understand why. I alpriation; that is, the strip-mining of black
ways used to say, I’m not a feminist, I just
culture for white people, as seen in earbelieve in equal rights. And now I know lier decades via the repackaging of blues
that’s basically what feminism is, and and rock ‘n’ roll by mainstream artists
I can say I’m a proud feminist. You can like Elvis.

But Iceland is a completely different context; a small island nation whose
late-blooming, insular culture must feed
on external influence, or become stagnant. “I think it’s stupid to say you can’t
do something just because you don’t
have the roots in it,” says Gauti. “Human beings come from the same place
in the beginning, so we all have the same
roots. We come from different cultures of
course but it’s more relevant to ask ‘are
you doing it well, and do you have passion?’, instead of saying ‘you can’t do this
because you weren’t born there.’ That’s
just prejudice.”
And as rap and hip hop become a
global culture, people from around the
world are using it as a vessel to convey
their own lives and stories, Iceland included. “The original form is, of course,
from the USA,” Egill says, “so we’re always going to be inspired by foreign hip
hop. But Icelandic rappers have their
own sense of style, and they talk about
things where they’re from. It’s not just a
copy-paste of something else. It’s a way
to express yourself. Rap is something
people have stumbled across, but there’s
something universal in it that translates
to all of us.”
“Rap has grown into so many different places and genres now,” ponders Ragna Cell7. “People can’t judge us because of
where we’re from. It’s irritating to have
people judge you just because you live on
a remote island. It’s hard to be critiqued
based on that. We’re just doing what we
love. Doing our own thing, right here.
And that’s unique.”
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Back To
Basics
Brynja Pétursdóttir And
Natasha Monay Royal
Bring Street Dance To Iceland,
One Step At A Time
By Larissa Kyzer
Photos by Matthew Eisman

Although contemporary hip hop culture is undeniably global in its scope, most people
wouldn’t think of Iceland as a hotbed for street dance, one of hip hop’s most recognizable and fundamental off-shoots. And honestly, it’s not. Today there are—at a generous
estimate—maybe 50 people actively involved in the street dance scene in Iceland, many
of whom are kids and teens who are years away from seeing the inside of a nightclub.
Nevertheless, two women at the forefront of Iceland’s street dance community—Natasha Monay Royal, a 41-year-old Brooklynite who is part of “the generation to start street
dance,” and her former student, Brynja Pétursdóttir, a 29-year-old Icelander from the
outlying Reykjavík neighbourhood of Breiðholt—have set themselves a rather formidable goal. That is, to not only create an entire dance culture from scratch in Iceland, but
to also “do it properly,” instilling their students with an understanding of the foundations
of hip hop culture and the street dance movement, a tradition that honestly could not be
further removed from Iceland’s own cultural and political history.
Given their very different backgrounds, Brynja and Natasha have,
of course, taken very different approaches to becoming Iceland’s veritable street dance experts, and both
have their own takes on where the
culture currently stands and how it
might (or might not) develop in the future. But as teachers, they both share
a passionate belief in the importance
of infusing their classes with historical context and proper technique.
“I could not teach ballet, so I do
not advertise ballet,” Brynja states
matter-of-factly. As far as she and Natasha see it, a lot of dance teachers in
Iceland are trying to cash in on a fad
without really knowing what they are
doing. This has seemed all the more
apparent following this year’s 'Ísland’s Got Talent' (the Icelandic version of the popular TV franchise), in
which Brynjar Dagur Albertsson, one
of Natasha and Brynja’s students, performed a series of popping routines
that won him ten million krónur. “It

was funny when he won,” says Natasha, “He’s fifteen years old and you
have dance schools calling him and
asking him to teach. And he’s like, ‘I
don’t know how to teach!’ But they
ask him to come because it’s good for
business.
It makes street dance here unbalanced,” she ends. “And it’s never
gonna grow if they keep doing it this
way.”

Stops and starts
“I brought street dance to Iceland—I
was the first person to teach it,” says
Natasha. She explains that there had
been a few break dancers who had
come to Iceland before, people who,
like her, learned to break dance at the
very beginning. “But they left after
less than a year,” she shrugs. “That’s
why it’s still so fresh in Iceland. They
left so early.”
Of course, Natasha didn’t exactly
plan to become Iceland’s one and only

break dancer when she first arrived
sixteen years ago. Rather, she came as
a tourist. “I went to Kolaportið—there
was a big jam there, some American
DJ came,” she remembers.
“I started dancing and everybody
just stopped. Everybody just completely froze. Like they’d never seen
this before. But I just kept dancing
and then the whole place was really
crowding me, making me dance again
and again. I was showing them moves
and that’s when this guy came over
and said his uncle owned a dance studio. I started at his dance school and
then went to [the downtown dance
school] Kramhúsið, and I’ve been
teaching there since.”
But it wasn’t easy to funnel the enthusiasm Natasha experienced at Kolaportið into actual class attendance.
Her first break dance classes had less
than ten students. (Compare this to
today, when she and Brynja have as
many as 350 students between them.)
Luckily, one of Natasha’s first stu-

“They’re all so open. If
you love the community and you love the
culture, then they want
to give you everything
they have.”

dents—and one of
the most enthusiastic ones, at that—
was Brynja. “Teaching her, I knew that
she had it in the
heart,” Natasha remembers. “She was
always there. It’s
not a surprise to me
that she’s where she
is today, because
she was always dedicated.”
It’s perhaps no
wonder that Brynja
was so enthusiastic about Natasha’s
classes, since she had, ostensibly,
been waiting for them for her whole
life. “I remember being nine-yearsold at my friend's house, sneaking
into her older brother's video collection to watch a show called Yo! MTV
Raps that was aired on MTV after our
bedtime,” Brynja remembers.
“I had no idea who those people
were, but I loved the music, the way
they dressed and how they looked so,
so, so cool. I was hooked on hip hop
culture and soon got to reading, listening and studying every bit of it that
I could get my hands on. I waited for
The Source magazine, XXL and Vibe
to hit the shelves every month. I loved
how TLC, Mary J. Blige and Aaliyah
dressed and danced, and I tried to imitate everything I saw in the videos.
Without really paying much attention
to it, I was always practicing some
move, for example, the hand gestures
when people rapped were so smooth
and effortless. My friends did not understand me at all—I clearly remember being the odd one out and I always
hated the music played at parties. I

was a pain in the ass
too, probably, trying to get my music
played.”
Brynja
started
taking belly-dancing classes when she
was six years old,
but was always on
the look out for hip
hop classes because
she loved the music
so much. “Finally,
when I was fifteen,
I found Natasha’s
class,” she smiles.
“I always helped her advertise. I always put up posters in my school to
make sure that the classes would stay
open.”
Less than five years later, Brynja
and Natasha decided to start teaching
together. “I started teaching when
I was nineteen and that was out of
pure desperation,” Brynja laughs.
“There was nothing going on here.”
She shakes her head. “Seriously. I just
really wanted to create a dance class
that I would want to go to. But oh my
god, I was so nervous. I was building
something from nothing. Nobody was
doing it.”
She gestures one hand to the left,
one to the right. “Me and Natasha,
we had to make it known that street
dancing is this, not that. And that
took years to get across, in part because many studios advertised street
dance and hip hop without having
any teachers who were educated in
those styles. We’ve kind of accomplished that now—people see the dif-

Continues on P.22
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Info
Continues from P.21
ference. So that’s good. But it’s been a
huge struggle.”

This is what it’s about
Although she had already started
teaching, however, Brynja still felt
like she had a lot to learn, particularly
since she was teaching styles, such as
dance hall and waacking, that no one
else in Iceland was. “It’s a bit scary to
be the only influential person,” she
admits. “So I try my best to teach everything correctly, just as I learn it
from my teachers.”
Every year, she saves up—“all my
own money,” she laughs, “this is the
reason I don’t have a car”—and goes
abroad for a couple of months to
dance. She’s studied in New York City,
London, Paris, Stockholm, Copenhagen. “When I went to New York for
the first time, my brain just opened,”
she laughs, “and my world became
complete.”
More than just studying in the
right places, though, it was important
to Brynja that she learn from the best.
“I follow the pioneers,” she explains,
which isn’t always easy. Even in New
York, “it’s an underground scene—hip
hop is an underground dance and it
always will be. So you have to find
these people, but when you do, the
whole community just opens for you.”
She mimics getting a list of instructions from one of her mentors. “You
have to go to these clubs on this day
and this club on that day, but that club
on this day. And then you have to go to
that class here and this class there.”
She trails off, smiling.
“I went to private classes, too. But
now, these are my friends. They are
people that I talk to and respect and
hang out with. When they go to London, I meet them there and we just
hang out. And those are the pioneers!
That’s the crazy thing,” she laughs.
“They’re all so open. If you love the
community and you love the culture,
then they want to give you everything
they have.”
Of course, for Natasha, who grew
up in hip hop and break dance culture, it hasn’t been so important to get
the kind of training that Brynja has
wanted. “I go home to see my family. Maybe I take a class here or there.
With Brynja, of course, I understand.
But me, I have it in me. So I don’t really have so much to learn, unless I
want to learn something new.”

And sometimes, it should be
pointed out, she does: after spending
four years taking classes in toprock, a
jazz- and funk-infused vertical dance
style that breakers use to transition
into floor moves, Natasha just started
teaching the style herself this month.
“I’m gonna do it for free at first,” she
said, “to get people into it... Every
dance in Iceland is so new—what is
toprock? What is house? It’s still new!
You have to really introduce them
to it: this is what it is, this is what it
looks like, and this is what it’s about.”

Never go solo
Given that these dances are still so
fresh for most Icelanders, it stands to
reason that, at least in this respect,
the local club scene leaves something
to be desired. Laugavegur may be a
great place to get your djamm on,
but Icelandic nightclubs—and clubgoers—are still a bit lacking as far as
street dancers are concerned. (Both
women hasten to point out that they
think that Reykjavík’s DJ scene is
great, with Brynja noting that her favourites—such as Benni B-Ruff, Árni
Kocoon, Addi Intro, and Logi Pedro—
have regular sets at Prikið and Dolly,
and Natasha adding that “I feel like
I’m in New York with some of these
house DJs.”) But where is a good spot
to actually go dance?
“Here?” asks Brynja. “Oh, geez
louise. I’m Not. A. Fan. But maybe
that’s also because we [street dancers]
sometimes catch a lot of slack when
we go out.” (She pauses for a moment
to emphasize the golden rule: “Never
go solo!”)
“When we go dance, we go all out,”
she continues. “Sometimes it’s very
sexy, and sometimes it’s very rough.
There’s a lot of attitude. But now that
people recognize us more, they give
us space and they like to watch. That’s
a nice development.”
Natasha seems to agree that as far
as the club scene goes, street dance
is still mostly a spectator sport. “It’s
pretty sad,” she says. “Everybody’s
just, like…” she shrugs, waving her
hand dismissively, “with their beers.
Nobody’s dancing. They have to have
a little bit to drink to make a fool of
themselves.” And although she’ll
brave the dance floor alone or with
the occasional friend from out of
town, Natasha says that there are still
just not a lot of Reykjavík clubs that
have the necessary square footage.
“In New York City, you’ve got
factories,” she says. “Here, they’re
all coffeehouses. But now we have a

Brynja and Natasha teach dance
classes in Breiðholt, Árbær
and Laugardalur, for all ages in
various street dance styles, as
well as themed choreography
classes. More information at
www.brynjapeturs.is, or if you
need information in English,
email brynjapeturs@gmail.com
directly. Natasha also teaches
at Kramhúsið; see the school’s
full schedule (in English) at
kramhusid.is

club called Lavabarteach hip hop and
inn—they have a lot
popping. The end
of top house DJs. I
goal is to create a
went there when it
full and well-roundopened and I was
ed curriculum, a
like, ‘Wow, I’m gonset of “vocabularna come here and
ies,” as Brynja puts
dance my butt off
it, which their stubecause they have
dents can draw on
the space.’”
when dancing outIt doesn’t help
side of a classroom
matters that some Brynja will host this year’s Street setting.
of the scene’s best dans einvígi, or Street Dance
The knowledge
dancers are still Battle, on October 25 at Íþrót- that there are dance
teenagers and too tahús Seljaskóla. Henry Link of teachers and schools
young by far to be the Elite Force Crew will be com- advertising
street
partaking of the lo- ing to Iceland from New York dance classes withcal nightlife. “We’re to judge the battle, as well as to out the proper trainused to going out teach classes in the week before.
ing, however, really
with our peers and
rankles both wompeople who are olden, who see this as
er than us,” Brynja
an epidemic that is
says of her and Natasha’s experiences stunting both Icelandic street dancdancing in other cities. “But here, of
ers, as well as the culture at large.
course, we’re the oldest—the others
“There are teachers teaching
are so young. So a club? It isn’t really break dance who don’t know anyin the picture yet.” She laughs at the
thing about break dance,” Natasha
thought. “Come to the club! Just don’t
says. “They’re lifting their toes up
look at the bar!”
like in ballet. We don’t lift our toes up
And so, Brynja says, they host their in street dance. The students are getown bi-monthly jam sessions in gyms
ting ripped off.”
and studios where there’s no miniWhat makes her and Brynja’s
mum age and where less experienced classes different, she believes, is ultidancers can get a taste for the more
mately the greater context they prospontaneous dancing that they’ll (one
vide their students with. “I do history
day) find in a club environment. “We
classes,” she says. “I sit my kids down
just freestyle—blast the music and get
and let them know, Hey! This is what I
everyone into the mind-set of creat- was doing when I was eight, fifteen…
ing for themselves.”
Some dance schools, they basically,
And no two ways about it: ”free- like, just teach ‘five, six, seven, eight,’
style” is the key word here. When
and don’t say nothin’ bout why—why
asked if a jam session or a club might are we doing this step?”
be a good place to try out choreoBrynja agrees. “Most of us—we’re
graphed group routines, á la your stuck here, we can’t go travel every
favourite dance movie franchise,
time we want. So it’s very important
Brynja just laughs. “Busting out cho- that students go to the people who
reography and dancing at the club? can actually help them learn and adYou would get slapped if you did that.
vance. Don’t go to people who don’t
That’s the first thing I say to my stu- have the education! Some people act
dents: ‘You’ve been watching 'Step like, ‘Oh, you just put on a hoodie and
Up'? Well, you’re about to learn some- baggy pants and dance to the newest
thing new!’”
Jay-Z song…’” She growls a little in
frustration.
“That’s what’s been done here in
You need your
Iceland. There are people coming to
foundation
my classes who think that they’ve
been studying hip hop for years. It’d
be like going to a ballet class without
Although today the pair work independently from one another, they see knowing how to pirouette. It’s that
bad. And I’m like, sorry, but you have
themselves as a team with courses
to start at the beginning. You need
that complement one another. In
2012, Brynja founded her own dance your foundation.”
school, Dans Brynju Péturs. Natasha
teaches classes there, as well as at
Kramhúsið. Brynja focuses on dance
hall and waacking, while Natasha
Continues on P.24
teaches break and house dance. Both

Natasha Monay Royal was born in
Brooklyn, New York in 1973 and, as
she says, is part of “the generation
to start street dance.” She began
dancing when she was ten years
old, learning a lot from her older
brother who had his own crew. Her
brother wasn’t always happy to
have his little sister tagging along,
she says, but she learned a lot from
watching them practice in empty
buildings that were under construction around Brooklyn.
“They would just put a cardboard
box on the ground and dance,” she
explained in an interview with the
newspaper Vísir. And then one day,
Natasha decided to go to a practice
and show them that what she could
do. “I was so young then,” she remembers. “And they had no idea
that I had been practising.” They
were obviously impressed with
what they saw, however, because
after this she was allowed to join
the crew.
Natasha came to Iceland as a tourist in 1998 and was “discovered” by
a local dancer at a hip hop party at
Kolaportíð, the downtown warehouse which now houses the city’s
weekly flea market. “They probably thought I was crazy,” she says.
“I was spinning on my head and
everything.”
She began teaching dance classes
around Reykjavík, eventually moving to the dance school Kramhúsið.
“I don’t have my own school,” she
says. “But I call Kramhúsið my
school because I was like, basically
born there. I got started through
them.” Slowly but surely she began
building up a student base. It was
the teaching, she said, which really
kept her here at first.
“Sometimes, I did want to stop,”
she admits. “But then I was like,
‘No! I don’t want to do that. Then,
the street dance would die.’ That
was keeping me here. And, of
course, now I have a child here.
He’s five now, so okay. I already
said to my partner I’m going to be
here at least until he’s fifteen. After
his confirmation, then I’ll see from
there.”
“This is like my second home,”
she says. “I have a lot of friends and
family here that I call my family. It
keeps me here. And then I have my
family calling me from the United
States like every other day, so I feel
like they’re next door.”
Natasha says she has a huge family
that she goes home twice a year to
see. In addition to her older brother, she has a twin sister. “She was
so upset that I was leaving,” she
remembers. But her whole family has been very supportive of her
move here, even if they miss her.
“My mom was a bit sad that I was
leaving, but she just told me you
have one life to live—enjoy it. Just
make sure you take care of yourself.
‘Call home and come home,’ that’s
all she said. So every time I’m in a
newspaper article, I send it to her.
And she’s so cute—she has a little
book that she shows to everybody.”

South Coast &
Jökulsárlón
Departure: 08:00
Price: 24.900 ISK

City Sightseeing
Departure: 09:00
Price: 5.500 ISK

Northern Lights
Departure: 19:00*, 20:00
Price: 6.400 ISK
Northern Lights Deluxe New
Departure: 19:30*
Price: 13.900 ISK

* From 15. October

Golden Circle
Departures: 08:30, 10:30, 13:00
Price from: 9.000 ISK

Whale Watching
Departure: Various
Price from: 9.500 ISK

Book your
tour now!
Contact Information - 24 hour booking service
Book now at www.grayline.is or call +354 540 1313
Bus Terminal, Hafnarstræti 20, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland
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Know Your
Street Dance
Brynja And Natasha Break Down
Some Of Their Favorite Dance Styles

Breaking

Popping

Break dance is very physically challenging, Brynja explains. Dancers must
maintain their rhythm when dancing upright and great strength and
originality is required when it comes
to floor moves. Break dancing, or BBoying, is the first dance style to come
out of hip hop culture. “This is what
they were doing in the beginning of the
70s,” she says, “spinning on their heads
on concrete streets at block parties.
You used to recognize B-Boys because
they had actual bald spots from doing
head spins.”

Brynja and Natasha have slightly different interpretations of this popular
style. “The thing that people don’t realize about popping here in Iceland,”
says Natasha, “is that it’s not all these
head isolations [makes creaking noises]. All this ‘ent, ent, ent.’ It’s boogaloo.
We move our bodies. People need to
know that the background of popping
isn’t all this robot. It’s boogaloo inside.”
For her part, Brynja says that popping can be both “robotic with accurate isolations of your body parts and
also very groovy, incorporating illusions into the performance. You have
to have muscle control to make your
body POP. Popping dancers have to
have all of those elements in their art.
The style has subgenres like the Robot,
Boogaloo, Animation and more. Hip
hop, for example, was created under
heavy influence from popping (and
Toprock).”

Dancehall

It’s a family

now an annual event that they can
look forward to. “It’s a huge thing for
Despite their frustration with the sta- our culture,” says Brynja. “I already
tus of local street dance education, see people preparing for the next one.
They’re training reboth Brynja and
ally early and they
Natasha have been
“I started teaching when expect more from
gratified to see the
our classes, which is
culture thrive and I was 19 and that was
grow here. Two out of pure desperation,” fantastic. They want
to ask and they want
years ago, in fact,
Brynja laughs. “There
to know and they
after a successwant to do better so
ful crowdfunding was nothing going on
that they can win in
campaign, Brynja here.” She shakes her
the battles!”
staged the first ever
head. “Seriously. I just
If this sounds like
Street dans einvígi,
or Street Dance really wanted to create a it is a strictly competitive and aggresBattle, in which dance class that I would
sive environment,
dancers competed
want to go to. But oh my however, Brynja
in hip hop, danceassures that it is
hall,
waacking, god, I was so nervous. I
anything but. “After
break,
popping, was building something
every battle, everyand original crew
from nothing. Nobody
body hugs. Because
(group) choreograwas doing it.”
it’s all about love...
phy.
It actually brought
“I decided to
jump the gun and put on the battle me to tears. I saw everyone come tothat we’ve always wanted to do,” says gether. The breakers were like, ‘that’s
Brynja. And, even better, in addition waacking?’ And the waackers were
to herself, Natasha, and some of the like, ‘Oh yeah, so that’s popping?’ And
other teachers at her dance school, everyone was just exchanging inforBuddha Stretch, a dancer who has mation. It was a beautiful thing.”
Outside of teaching and practicchoreographed for Michael Jackson,
Will Smith, and Mariah Carey, among ing with her own crew, the Element
others, acted as a judge. “That was in- Crew, whom she plans to compete
sane,” says Brynja. “My students get abroad with next year, Natasha’s latto learn from the best. That’s crazy. est project is with “the little generaI was always like, ‘One day, I’ll have tion,” a kids’ crew called the Little
Buddha Stretch and [Henry] Link Rascals. “They’re excellent dancers,”
teaching in Iceland,’” she laughs. she laughs. “And they’re only five and
six.” The Little Rascals practice twice
“Yeah, right. But it happened!”
That first battle proved to be an a week and even performed during
inspiration for local dancers and is the National Day festivities this year.

In her opinion, however, Natasha
says that street dance still has a long
way to go before it really becomes a
flourishing culture in Iceland. “You’re
gonna have to get off this island to get
a name,” she says of up-and-coming
dancers. Moreover, she believes that
people here need to learn to diversify,
to expand their familiarity with other
styles of dance. She herself has tried
tap dance and modern dance, for instance, and found ways to incorporate
certain techniques from those styles
in her break and hip hop dancing.
“If you want to be a good street
dancer, take up different types of
dance. “Try not to be in this little
bubble—go out and try new things!
Buy a new pair of sneakers,” she jokes.
“Think, I’m not going to wear Nikes
anymore, I’m gonna wear Adidas!”
But even if the street dance community still has a way to grow here
in Iceland, both Natasha and Brynja intend to stay here and work to
strengthen it in the long term. “I love
what I’m doing,” says Brynja. “I think
it’s really important. And I’m so in
love with the kids that I’m teaching.
I can see them getting into the mindframe and understanding the dance
styles. It’s a family, it’s a whole culture.”

“Dancehall comes from Jamaica,”
Brynja explains. “That music is so
addictive, it’s… it’s crazy. But that is
where I really felt that I could get into
feminine steps. Because the female vocabulary is often concentrated on your
hips. It’s a lot of winding—you have to
build up a technique with your hips...
It’s sexy—the attitude is so rough and
raw with dancehall. It’s very, very nice.
The groove is kind of complicated,
but when you get into it, you can’t get
enough of it. ”

Hip hop
“Hip hop comes from the streets of
New York,” says Brynja.“It’s basically
what people do at the clubs. It’s social dancing—everyone’s just learning from each other and from that
environment, the curriculum and
vocabulary has been building since
the 80s. And that’s where our foundation comes from. It’s a party dance. It’s
what we do when we have fun. You go
to the clubs and you’re sweating down
to your knees and everything is a mess
but it’s beautiful.”

House
House dance originated in the same
clubs around the same time as hip hop:
the mid-80s in New York City. Every
weekend, says Brynja, dancers would
go to clubs like Union and the Roxy,
“creating and bouncing ideas off each
other.” With minor changes, many
hip hop steps became house steps, she
says, and vise-versa. “House incorporates African, salsa, hip hop, tap, hustle
and other dance styles with the general
idea that everything and everyone is
welcome inside this House. Inside this
House we are one.”

Toprock
Toprock is the foundational dance
in break dancing, basically a vertical
dance style that breakers use to transition into floor moves. It’s recently
gained popularity as a style all on its
own, though. “It’s growing so fast… it’s
all funk music, jazz music, salsa music—all together,” says Natasha.

Waacking
“Waacking comes from the gay community, from LA,” Brynja explains.
“It was contained in a few clubs in Los
Angeles for over fifteen years. They did
it only in these clubs, the drag queens,
and they were dancing and imitating
famous actresses like Greta Garbo and
Rita Hayworth—embodying all these
characters. The beats are disco, but it’s
not like this disco [gestures ‘Saturday
Night Fever’-style], but ‘funky disco,’
like Diana Ross and Donna Summer.
They talk about heartbreak and it’s
very dramatic, it’s all about your performance. You have to embody the
emotions, you have to have your heart
in shambles. You have to go there. And
then you have to catch the beat with
your hands… So you melt in and out of
characters and you use your hands to
catch the rhythm.”
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New fall schedule
to Þórsmörk.
Scheduled Busses & Bus Passports

Reykjavík - Þórsmörk

IOYO 9 - 9a
Schedule:

Audio Guidance

9 - Valid 1 May - 15 October
Daily

From
Reykjavík (BSÍ Bus Terminal)
Hveragerði (N1 Gas Station)
Selfoss (N1 Gas Station)
Hella (Kjarval Supermarket)
Hvolsvöllur (N1 Gas Station)
Seljalandsfoss (Waterfall)
Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)
Stakkholtsgjá Canyon
Þórsmörk (Básar)
Þórsmörk (Langidalur)
Stakkholtsgjá Canyon
Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)
*

9a - Valid 1 May - 15 October
Daily

1/5 - 15/10**
From
1/5 - 15/10**
08:00
Þórsmörk (Básar)
15:00 ***
08:40
Þórsmörk (Langidalur)
15:15 / 15:20 ***
09:00
Stakkholtsgjá Canyon
15:35 ***
09:40
Þórsmörk (Húsadalur)
16:00
10:15
Seljalandsfoss (Waterfall)
17:15
10:45
Hvolsvöllur (N1 Gas Station)
17:50
Hella (Kjarval Supermarket)
18:00
12:00 / 12:30
12:45 ***
Selfoss (N1 Gas Station)
18:30
18:40
13:10 / 15:00 *** Hveragerði (N1 Gas Station)
19:35
15:15 / 15:20 *** Reykjavík (BSÍ Bus Terminal)
15:35 ***
15:50
Arrival Departure

Morning departure from Básar and Langidalur has to be booked at the mountain hut’s supervisor before 21:00 the evening before.

** Road & weather conditions determine when highland roads are accessible.
*** Between 1 May - 13 June and 15 September - 15 October departures from these locations need to be booked at the
mountain hut’s supervisor before noon

Enjoy the autumn colours in the Þórsmörk Nature Reserve
until 15 October with Iceland On Your Own.
Grímsey
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Black And White,
Beat Makin’
Ronin

The Quarashi boys are
back with a vengeance
Words
Óskar Bragi
Photos
Axel Sigurðarson

Quarashi is an Icelandic rap group founded in the mid-90s
by Sölvi Blöndal, Steinar "Steini" Fjeldsted and Höskuldur
“Hössi” Ólafsson (Hössi left the group in early 2003, and
was succeeded by Egill “Tiny” Thorarensen). The band recently resurfaced with “Rock On,” their first single after a
nine-year hiatus. We spoke with founding members Sölvi
and Steini about their history as a band and what thoughts
went into making their latest music video.
How did you two first meet?
Steini: We were working together in
a skate park.
Sölvi: On top of Faxaskáli [a warehouse built in the 1960s. It operated
first in regards to imports and exports,
then as a fish market (and briefly as
an office space for Reykjavík Grapevine), until it was torn down in September of 2006], where Harpa is now.
I was working at a community centre.
Somebody was aware that I kind of
knew these guys, Steini and his skater
friends. “Won’t you oversee the skate
park?” they asked. I said, “Sure.”
Steini: It was me and a couple of
other guys overseeing the skate park.
Basically skaters don’t have a reputation of being trustworthy, so Sölvi was
brought in to maintain some level of
order, to make sure we weren’t smoking too much pot. [Sölvi laughs]
Sölvi: That’s exactly what it was. You
were just getting stoned out of your
minds. The City of Reykjavík felt very
uncomfortable about that whole situation.
Steini: We were supposed to open at
ten in the morning. We never opened
before one p.m.
Sölvi: We founded Brettafélag Reykjavíkur [Reykjavik Skating Association]
there.

What sort of a concept did you guys
have for your latest video?
Sölvi: We wanted it to be in black and
white. We wanted to reference our
hometown, Reykjavík. We wanted it
to be raw and cool. It’s somewhat of
a circle. Steini is a skater. We wanted
that, but we wanted HIM riding. We’re
not just latching onto some skater kid,
trying to look cool. We thought about
that Jim Jarmusch, black and white
‘Coffee and Cigarettes’ look. Eillífur [director of “Rock On”] instantly got what
the texture, the shots, what the editing
should be like. We went through some
skate videos.
Steini: I’m always watching skate videos.
Sölvi: They’ve become more epic. Back
in the day they were focused more on
just tricks.
We were very adamant that we
wanted one epic shot of guys riding at
a signature place in Reykjavík, like Hallgrímskirkja...
Steini: ...in the background.
Sölvi: We wanted... what were we
watching? The dude in L.A., riding?
Steini: Austyn Gillette. A film called
“Quik” with Austyn Gillette. Really cool.
That type of mood is insanely cool.
Sölvi: Incredibly cool. And we wanted
to capture that.

Did your duties of keeping potsmoking to a minimum transfer
over with you into the music career?
Steini: We started hanging out, partying together. Sölvi started letting me
listen to beats he was making. I had
started to work on lyrics and...
Sölvi: “Keep pot-smoking to a minimum.”
[Both laugh]
Sölvi: That’s exactly what I was doing.
Steini: And you were somewhat successful. In the skate park, anyway.
[Sölvi laughs]

“I came up listening
to the classics…”
So you’re referencing the past, and
the west side of Reykjavík (Vesturbærinn)?
Steini: We’re all from the west side, of
course.
Sölvi: Me, Eillífur and Steini are all
basically from the place where we’re
walking in the beginning [of the video].
That’s our neighbourhood.
Steini: We’re all raised in Vesturbærinn and central Reykjavík. I don’t
know how many times I’ve rode down
Skólavörðustígur on a skateboard.

Sölvi actually came
up with the idea of
having a bunch of
guys skating from
Hallgrímskirkja, down
Skólavörðustígur,

“We all listened to 90s
hip-hop [growing up].
So the idea was to cover
[the inside of] the van
with legendary albums
from the 90s. Wu-Tang,
Dr. Dre, Snoop, Mobb
Deep. All that stuff.
The idea is to give our
respects to the hip-hop
scene of the 1990s.”

Are those all guys
you know?
Steini: Yeah. I know
most of those boys. Good skater types.
Sölvi: We got Agzilla in there.
Steini: Aggi Agzilla, a drum and bass
legend...
Sölvi: ...from the 90s. We wanted to get
some gritty, menacing dudes.
Steini: Aggi is the man who brought
hip-hop clothing to Iceland. The dude
who imported the first rap albums. The
dude who brought drum and bass [music].
Sölvi: This isn’t really something that
most people will notice unless they
know about it beforehand. And why
should you, you know? But it lends...
Steini: ...more credence.
Sölvi: We also had this portrait motif of
people. It’s completely by accident that
there isn’t a single girl in the video.
Steini: I didn’t realize that until you told
me yesterday.
What about the cargo truck and the
vinyl albums?
Steini: That’s because Egill [Tiny] says,
in the lyrics: “I came up listening to the
classics/that’s how I preach this.” We
all listened to '90s hip hop [growing
up]. So the idea was to cover [the inside of] the van with legendary albums
from the '90s. Wu-Tang, Dr. Dre, Snoop,

Mobb Deep. All that
stuff. The idea is to
give our respects to
the hip hop scene of
the 1990s.

And in the song
itself you sample
EPMD’s “You Gots
To Chill”
Sölvi: That’s a clear-cut reference to
'90s hip hop. These references are so
important. They are the benchmarks
that we work from. But I was also trying
to reference myself. The rapping starts
right away. Just like in “Switchstance”
[Quarashi’s first single, released in
1996]. Eyfi works the songs structure
into the video. The verses are all different. It starts off with a beat in the first
one. The second verse with Steini has a
piano in it. Then there’s this punk rock
in the third and final one. Eyfi somehow
manages to deal with these different
moods in the video. It starts off with us
walking on the west side of town, and
then Steini comes in with the skating,
then it all ends in this biker-mosh-pit
thing. And the black and white look
combines all these elements.

Music video veterans
There isn’t any one person within
the group who says: “We’re making
a video that’s like THIS...”
Sölvi: No. It’s much more a discussion
within the group. The music... That’s
very clear-cut in regards to what our
roles are. The videos are much more of

collaboration within the group. It has
to be that way. The person performing
in front of the camera has to believe in
what he’s doing. If he doesn’t, it’s just
not going to happen, you know?
Steini: If you have some dude who’s
not happy with what he’s doing—it’ll
come off looking like he’s out of place.
Sölvi: You see a lot of music videos
where it is apparent that the musicians
feel out of place. Kind of like they can’t
be bothered with what they’re doing.
Something’s just OFF. And the thing is
just dead. There has to be some spark
there. Because it’s so silly. You’re lipsyncing for the camera. Twenty people
looking at you. It’s really ridiculous.
Steini: “Do something fun. Do something cool.” This is our fourteenth, or
fifteenth video. I’d say we’re pretty well
equipped for handling this kind of thing
at this point. At least you’re not shy
about doing shit in front of the camera.
Having been away from making music videos for ten years now, were
you surprised at how much can be
done with very little resources?
Steini: I had complete faith in the boys
making the video. But it ended up being
ten times better than I ever could have
possibly imagined.
Sölvi: That’s what it’s like, when you
have a director with vision, man!
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STRAUMUR

Amazing
6 course menu

A unique Icelandic Feast
Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“
Arctic char
with cucumber andcoriander
Smoked puffin
with yuzu mayo
Minke whale
with celeriac purée
Reindeer burger
with portobello mushroom
Icelandic free range lamb fillet
with cinnamon potato
And to end on a high note ....
“Skyr“ panna cotta with white chocolate
and raspberry sorbet

Straumur

Straumur radio show airs
Mondays on X977 at 23:00
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Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.
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We Want
The Airwaves

6.990 kr.
Hv
erf

ur

sushisamba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is

www.straum.is

Words
Óli Dóri & Davíð Roach Gunnarsson

We are thrilled to announce that Straumur will host its
own Iceland Airwaves off-venue programme at Bíó
Paradís, November 5-9. We will have many of our favourite artists perform, including lo-fi indie duo Nolo, who
are currently working on their third LP; the ever-so-talented M-band, who released his first album this year;
and the hazy newcomer Pretty Please. We are currently
in negotiations with other mind-bending acts and we’ll let
you know when the results are in.
In other news, standard bearers of
the domestic disco scene Boogie
Trouble just released a new single
from their forthcoming and as-yet
unnamed debut album. It’s called
“Augnablik” (“Blink of an Eye”), and
it’s one of the grooviest sonic entities
to emerge from this year. “Augnablik”
bears many hallmarks of Icelandic
pop music from the 70s, and blends
a grinding bass thump with chicken
scratch guitars and a chorus that attaches itself to your brain like duck
tape smeared with superglue. The
lead guitar soars and at one point
the song explodes into a sensational
saxophone solo. Boogie Trouble will
be playing Iceland Airwaves and we
anticipate great things from their upcoming album.
This week we also got the great
news that exceptional American indie band Sun Kil Moon will be heading to our shores to play a show at
Fríkirkjan on November 28. Singer
Mark Kozelek founded Sun Kil Moon
in 2002 out of the remains of defunct
indie band Red House Painters. The
band established itself with the critically acclaimed ‘Ghosts of the Great
Highway’ in 2003 and has since released six albums and collaborated

with artists such as Will Oldham and
Ben Gibbard. Their latest release,
'Benji,' has received universal acclaim for Kozelek’s personal and confessional lyrics and impeccable folkrock songcraft evident in astounding
songs like “Ben’s My Friend.”
Don’t forget to come enjoy our
off-venue programme at downtown
Reykjavík’s arthouse cinema. The
concerts will be free and we would
love to see you there. In the words
of the Ramones, “We want the Airwaves."

Aðalstræti 10, Reykjavík
Museum of Design and Applied Art, Garðabær
(354) 517 7797 — kraum@kraum.is
Find us on Facebook

TVEIR HRAFNAR

HALLGRÍMUR
HELGASON

listhús, Art Gallery

offers a range of artwork by
contemporary Icelandic artists
represented by the gallery,
selected works by acclaimed
artists and past Icelandic
masters.

The Paris Package
September 12th - October 11th

Straumur has been active since the
summer 2012, with writers Óli Dóri
and Davíð Roach documenting
the local music scene and helping
people discover new music at
straum.is. It is associated with
the radio show Straumur on X977,
which Óli Dóri hosts every Monday
evening at 23:00.

Opening hours September — May
9:00 — 18:00 weekdays
10:00 — 17:00 saturdays
12:00 — 17:00 sundays

Hallgrímur Helgason
Hulda Hákon
Húbert Nói Jóhannesson
Jón Óskar
Óli G. Jóhannsson
Ragnar Þórisson
Steinunn Þórarinsdóttir
Also works by:
Guðbjörg Lind Jónsdóttir
Sara Oskarsson
Kristján Davíðsson
Nína Tryggvadóttir
– among others

TVEIR HRAFNAR listhús, Art Gallery

Baldursgata 12 101 Reykjavík (at the corner of Baldursgata and Nönnugata, facing Þrír Frakkar Restaurant)
Phone: +354 552 8822 +354 863 6860 +354 863 6885 art@tveirhrafnar.is www.tveirhrafnar.is
Opening hours: Thu-Fri 12pm - 5pm, Sat 1pm - 4pm and by appointment +354 863 6860

EYMUNDSSON
BOOKSTORES
BESTSELLERS

ART 28
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Pop Vomit

Mojoko and Shang Liang bring
their Reactive Wall to Reykjavík
ART

PREVIEW

1

Independent People
Halldór Laxness

2

Sagas Of The Icelanders
Ýmsir höfundar

3

Njals Saga - Wordsworth
Translated by Lee M. Hollander

4

Die schönsten
isländischen Sagas
Rolf Heller

Reactive Wall

5

Jar City
Arnaldur Indriðason

6

Under The Glacier
Halldór Laxness

Sep 6 - Oct 19

Reykjavík Art Museum

www.artmuseum.is

Words
John Rogers
Photos
Nanna Dís

On the wall of a dark room in Reykjavík’s Hafnarhusið art museum, a stream of brightly
coloured icons is fizzing out of the ground. Triggered by the tiniest sound, they erupt onto
the wall at every footstep or word, tumbling into a huge pile and bobbing around like Pop
Art Cheerios. Some are familiar, some are less so—classic cartoon characters wobble
around alongside unfamiliar product logos and Chinese lettering.

7

I Remember You
Yrsa Sigurðardóttir

8

9

Ashes to Dust
Yrsa Sigurðardóttir

10

Die schönsten
Erzählungen Islands
Soffía Birgisdóttir

Day is Dark
Yrsa Sigurðardóttir

THE LIST REPRESENTS SALES FROM ALL EYMUNDSSON BOOKSTORES

“This idea originated in Singapore,” says gets a new lease on life.”
Mojoko, a.k.a. Steve Lawler, who works
It’s no accident that the Reactive Wall
with programmer Shang Liang on the features alongside an exhibition of paintproject. “It was designed for a children’s ings by Erro, Iceland’s most famous Pop
exhibition at a muartist. “The curator
seum. We were explor- “Part of this is about
saw this when they
ing ideas about ways
were visiting the Sinthat kids could interact making art fun and
gapore Art Museum,
with an artwork that accessible, making
and I think she knew
wasn’t so traditional.
this would compleWhat we came up with museums less stuffy
ment his work—that
were hundreds of pop places. So instead of
very Pop, maximalculture images, colist style,” Steve says.
lected from both East being told to ‘shhh,’ we "We’ve had a glimpse
and West.”
are encouraging crazy next door, and it’s defiAs we stand looknitely of a similar ilk.
ing at the piece, we behaviour—stamping,
I’m excited to see what
lapse into a momen- jumping and noise.”
he thinks of this.”
tary mesmerized siThe work taps into
lence, and the images
collective memory by
drop away, plunging
presenting
familiar
the room into darkimages, but even the
ness. “When you first
unfamiliar ones come
enter, the whole room
from a shared lexicon.
will be black, like this,”
I spot a little yellow
Steve says. His voice
square repeating now
triggers the display,
and then, and ask what
and once again a dizit is. “That one’s from a
zying geyser of pop-culture vomit ap- Chinese medicine for toothaches,” Steve
pears out of nowhere. “If it wasn’t mov- says. “It’s part of the instructions. I suping, it would look like a kind of maximalist posed it’s just a big eclectic mix of Eastmontage,” he continues, “but with this ern and Western media—television, films,
programming that Shang has created, it news, trash culture, cartoon graphics,

vintage comics, fast food—all the things
these hyper-colour images represent.”
It seems to scream to be translated
into an iPad app, and indeed, an early
version has already been made. But the
two artists like the spectacle of the gallery presentation. “The big thing is always
what appeals to us,” says Shang, a somewhat reserved foil for his effervescent
collaborator. “Yeah, this is the fun part,”
continues Steve. “It’s the environment,
the movement, playing between multiple
people. I mean, it is fun to play on your
iPad, but you do five minutes and then put
it away.”
Before we leave to let them finish the
installation, a familiar icon shoots out,
catching our eye—a ubiquitous pink cartoon pig. “Yeah, we’ve peppered a couple
of Icelandic objects in there—the Bónus
pig from the supermarket, a puffin and
the Kókómjólk cat. It’s going to France
next, and we’ll keep collecting stuff from
each country, so it’ll keep evolving.”
The two artists hope that plenty of
young children will get to see the work.
“Part of this is about making art fun and
accessible,” Steve says. “Making museums less stuffy places. So instead of
being told to ‘shhh,’ we are encouraging
crazy behaviour—stamping, jumping and
noise.”
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A Stirring Depiction
of Human Loneliness
Book review: ‘The Creator’
by Guðrún Eva Mínervudóttir
Words
Elliott Brandsma

Lóa, a distraught single mother whose eldest daughter suffers from a severe case of anorexia, drives out to Akranes
one evening for an unclear reason. Along the way, her car
blows a tire, cutting her mysterious journey short. She pulls
into what she thinks is a service station but is actually the
home of Sveinn, a stoic and enigmatic hermit, who repairs
her vehicle and offers her dinner.
After a candid and tearful conversation store clerk named Lárus, who eagerly
over a bottle of wine, Lóa falls asleep helps the hermit track down the thief’s
on Sveinn's couch and awakes the next location. Later in the story, Margrét,
morning in a state of panic, for she left afraid of being institutionalized for her
her young daughters, Margrét and Ína, illness, runs away after school, forcing
back home in Reykjavík, completely Lóa and Sveinn to set aside their differunattended. While frantically gathering ences and search for her, a crisis that
her belongings, Lóa stumbles across momentarily closes the rift between the
Sveinn's workshop, where she discovers two distant souls. Even Raven-Black
the hermit’s morbid occupation: creating Lola, Sveinn's stolen sex doll, serves as a
sort of redemptive, unifying figure within
eerily life-like silicone sex dolls.
Equally disturbed and fascinated by the story, compelling the main characthe human-sized dolls’ realistic features, ters to come together and examine the
Lóa makes an impulsive decision to steal grim realities of their isolated existence.
one of the figurines as a conciliatory gift Contrary to what the reader might expect, none of these
for her ailing daughter
strange scenarios or
Margrét, in hopes that
quirky relationships
it will provide muchfeel implausible or
needed companionforced, due in large
ship to alleviate the
part to Guðrún Eva's
child’s growing isolameticulous storytelltion. She stuffs the
ing and Sarah Bowmannequin into her
en’s precise, polished
car and speeds off
translation.
toward the city, com'The Creator' is
mencing the plot of
a splendidly written
Guðrún Eva Mínernovel that tackles
vudóttir's gripping and
ambitious questions
peculiar novel, ‘The
about what it means
Creator.’
to genuinely relate to
Masterfully transanother human being.
lated into English by
However, not every
Sarah Bowen, ‘The
reader will enjoy the
Creator’ is a bizarre
deeply philosophical
tale by one of Icelannature of the novel’s
dic literature’s brightstoryline. Those who
est young literary
prefer their novels to
talents. The novel not
tackle light subject
only poses searching questions about Winner of the 2011 Icelandic Liter- matters and wrap
the pervasive nature ary Prize for Fiction, Guðrún Eva them up with neatly
of
human
loneli- Mínervudóttir is one of the most resolved endings will
ness, but also offers daring and innovative young voices find that ‘The Creator’
a brutal depiction of in Icelandic literature today. She might draw them too
a woman whose fam- has published seven novels in to- far out of their literary
ily has been ravaged tal, including her widely celebrated comfort zone.
On the other hand,
by divorce and men- ‘Allt með kossi vekur’ ('All Is Awakened With A Kiss'), for which she
those looking for a
tal illness. Despite its
was awarded Iceland’s top literary
solid read with unforgrave subject matter,
honour. ‘The Creator’ (‘Skaparinn’
‘The Creator’ is one in Icelandic) was a commercial gettable characters,
of those rare books success in Iceland when it was first a thought-provoking
that skilfully address published in 2008; it is the first of plot and a generous
unsavoury topics in a Guðrún Eva’s works to be trans- dose of unconventionality should absoredemptive, humor- lated into English.
lutely pick up a copy
ous and even poignant
of ‘The Creator.’ It is
way.
'The
Creator' Guðrún Eva currently works in an exceptional work,
also exhibits one of Hveragerði, where she resides with a stunning overture to
Guðrún Eva’s promisGuðrún Eva's great- her husband and infant daughter.
ing literary career.
est strengths as a
writer: her ability to
seamlessly sew together a cast of seemingly disparate characters. When Sveinn
wakes up and finds one of his dolls missing, he chases after Lóa to retrieve his
stolen property. On his way to the city,
he teams up with a forlorn convenience

About The
Author

@burgerjoint
Reykjavík
Köbenhavn
London
Berlín
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Meet The Directors!
Words
Mark Asch
Photos
Provided by RIFF

The Reykajavík International Film Festival (en.riff.is) runs through October 5, at Bíó
Paradís, Háskólabíó, and elsewhere. The program encompasses features, documentaries, and short films by more than 100 directors—a handful of whom generously answered our questionnaire prior to bringing their films to Iceland.

Reykjavík International
Film Festival

Sep 25 - Oct 5

www.riff.is

gian explorer's Arctic journey of 1898.

Heike Fink
'Home in the Ice'
This documentary tells the stories of German women who, during the lean years
after WWII, responded to newspaper ads
soliciting women to come work on Icelandic farms.
Is there any specific aspect of the film
you're especially looking forward to
sharing with an Icelandic audience?
It was very interesting seeing the influences both sides had on each other. For a
long time Icelanders and Germans worked
side by side. How these women were included and assimilated into the Icelandic
society to me is a masterpiece of integration. None of the Germans even spoke a
single word of Icelandic. I think the very
personal way they learned the language in
families is the best way to integrate. Learning the language of a country is the key to
its people and its culture.

Katrin Ottarsdóttir
'Ludo'

What's the best question you've thus
far been asked about the film (and
what did you answer)?
The most-asked question has been, “How
did you do the trip and also film?” followed
closely by, “How cold was it?” I got frostbite on my face merely from touching the
camera body to bare skin while filming.
With regards to filming, my only rule was
that I had to have a camera on me at all
times. I skied almost 1000km with a Panasonic GH3 DSLR around my neck and I
think that was the key to coming back with
enough material to edit a film. If I had had
to stop and unpack a camera every time
there was a good shot it would have never
worked.
As an "expedition filmmaker," do you
have much freedom in terms of shaping a story or “getting” certain shots?
It is very much about documenting and
then finding the threads to follow as you
become more comfortable with shooting
in that environment. Narratively I made
some story decisions early on as under the
difficult circumstances it was not possible
to spread the net wide and find the story
in the edit.
Directing on the move was sometimes
tricky as you have to look after yourself as
well as the people you are filming. Stopping for any amount of time in -40 conditionsmeans that you rapidly cool down,
which can be dangerous. In order to film
wide shots of the whole team I would have
to ski out wide with my dog (who only
wanted to be with his buddies and didn't
like being taken away), set up a tripod
while keeping an eye out for bears, and
then signal the team to do a walk by. So it
was a process.

This psychodrama concerning a father,
mother and their eleven-year-old daughter,
is the newest work from Katrin, a pioneer of
Faroese cinema.
Why does this film exist?
This particular film exists because it is a
totally independent and low-low-budget
film, made against all odds with the help
of my producing husband. And because I
have at last given myself a Green Light to
deal with my own personal stuff. And because I can't help it. To make films is what
I'm best at.
How did the process of making this
film change you, as a filmmaker or
otherwise?
Apart from making me ill with stress and
high blood pressure from never knowing,
right down to the last minute before the
premiere in Tórshavn, if we were going to
pull it through, it has made me more impatient with people who don't appreciate me
and my work. During the hellish and frustrating process of finishing the film, I used
to say, “If we just can manage to finish this
film I can die in peace.” Now I say, “If I can
only make one film with a proper budget,
not a large budget, just suitable, then I can
die in peace.”

Kyle O’Donoghue
'The Mystery of the Arctic Cairn'
For this documentary, O'Donoghue accompanied an expedition to retrace a Norwe-

Malik Kleist
'Shadows in the Mountain'
A trip to a cabin turns scary for six Greenlandic teens, in this selection from RIFF's focus on the developing Faroese and Greenlandic film industries.
Is there any specific aspect of the film
you're especially looking forward to
sharing with an Icelandic audience?
Maybe the “Qivittoq” legend which we
still hear about here in Greenland. We still
hear stories that there are Qivittoqs out in
the fjords. Of course we have made it a bit
more violent so the story would be more
interesting.
This movie's been described as "the
most popular Greenlandic film of all
time." Did you think about the film as
making any kind of "statement" about
the place it comes from?
It wasn't about getting a statement out,
it was about making the film into a statement by making it. If we can make exciting films that can beat Hollywood films [at
the box office], then we have achieved our
goal and can say that we Greenlanders
can also make cool films.

Mike Ott
'Lake Los Angeles'
The latest from American indie filmmaker
Ott is the poetically rendered story of two
lonely migrants—a Mexican girl and a Cuban man—drifting through the Southern
California desert.
Why does this film exist?
The film comes from my obsession with
the desert and more specifically the location of Lake Los Angeles itself. There’s
something so haunting and beautiful
about the landscape there. It’s also a perfect metaphor for the failure of the American dream since the town was initially
created and sold as a resort town in the
60s, but the man-made lake quickly dried
up and businesses moved out leaving basically a ghost town full of lost souls and
dilapidated structures.

Nina-Maria Paschalidou
'Kismet'
This documentary explores the popularity and influence of Turkish soap operas
throughout the Middle East and Mediterranean.
How did the process of making this
film change you, as a filmmaker or
otherwise?
I have learned to never ignore something
that can be considered “cheap” in some
people’s dictionary. Even soap operas can
be useful in society, and I don’t believe in
those who look down on them, because I
think that these are the very same people
who secretly watch them when no one is
around.
How did you go about finding women
to interview?
We actually found many women whose
lives have been affected by watching the
shows. Especially in Egypt, we met women
who don’t have Egyptian role models any
more, especially after the failure of the
Arab Spring. This is why Turkish women,
presenting a modern type of Muslim women, who are fighting for what they want
and are getting it, appear inspiring.
What these women have in common is
the need for love, respect and happiness.
I know it sounds cliché, but these are very
common for women around the world.
The fight never ends, even in parts of the
world we consider to be modern. Being a
woman also helped very much with gaining access. There are some things that a
woman only tells a woman.
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Critic’s
Picks
Five selections from across
the RIFF programme
Words
Mark Asch

AUTUMN 2014

STUDY ICELANDICAT MÍMIR
COURSES START SEPTEMBER 15th

CITY
CENTER

Register now

Learning Icelandic at Mímir

Photos
Provided by RIFF

U At Mímir everyone is welcome and the atmosphere is relaxed.
ing natural hot springs and crumbling
lava flows—make a suitably otherworldly
backdrop, and Alonso, borrowing from
the entire history of film style, slyly unfolds an intellectually stimulating, dreamy
shaggy-dog story.

‘Art and Craft’
dirs. Sam Cullman, Jennifer Grausman and Mark Becker
Mark Landis, one of the more prolific art
forgers in American history, shopped for
arts and crafts supplies at Hobby Lobby;
painted, stained and varnished over photocopies from auction catalogues; and
donated copies of the same works to
multiple museums. While observing the
ease with which the suggestion of largesse will open art-world doors, the film
is less a meditation on creativity and originality than a sympathetic character portrait. Landis, a diagnosed schizophrenic
often seen hunching over TV dinners in
front of reruns, with few anchors in the
world since the death of his mother, has a
lifelong gift for drafting, but, he says, simply can’t think of anything new to paint.

‘The Council of Birds’
dir. Timm Kroeger
Supposedly based on an (actually spurious) unsolved mystery, this German
film sustains an atmosphere of obscure
expectation and spiritual portent, with
beautiful, often low lighting, a woodsy
palette of greens and browns, and a
Steadicam slowly weaving through spindly tree trunks alongside characters trekking to and around a remote cabin. Three
friends have come to visit the hermitage
of an old friend, an erratic-genius composer whose letters have turned increasingly worrisome; the audio track, mixing
birdsong with ethereal, atonal and uncanny music, floats above and around the
characters like a ghost.

‘Jauja’
dir. Lisandro Alonso
Alonso, known on the international festival circuit for beautiful films equally
slow of pace and light of incident, attempts a Western—after a fashion. Viggo
Mortensen, speaking both Danish and
Spanish like a sorta-native, plays an engineer stationed in Argentina with the
Spanish Army, circa 1882, who rides out
of camp in search of his eloped daughter,
and into the unknown. The expansively
lensed Patagonian landscapes—includ-

U Courses are based on the curriculum of Icelandic as a second language
published by The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
U Solid training in comprehension, listening, reading, writing and speaking.
U Variety of courses, diverse teaching material and fun teaching methods.

Öldugata 23, 101 Reykjavík

EAST
CITY

Entrance to
Mímir-símenntun

Höfðabakki 9

Skráning hefst júní

NEW
LOCATION

‘Topsy-Turvy’, 1999
dir. Mike Leigh
UK cinema titan Leigh, the featured guest
at this year’s RIFF, is renowned for his process as much as for his results: though
tightly controlled in structure, his films
retain the spillover liveliness of their preproduction, during which Leigh and his
trusted cast members develop characters
via long-form, open-ended improvisation.
‘Topsy-Turvy’ is his film about the creative
process, following Gilbert and Sullivan’s
operetta ‘The Mikado’ from its creators’
mid-career lethargy, through its inspiration in the late-19th century “Japanese
mania,” to rehearsals, backstage politics, and out into the culture. Full to the
brim with process and personalities, the
film’s 160-minute running time seems like
highlights from a wholly realized world. At
the world’s centre is a surprising, comic
and tender performance by Jim Broadbent as W.S. Gilbert, known to history
through the wit of his lyrics, but here a
heavy, booming, barking presence, who
casts a long, awkward shadow even with
his jokes.

Vesturlandsvegur
Höfðabakki 9, 110 Reykjavík Bus line no. 6 from downtown and bus line no. 12 from Breiðholt

Registration: tel: 580 1800 or at www.mimir.is

'Walking Under Water'
dir. Eliza Kubarska
Polish director Kubarska travels to the
South Pacific archipelagos to document
the life of Alexan, an underwater fisherman, from the stateless Bajau people, as
he passes along a mix of folklore and acquired knowledge to his young nephew.
There is a larger story here about the persistence of indigenous traditions under
global capitalism, evident in the recycled
speedboat, flimsy siphon used as an air
hose, and homemade spear that Alexan
does his fishing with. But what mostly
stands out is the diving photography:
you’ve never seen so many shades of
blue, from the steely gray clouds to the
electric transparency of the ocean’s surface when the camera looks up at the sun
through a funnel of fish.

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.
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Hafnarfjörður

Trip provided by Íshestar Riding Tours
Contact Íshestar Riding tours through
Tel: +354 555-7000 or info@ishestar.is

Tölting Through
The Lava Fields

A tour on horseback

Words
Rebecca Scott Lord
Photos
Íshestar Riding Tours, Natasha

“This is Stormur,” says the German staff member at Íshestar as she hands me the reins of
my horse for the morning. She leaves us to get acquainted, and I pet Stormur’s soft nose,
barely able to contain my glee.
With impatience, I had sat through really have wheels and roads before
Íshestar’s instructional video for the 20th century. It’s about as fast as
people who have never touched a a trot but infinitely smoother. Anyhorse, for I have touched a horse, one who has been on a trotting horse
and in fact have ridden many times. knows that it’s bone-rattling and not
Indeed, I am what you could call a se- very pleasant.
Finally, we all mount up and head
cret horse girl, somewhat obsessed
with horses. I took riding lessons as out of the corral. The horses are every colour a horse
a girl, subscribed to
can be, and fuzzy,
Horse Illustrated, got “The main figure in the
their winter coats
in trouble at school
painting was Christ
starting to come in
for drawing horses
despite it being late
instead of paying himself, who was slidAugust. We fall into a
attention, and read
ing down Herðubreið's long line, nose to tail,
every horse-themed
and begin the walk
book I could get my steep slopes with arms
through the lava
hands on. I haven’t
outstretched. ”
fields. The ambling
ridden for almost ten
pace is a nice way to
years, though, so tosee the sights, being
day at Íshestar will
much more personal
be my first time since
than a bus trip and
I was fourteen.
much less work than
I watch as the
a hike. The whole
rest of the group
group goes this way
is matched up with
for about fifteen
their horses based
minutes, before we
on experience, and
can pick out my fellow horse girls by come to a fork in the road and stop,
the confident way they hold the reins. as it's announced that we are now
I’m itching to mount up and try out splitting into two groups. This is the
tölting, one of the special gaits that moment I’ve been waiting for. The maIcelandic horses can do. It’s fast and jority of the group takes the left fork
smooth and can be sustained over to continue going slow, and the horse
long distances, which makes it great girls and I go right to follow the leader
for traveling in a country that didn’t of the fast group.

We amble along for a few minutes before the leader turns around and calls
back, “Okay, I’m about to speed up!”
Stormur breaks into what I’m pretty
sure is just a trot, but as I relax in my
saddle, I realize I’m not bouncing up
and down with every step. I’m tölting
and I couldn’t be more excited. Almost
as soon as I realize what’s happening, we slow down, and I notice that I
haven’t been paying much attention to
the landscape during the brief jaunt.
In that short time we’ve moved away
from the view of the barns and stables
that we started with and turned into
the lava field proper. Craggy bushes
line the path, and from the vantage
point of being on horseback, I can see
the ages-old lava flows now covered
in moss. It’s beautiful in a desolate
kind of way, especially with peeks of
the mountains and harbour in the distance. The landscape is always different as we move through it, but composed of much the same elements
so that each time we round a bend
on the path, it’s a reshuffling of the
brush, the rocks, the moss, and the
clear blue sky.
After a few more tölting sessions
interspersed by walking, we give the
horses a rest, dismounting and chatting with our trail leader. Some of the
others have been having trouble getting their horses to tölt. The Íshestar
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Distance from Reykjavík
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in one place
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Horses,
Not Ponies!
staff member recommends holding the reins very short, so that the
horse’s head is forced up, and sitting
deep in the saddle.
“They can all tölt, but some of
them have to be coaxed into doing
it. Some just do it automatically, like
Stormur here,” she says, giving my
horse a pat on the neck. I feel lucky
that I got such a well-gaited horse
and give Stormur a pet on the nose.
After a few more minutes, we mount
back up and continue on the trail. We
tölt then walk then tölt then walk,
and I’m really getting the hang of it.
Sometimes our guide even leads us
into a canter, which is a faster, rock-

Dozens of horses are just a
ing gait.
20-minute bus ride outside of
All too soon, Reykjavík, at Íshestar, a riding tour
we’re
merging company in Hafnarfjörður. They’re
back with the slow all of the same breed, as is every
group at the cor- other horse in the country, deral we started at. scended from the stock brought
The entire ride was over by the Vikings hundreds of
about an hour and years ago. They’re small, but are
a half, but as they technically horses, not ponies.
say, time flies when
you’re having fun. I
dismount and say
goodbye to Stormur, thanking him for
such a nice time. I’m sure he doesn’t
care about me and is just looking forward to hanging out with his pals in
the pasture, but for me the ride was

NEW BAR MENU
close to magical. It’s
so much better to go
on a tour when you
have a horse to ride
on, especially one
that tölts.

Selected drinks

at half price
Kaldi, Icelandic
microbrewery
Stella Artois
White- and red wine
Bergstaðastræti 37
Tel: 552 5700
www.galleryrestaurant.is
gallery@holt.is

Sparkling wine
Cocktail of the day
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Which Way
The Wind Blows
The story of how we didn’t
see the eruption

Words Anna Andersen
Photos Matthew Eisman

“This is what we call a ‘washing board,’” our guide Kormákur Hermannsson says, his voice barely intelligible as we
jostle violently on the bumpy mountain road. Indeed it feels
like we are driving over one. It’s been nine hours since we
set off from Reykjavík to see the Holuhraun eruption in Iceland’s remote highlands, and we are shaking. To our right,
the sun is a blinding red ball peeking out from behind the
clouds. Mount Herðubreið looms over an orange haze that
blankets the horizon. We are still a few hours away from the
eruption, yet its presence is unmistakeable.

EXPLORING ICELAND,
THE FAROE ISLANDS OR GREENLAND
IT´S EASY WITH AIR ICELAND

GRÍMSEY

ÞÓRSHÖFN
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GREENLAND
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NUUK
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An hour later, we finally pull up to an
outpost at the artificial border crossing into the closed-off eruption area.
Kormákur tells us to mind the doors, as
the wind is blowing hard now. Inside a
shipping container that has been converted into makeshift living quarters,
Gísli Sigmarsson and Hrund Snorradóttir are wrapping up their dinner.
As members of Iceland’s rescue team,
the couple volunteered to monitor the
area for the next 24 hours. Only scientists and the media, provided they have
a permit and an Icelandic guide with
them, are allowed to pass.
The four of us—Grapevine photographer Matthew Eisman, our guides
and I—have travelled nearly 600 kilometres to catch a glimpse of Holuhraun,
which is now the biggest lava eruption
in Iceland since the 19th century. At the
time of writing, it has spewed enough
lava to fill every building in Iceland, or
more than 8,000 Hallgrímskirkjas, if you
prefer.
We are filled anticipation, a mild
sense of dread and a lingering feeling of disappointment—by the time we
made it to Akureyri a few hours earlier,
the eruption area had been completely

closed off due to poisonous gases. We
might not get to see anything. Hoping
the closure was going to be temporary,
we decided to keep going, but it was
now fairly clear that our laboriously obtained permits would be of no use to us,
at least not tonight. Our plans had been
foiled by gas and southerly winds.

A life or death matter
“It’s unbearable in there,” Hrund tells
us from inside the shipping container
while Gísli communicates over the radio
with the scientists who are on their way
out. “Given the situation today—how
much pollution there is and the fact
that all of the scientists are leaving—I
think it’s pretty unlikely that you’ll get
in, but if there’s less pollution tomorrow, it’s a possibility.”
Icelanders know all too well that
eruptive gases—carbon dioxide and
sulphur dioxide—can be fatal. When
Laki erupted in 1783-4, the gases had
a devastating effect on the country,
reportedly killing 60% of the livestock
and almost 25% of the population. The
“Laki Haze,” as it has been referred to,
reached mainland Europe and some

say contributed to the great famine
there, which in turn led to the French
Revolution.
Poisonous gas was also responsible for the only casualty of the Heimaey eruption in 1973. “That’s a sad
story,” says Gísli, who we learn, was a
refugee of that eruption. “I was always
told growing up that nobody died in the
eruption except well, one drunk or drug
addict from Reykjavík who was trying
to steal drugs from the pharmacy. But
this man, who had been at sea, had actually lived in the Westman Islands for
a few years, and he had gone into the
pharmacy to get painkillers after having been in an accident. It’s sad that all
these years we’ve had the wrong idea
about this man. It was like he didn’t
matter.”
Gísli was one of the 5,200 people
evacuated to the mainland after the
unexpected eruption began just after
midnight in the middle of the winter.
His partner Hrund recounts: “When
my mother-in-law was on the boat with
Gísli, a two-years-old boy at the time—
she didn’t know it would turn out so
well. You can imagine, if you put yourself in that position, the island is on fire
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“Everyone who goes
into the eruption area
must have a gas mask,
and people are advised to stay within
five minutes of their
car so that they can
quickly drive away if
gas levels rise to dangerous levels.”

and molten rock is raining over, and you don’t
know what’s going to
happen.”
Although the evacuation was successful,
and the Westman Islanders even managed
to save their harbour
from being closed off
by the new lava, the
eruption buried half
the town in ash and
left it uninhabitable
for six months. It was
a devastating event
for those who lost their
homes, and a great
number of people never returned.
The gas, of course, lingered long after
the eruption. “It sits in all of the recesses,
and depletes the oxygen. When people
drove into lower-lying areas, the car
sometimes just stopped working,” Gísli
recalls, at once noting the same danger
in the Holuhraun area. “Everyone who
goes into the eruption area must have a
gas mask, and people are advised to stay
within five minutes of their car so that

they can quickly drive
away if gases rise to
dangerous levels.”
He
emphasises
that the area is not
being closed just
for the fun of it, and
brings up the three
Icelanders who were
caught in the area
without a permit not
once, but twice. The
second time, they had
gone disguised as geologists, wearing helmets and yellow vests.
They even had a sign
made for their truck
that read, “Íslenskar
jarðrannsóknir” (“Icelandic Earth Studies”). “There’s a reason
for closing the area, and people have to
respect that,” Gísli says. “I can feel the
gas even just walking around here, and
the wind is not even coming directly at
us—it irritates your throat, you feel it on
your lips.”

Continues on P.36

Check it
out!

FOR THE BEST PRICE BOOK ONLINE AT:
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Continues from P.35
Only time will tell
An hours’ drive later we find ourselves
back at Möðrudalur, an old settlement
in the highlands. At 465 metres above
sea level, it’s the highest inhabited
place in the country, and the farm,
which has been run by the same family
since 1874, advertises that their sheep
and goat are especially tasty given
their highland diet. As is common
amongst sheep farmers these days,
they have branched out into tourism
and now run a small restaurant/coffeehouse called Fjallakaffi in addition
to offering sleeping accommodation.
Outside Fjallakaffi we meet Jeffrey
A. Karson, a geologist from New York’s
Syracuse University, who has been in
the eruption area for almost a week.
“It’s incredible,” he says, his eyes full
of wonder. “We don’t have volcanoes,
at least not in the Northeast, so we
have to make our own lava,” he tells
us. “Icelandic students may be able to
come out and see the lava flows here,
but in the US it’s not so easy.”
While we are now almost thirteen
hours into our trip and we still haven’t
seen the volcano, Jeffrey waxes lyrical about easy access. “It’s happening
in a very flat place, so you can drive
around. A lot of times we were going
to the main eruptive site or the lava
flow and there was no one around.
It’s a very restricted area. There are
probably only twenty people there.
It’s probably better that way because
there are some dangers,” he says, “but
it’s a spectacular thing and it’s part of
Iceland.”
Jeffrey doesn’t have a good sense
for whether we would get into the
area tomorrow. “The main thing is the
wind,” he says. “If the wind changes
so that the gases aren’t a problem, I’m
sure you’ll go in.”
Unfortunately, we awake the next
morning to find the wind direction unchanged. But that doesn’t stop us from
jumping up at the sight of a man fuelling up, as if he intends to make the
long drive into the highlands. “What
kind of vehicle is this?” I ask him. “It’s
a German military truck,” he replies. “I
made it myself from two trucks. The
tires are 200 kg each. It’s like five of
you—with the camera.”
The man is Siggi B, which is short
for Sigtryggur Baldursson (no relation
to the Sugarcubes’ drummer). He’s

guiding Olivier Greunwald, a worldrenowned eruption photographer who
is also hoping to see the site later today. “He does this for a living,” Siggi
says. “He was showing me yesterday
when he went to a volcano in Congo.
He had something like 25 people carrying all his stuff for two days before
they reached the volcano, and when
they got to the top of the crater, they
went down by ropes, and he was wearing a special heating suit because in
the middle there was a pool of magma.
He takes amazing photos. He’s professional.”
Siggi grew up in the area and seems
to know it inside and out, unlike many
Icelanders who he says probably didn’t
know where Holuhraun was before
two weeks ago. “Reporters talk a lot
about the eruption between Askja and
Bárðarbunga, but Askja and Bárðarbunga are here,” he says, gesturing
into one direction, “and the eruption is
over here,” he says, gesturing into the
other. “Bárðarbunga is really far away.
So it’s between Dyngujökull and Askja,
or Vaðalda, but so few have heard of
it.”
We learn that Siggi’s father started
offering snowcat tours on Vatnajökull
in 1970, long before you could get
a loan from the bank for that kind of
tourism. “It was a family operation, so
my brother and I grew up in the area,”
he tells us, proudly. Today Siggi runs
his own company, Extreme Iceland,
and offers special tours. He’s also an
avid parachutist and claims to be the
first Icelander to land on Bárðarbunga,
whose caldera continues to sink and is
likely feeding magma to the Holuhraun
fissure.

From the horse’s mouth
While Siggi knows the area well, it
seems there is just one person who can
tell us whether we should stick around
or make the long drive back to Reykjavík, and that’s Ármann Höskuldsson,
the volcanologist whose name has appeared in nearly every eruption story
since unusual seismic activity was detected in the area.
Ármann was on-site taking measurements after the first, brief eruption
at Holuhraun when the second eruption started. “It was very impressive,
when we came upon the second eruption,” he says. “It happened at night,
so when the magma came up from the
fissure, which sits on the hills, it was
like seeing a giant serpent. It was re-

ally, really quite impressive.”
With a team of eight PhD students,
Ármann has been at the eruption site
more or less since it started. “We are
documenting the event, and trying to
get as much information about it as
possible, both after the fact, and also
while it’s happening to help the authorities make informed decisions,”
he explains to us from a house in Mývatn. “All of this helps us to understand
what’s happening. Ultimately it’s also
important for an Icelander who is born
one hundred years from now, when
there’s another eruption at Bárðarbunga, so that he doesn’t stand there
with his mouth wide open, saying, ‘Oh
no, there’s an eruption, what should I
do?’”
When I ask him about the future,
he’s quick to say that he’s not in the
business of looking into a crystal ball.
“We’re trying to collect the best information possible so that the authorities
can react and advise the public,” he
explains. “It doesn’t make sense to tell
all Icelanders to close their windows
because there’s poison gas coming
from the eruption. Then you’ll have everyone in the Westfjords closing their

“It’s up to the sheriff
in Húsavík, but I’m
not going to go in, so
I won’t be giving him
any information about
the gas. If it’s anything
like it was yesterday,
it’s disgusting, but I
mean if you want bronchitis or something,
you can go in.”

windows, though the
gas isn’t there.”
Speaking of gas
again, Ármann does
not mince his words.
“Due to southerly
winds yesterday, the
poison gases lay over
us, and it’s not healthy
to sleep in this stuff,
so we left. We aren’t
there to kill ourselves. We’re there
to try to get information,” he says. “If you
go in, you’ll have to
have gas masks, and
it’s at your own risk. If
you die, you just die. We can’t help you
there.”
He continues: “We are fully prepared to find bodies lying there, and in
that case we’ll just call the police, give
them the GPS coordinates, and they’ll
come get the body,” he says. “We ourselves are battling to stay alive. The rule
is that can’t go further than five minutes
from the car. If you’re fifteen minutes
away, we’re not going to wait. In this
case, it’s not ‘all for one, one for all.’”

By the end of our
chat, it’s clear we
aren’t going anywhere, but home.
“I’m not in charge,”
he says when we ask
him if he thinks the
area will open later
today. “It’s up to the
sheriff in Húsavík,
but I’m not going to
go in, so I won’t be
giving him any information about the
gas. If it’s anything
like it was yesterday,
it’s disgusting, but
I mean if you want
bronchitis or something, you can go in.”
And so we set off, not toward the
eruption, but in the opposite direction, making another near-half circle
around the country before returning
to Reykjavík almost 36 hours after we
took off, bright eyed and excited the
previous morning.
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ICELANDIC FRESHNESS
MEETS ITALIAN TRADITION
A meal at the elevated fourth floor
of Harpa concert hall is a destination in itself.
Relax and enjoy fine Italian cuisine complemented
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Lemúrinn is an Icelandic web magazine (Icelandic for the native primate of Madagascar). A winner of the 2012 Web Awards, Lemúrinn.is covers all things strange
and interesting. Go check it out at www.lemurinn.is

The American Soldier
Who Travelled To
The Year 900 In Iceland
Poul Anderson, who had Danish roots,
was one of the better-known writers
during the golden age of science fiction.
One of his recurring themes was the
deeply paradoxical questions surrounding time travel. For instance, if time travel
is possible, how would a modern man
fare in the past?
This was, obviously, not a new concept. Writers like Mark Twain (‘A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court’)
and L. Sprague de Camp (‘Lest Darkness Fall’) had both written stories about
modern time travellers in "primitive societies." But while these stories tell tales
of success for the modern person in the
past—Mark Twain's Yankee tricks and
fools the court of King Arthur—Poul Anderson's story is in fact their antithesis:
his Yankee finds himself utterly helpless
in the Viking society of Iceland.
The story follows an engineering student known as Gerald “Samsson,” who
was drafted to serve in Iceland during
the Cold War. During a violent thunderstorm in Reykjavík in the 1950s, the
American GI travels one thousand years
back in time. He wakes up to find himself
lying on a cold beach in a strange place,
seemingly far from the city, the last
place he remembers being. He walks
for a while until he sees a group of men,
armed with swords and spears, collecting driftwood.
The story is presented in the first
person, told by a Viking Age Icelander
named Ospak Ulfsson. He is one of the
men Gerald meets at the beach.

Words
Helgi Hrafn Guðmundsson

What if a modern person travelled back to Viking
times? In 1956, the American science fiction author
Poul Anderson pondered exactly that in his short story
“The Man Who Came Early,” published in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction.

ARTISAN BAKERY
& COFFEE HOUSE
OPEN EVERYDAY 6.30 - 21.00
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The newcomer shook his head, as if
it had been struck. He got shakily to
his feet.
"What happened?" he said. "What
happened to the city?"
"What city?" I asked reasonably,
"Reykjavik!" he groaned. "Where is
it?"
"Five miles south, the way you came—
unless you mean the bay itself," I said.
"No! There was only a beach, and a
few wretched huts, and—"
"Best not let Hjalmar Broadnose hear
you call his thorp that," I counselled.

“Did the Soviets nuke Iceland?”

Viking society. But as soon as he starts
trying he gives up. He doesn't know
how to use the tools and the materials.
Simple tasks like shaving and bathing
turn out to be very complicated.

Ospak and his men are stunned by the
visitor, who they think must be a marooned sailor from a shipwreck. But the
time traveller, who is wearing a green
Man from out of time
uniform from the 20th century and a
metal helmet engraved with the Roman Gerald and Þórgunnur, the daughter of
alphabet letters “MP,” thinks World War Ospak, fall in love. This has disastrous
III must have started. “Did the Soviets consequences as Ketill, a young Viking
nuke Iceland?” he asks.
from the next farm who is in love with
Eventually the Viking chieftain the girl, challenges the American to
Ospak invites Gerald
“hólmganga,” a trato stay in his house. “Gerald and Þórgunditional Viking duel.
The
soldier
had nur, the daughter of
When Gerald finds
learned Icelandic as
trapped in
Ospak, fall in love. This himself
part of his training at
the duel and about to
the army base and is has disastrous conbe cut down, he uses
therefore able to ex- sequences as Ketill, a
his gun and kills his
change words with
young Viking from the opponent.
the ancient IcelandThis makes the
ers. Ospak wants to next farm who is in love American into an
be kind to this strange with the girl, challenges outlaw. He flees
guest but is unsure
the highlands
the American to “hólm- to
where he is from.
equipped only with
Gerald tells him about ganga,” a traditional
his gun and a few
the United States, the Viking duel.”
bullets. The chieftain
land of free.
Ospak feels for his
There is a great
American friend and
panic among the Viis deeply saddened
kings when Gerald
by his demise.
shows them his gun
and shoots a horse.
Most men think GerHe drew his gun,
ald Samsson was
put the end behind
crazy, but I myself
the horse's ear, and squeezed. There
believe he did come from out of
was a crack, and the beast quivered
time, and that his doom was that no
and dropped with a hole blown through
man may ripen a field before harvest
its skull, wasting the brains—a clumsy
season. Yet I look into the future, a
weapon. I caught a whiff of smell,
thousand years hence, when they
sharp and bitter like that around a volfly through the air and ride in horsecano. We all jumped, one of the women
less wagons and smash whole cities
screamed, and Gerald looked proud. I
with one blow. I think of this Iceland
gathered my wits and finished the rest
then, and of the young United States
of the sacrifice as usual.
men there to help defend us in a year
Apart from this impressive weapon,
when the end of the world hovers
the US soldier is almost worthless in Viclose. Perhaps some of them, walkking Iceland. He mentions that his faming about on the heaths, will see that
ily owns no land and lives in a city. This
barrow and wonder what ancient
plunges his social status, as in any rural
warrior lies buried there, and they
society a landless man is a poor man.
may even wish they had lived long
Gerald thinks he can use his engiago in his time when men were free.
neering education to modernise the
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“Many of us would have moved heaven and earth to get
here,” Rosen said. “Then we get here to find heaven and
earth moving.”
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Go Home y
with a storng!
worth telli

The Society of American Travel Writers had
a conference in Iceland the other day and
(unsurprisingly) had a few witty things to say
about it.

P.14

Northern Lights Tour

"I think part of my support was based on the fact that I
had a successful partnership with The Best Party and
Jón Gnarr. So my success is not my success in the sense
that I own it. I share it with him."
Meet our new mayor!

P.30

Snorkeling Tour In Silfra

"Stormur breaks into what I’m pretty sure is just a trot,
but as I relax in my saddle, I realize I’m not bouncing
up and down with every step. I’m tölting and I couldn’t
be more excited."
Yup, that's the Icelandic horse's tölt gait for
you: pretty darn exciting.

Y
Open EVERYDA

8:00-22:00

P.34

Glacier Hiking Tour

"If you go in, you’ll have to have gas masks, and it’s at
your own risk. If you die, you just die. We can’t help you
there."

INFORMATION AND BOOKING CENTRE
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September

Rokkjötnar 2.1
It's the time for rock and
fucking roll once again.
see inside for details
Photo by Hvalreki

MUSIC

CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE
Sept 26 - Oct 9
How to use the listings: Venues are
listed alphabetically by day. Events
listed are all live performances, with
troubadours and DJs specifically
highlighted. For complete listings and
detailed information on venues visit
listings.grapevine.is. Send us your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday September 26
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Hundur í óskilum
Dolly
21:00 DJ KGB / Sonur Sæll
Dillon
21:00 Drekka / AMFJ / Kvöl / DJ
Andrea
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Alexander &
Guðmann / Roland
Frederiksen Ale House
22:00 DJ SpEgill
Harpa
21:00 Hjálmar
Hressó
22:00 Krulludýrið
Húrra
21:00 Stafrænn Hákon
KEX Hostel
20:00 Pétur Ben / Low Roar / Agent
Fresco / DIMMA
Mengi
21:00 Kjuregej
Paloma
21:00 “Deep Space” Árni Valur,
Hendrik, Frímann
Park
23:00 DJ Pétur Valmundar
Prikið
22:00 DJ Sonur Sæll / DJ Kari / Kocoon
B2B

5

October

We Are The Youth
Iceland Symphony Youth Orchestra: Petri
Harpa
Austurbakki 2 (C4) |

17:00 | from 2,000 ISK

If you are lacking in motivation right now, or think perhaps you
have been resting on your laurels for too long then come see the
Iceland Symphony Youth Orchestra perform under the guidance
of Finnish conductor Petri Sakar. Why? Firstly, the majority of
the orchestra are most likely ten years younger than you. Ten.
Whole. Years. They have practiced tirelessly and worked really
hard to get where they are today. If that doesn't have you hitting
the books or looking for a job where you don't come home every
day questioning life, then just come to enjoy the sweet sounds of
Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliet Overture" and Moussorgsky's
"Pictures At An Exhibition." Oh, the youth of today, bless em! MC

Saturday September 27
Bravó
16:00 DJ Ingunn Huld
Bravó
22:00 Ladyboy Records Night: Harry
Knuckles & Nicolas Kunysz Casette
Release / AMFJ
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Rúnar Þórisson's Band /
Himbrimi / Lára Rúnars
Dillon
22:00 Jakobsson / DJ Andrea
Dolly
21:00 DJ Kári
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Ingi Valur & Tryggvi /
Arnar & Ingunn
Frederiksen Ale House
22:00 DJ V.I.P
Harpa
19:00 How To Become Icelandic In 60
Minutes
Hressó
22:00 Tetris
Húrra
21:00 Sísí Ey
Mengi
15:00 Family Concert: Halldór Warén
& Charles
21:00 Daníel Friðrik Böðvarsson
Prikið
22:00 DJ Moonshine
Park
23:00 Dj Frigore

Vodafonehöllinn

3

October

Insanity Is Contagious
Alchemia Album Launch
Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 (C3) |

20:00 | Free!

Alchemia loves you. They do! You want to know how we know?
Well, they’re releasing their new album ‘Insanity,’ yet are giving
YOU free beer. Yes, we said FREE BEER! All you poor, lonely souls,
come support some local rock and get sozzled on free booze.
Then everyone can hold hands and sing along to ‘Insanity,’ merry
with the goodness of music and alcohol! Insanity? Sounds pretty
sane to me! Alchemia play rock tinged with ‘90s and metal—think
Black Sabbath, Alice in Chains, Motörhead and Nirvana. And yes,
the majority of the band have long hair. MC

16:00 Melrakkar
16:50 In Memoriam
17:40 Strigaskór nr. 42
18:30 Beneath
19:25 Brain Police
20:30 Sólstafir
21:45 Dimma
23:00 Skálmöld

27

September

Sunday September 28
English Pub
21:00 Troubadours Danni
Háskólabíó
22:00 The MozART Group
Frederiksen Ale House
22:00 DJ Holm
Harpa
17:00 Popular Italian Songs and Arias
Hressó
22:00 Jazz Jam Session
Húrra
21:00 Lowercase Night

Monday September 29
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Brynjurnar
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Ingi Valur
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Yoda
Húrra
20:00 Monday Night Jazz

Tuesday September 30
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Kristbjörg Kára's Jazz Band
English Pub
21:00 Troubadour Tryggvi
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Holy
Húrra
20:00 Low Roar
KEX Hostel
20:30 KEX Jazz Night

The concept of the restaurant is "casual fun
dining" and we prepare what we would call a
simple honest, "feel good", comfort food,
where we take on the classics with
a modern twist.

Rock And Roll Is Here To Stay
Rokkjötnar Rock Festival 2.1
Vodafonehöllinn
Hlíðarendi |

16:00 | 5,900 ISK

At the Rokkjötnar Rock Festival, many of the country’s best rock
and metal bands perform at a show that no true headbanger
can miss. It isn’t known as the “Giants of Rock” festival for
nothing! Some of the acts burning up the bill will be: Melrakkar,
In Memoriam, Strigaskór nr. 42, Beneath, Brain Police, Sólstafir,
Dimma and Skálmöld. The metal madness will kick off at 16:00 and
won’t finish until the witching hour (that’s midnight for all ye lay
folk). Don’t bother looking for an after-party, you’ll be spent after
this festival. MC
Photo by Phillipe Beck

Wednesday October 1
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Gummi Jóns og Vestanáttin
Dolly
21:00 BlazeSessh with DJ Nonnimal
Gaukurinn
22:00 Kaleo
Harpa
19:30 Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Kissin and Ashkenazy
Húrra
20:00 Skúli Mennski
KEX Hostel
21:00 Dillalude
Mengi
21:00 Lyenn / Shahzad / Kira Kira

Thursday October 2
Dolly
21:00 DJ Mike Hunt: Donna Summer
Theme Night
Harpa
19:30 Iceland Symphony Orchestra:
Kissin and Ashkenazy
Kaffibarrin
22:00 Housekell

Friday October 3
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Svavar Knútur & Co.
Dolly
21:00 DJ IntroBeats
Gaukurinn
20:00 Alchemia album release
Harpa
19:00 How To Become Icelandic In 60
Minutes
Húrra
22:00 Boogie Trouble / MC Bjór og Bland
Jógasalur Ljósheima
20:00 Gurunam Singh
Park
23:00 DJ Yngvi Eysteins
Þjóðleikhúskjallarinn
21:00 Stevie Ray Vaughan Tribute

3

October

Boogie Woogie To The Beat
Boogie Trouble
Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 |

21:00 | Free!

Disco ain’t dead because Boogie Trouble brings it wherever they
go. By all accounts, their live shows are a joyous explosion of funky
beats and groovy guitars. Rumour has it, they put Staying Aliveera Bee Gees to shame (sorry Barry). After attracting a cult local
following, the band hope to bring out their debut album soon. Don
your finest polyester, fluff up your hair and whatever you do, for
the love of god do not forget your dancing shoes. By the way, this
event is FREE! MC

Sunday October 5
Café Rosenberg
21:00 KK & Maggi
Harpa
17:00 Iceland Symphony Youth
Orchestra: Petri conducts the Youth
Orchestra
Húrra
21:00 Lowercase Nights

Monday October 6
Café Rosenberg
21:00 Gummi Jóns og Vestanáttin
Húrra
20:00 Monday Night Jazz

Travel the
world of music
Weekly concerts in Harpa Concert Hall.
View our exciting 2014/15 season at
sinfonia.is.

30

Saturday October 4
Harpa
14:00 Iceland Symphony Orchestra: A
Giant Love Story
20:00 Led Zeppelin Tribute
Húrra
21:00 Sage Francis
Park
23:00 DJ Pétur Valmundarson

SKÓLAVÖRÐUSTÍGUR 40 · 101 REYKJAVÍK · TEL.+354 517 7474 · KOLRESTAURANT.IS

September

You’re Going To Hear Me Roar
Low Roar
Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 (C3) |

21:00 | 1,500 ISK

Dreamy poppers Low Roar seem to be gaining more popularity
daily, with the band jetting off on a tour of the U.S. and Europe
right after this show. So enjoy this local band in an intimate
surrounding while you still can. If you don’t know Low Roar’s
back-story, it involves the soulful journey of vocalist Ryan Joseph
Karazija and his move from California to Reykjavík. To help him
through the transition, he focused on his music and gathered
together a troupe of like-minded souls. Catch some ambient folk
inspired by the Icelandic landscape and celebrate this (sort of)
local talent. MC
Photo by Matthew Eisman

@icelandsymphony

#sinfo14

Box office » 528 5050 » www.sinfonia.is » www.harpa.is

MUSIC
CONCERTS & NIGHTLIFE

1

October

Metal And Murderous Vikings
Sólstafir live performance to ‘Hrafninn flýgur’
Salurinn, Kópavogur
Hamraborg 6 |

19:30 | 3,900 ISK

Post metal band Sólstafir have been busy this past year, releasing their new album ‘Ótti’ (“Fear”)
not long ago and playing a myriad of shows and festival. This show, however, proves to be a whole
nother beast as they play new and older material live to a screening of Hrafn Gunnlaugsson’s 1984 film
‘Hrafninn flýgur’ (“When The Raven Flies”). Expect nothing short of fireworks at this unique one-of-akind show. ER
Photo by Hvalreki
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September

ALL IN ONE

RESTAURANT
Kitchen
Bar
Café

Diverse menu,
great value and
a wide selection
of cocktails, beers
and wines.

Talent Ahoi
Pétur Ben / Low Roar / Agent Fresco / Dimma
Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28 |

20:00 | Free!

Singer-songwriter Pétur Ben has been active in the Icelandic music scene for a while, showcasing
his own brand of indie rock music. Whether he’s performing in front of a sweaty crowd of rockers, or
at an intimate sitting-down show, he never fails to impress. He first became known for playing with
Mugison, but has since branched out on his own, releasing two solo albums and composing the score
for metal melancholia film ‘Málmhaus’ (“Metalhead”). He’s joined at this free gig with dreamy poppers
Low Roar, heavy metal band Dimma, and the brilliant math-rockers Agent Fresco. ER
Photo by Yasmin Nowak

Tuesday October 7

4

Café Rosenberg
21:00 Reykjavík Blues Company
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 DJ Doddis
Hafnarborg
12:00 Antonía Hevesi & Hlín
Pétursdóttir.

October

Wednesday October 8
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Stairway To Heaven
Led-Zeppelin tribute
Harpa
Tryggvagata 22 (C4) |

20:00 | 7,990 ISK

Led-Zeppelin was one of the most influential psychedelic
rock bands of the ‘70s, selling upwards of 300 million records
worldwide and they have been labelled as “unquestionably one of
the most enduring bands in history” by Rolling Stone magazine.
At this gig there will be a plethora of famous Icelandic artists,
including vocalists Eiríkur Hauksson and Eyþór Ingi Gunnlaugsson
(pictured), both of who were once Eurovision Song Contest
contestants. ER
Photo by Axel Sigurðarson

Dolly
21:00 Karaoke Night
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 Fnykur Funk Band
Fríkirkjan
20:00 Fundraising concert: Bogomil
Font, Unnur Birna Björnsdóttir,
Unnsteinn Manuel Stefánsson, Jón
Ólafsson, Hildur Vala Einarsdóttir &
Fabúla
Húrra
21:00 Godchilla / Pink Street Boys /
russian.girls

Thursday October 9
Frederiksen Ale House
21:00 Throwback Thursday: DJ Yoda
Húrra
21:00 Soffía Björg / Pétur Ben
KEX Hostel
21:00 Varsjárbandalagið

ART
OPENINGS AND ONGOING

Breakfast

Sept 26 - Oct 9
How to use the listings: Venues
are listed alphabetically by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit listings.
grapevine.is Send us your listings to:
listings@grapevine.is

Opening
Art 67
Life Of Flowers
The exhibition by artist Georg
Douglas includes pictures
incorporating several different
scale layers, from elements on the
molecular scale up to realistic parts
of flowers.
Opens October 4
Runs until October 31
Harbinger
Sweet Life
Artist Arna Óttarsdóttir explores the
conflict between the precious and
the worthless, such as a hand-woven
cotton cloth presented as a plain
t-shirt and kitchen counter crumbs
converted to a sculpture. By defying
the common notions of value, a new
meaning is created.
Opens October 4
Runs until October 26
Hverfisgallery
Sigtryggur Bjarni Baldvinsson's
paintings, watercolours and
photographic work. Water-based
leitmotifs such as running water and
oceanic surfaces are woven into his
work, reflecting the elements of light,
air and earth and nature’s unique
powers such as wind and gravity.
Opens October 9
Runs until November 22
Kunstschlager
Feng Shui Problem
An exhibition of new works by Emma
Heiðarsdóttir and Nikulás Stefán
Nikulásson. Their inspiration comes
from contemplating the boundaries
between space and objects, creating
a diverse range of results.
Opens September 27
Runs until October 11
Mokka Kaffi
Our City
An exhibition where the artist
and designer Elsa Nilsen lets her
imagination flow through the city,
reimagining it.
Opens October 3
Runs until November 5
The National Gallery
Vasulka Installation
Installation of works by artists Steina
and Woody Vasulka. They are known
for their innovative video works.
Opens October 7
Runs until November 11
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
Roundabouts
Andreas Eriksson is one of the most
acclaimed Swedish artists of his
generation. The exhibition presents
Eriksson’s works from the last ten
years, spanning his entire oeuvre
including painting, photography,
sculpture, film and textile.
Opens September 27
Runs until January 4
Top Soil
For the exhibition, artist Andreas
Eiriksson has selected paintings
and drawings by Kjarval, which will
be shown along with new work by
Andreas himself in appreciation of
Kjarval’s art.
Opens September 27
Runs until January 4
Stúdentakjallarinn
How On Earth To Crack The
Icelandic Culture Code
This year's University of Iceland's
inaugural Equality Days conference
focuses on immigration issues from
the point of view of the natives. Four
different speakers lament on the
micro- and macro issues at play, and
how we can do a better job.
October 6 at 20:00
Týsgallerí
Red Direction
Rakel McMahon will open her new
solo exhibition where she looks into
communication through simple visual
language, such as the kind found on
airplanes.
Opens October 2
Runs until October 26

Brunch
Finally Home
‘The Paris Package’ by Hallgrímur Helgason
Tveir Hrafnar - Art Gallery
Baldursgata 12 (G4) | Until October 11 |

12-17 | Free!

The true story behind Hallgrímur Helgason’s lost paintings sounds
like the plot to a Parisian film—in the ‘90s he exhibited some of his
paintings in Galerie Philippe Rizzo (incidentally in Paris). Then one
day the gallery closed, and Hallgrímur’s paintings were nowhere
to be found. Thirteen years later, a friend of his told him about a
parcel lying in the storage space of another gallery in a garage in
Paris, and there they were, all of his long lost paintings. The series,
which Hallgrímur calls ‘I’m Home,’ are now again on display. Let’s
hope they don’t get lost again... SV

Ongoing
Anarkía
On Bees and Flowers
Helga Sigurðardóttir’s exhibition
features paper-maché sculptures
fitted with lights and watercolor
paintings that focus on different
aspects of fertility and reproduction.
Runs until September 28
The Last Olive Tree – An Ode to
Palestinian Women
Margrét Kristjándóttir exhibits oil
portraits of women, where she is
contemplating the woman under the
veil, in particular Palestinian women
who have experienced a series of
wars that have robbed them of their
children and grandchildren.
Runs until September 28
Árbær Museum
A guided tour in English through this
open air museum, which consists of
twenty buildings happens daily at
13:00.
On permanent view
Art67
30x30
This is a group exhibition by
LITKA Art Association (LITKA
Myndlistarfélag) with works by 58
member artists. There will be 50
paintings on 30x30 canvases, and the
last 8 will be watercolour artists.

Runs until September 30
ASÍ Art Gallery
Ladies, Beautiful Ladies
Birgir Birgisson follows up on the
questions at the heart of the politics of
representation, addressed through the
visual negotiations of blondes in our
cultural environment. This exhibition
presents a variety of works that reach
from painting on canvas to installation
to works on paper and connects them
to the issue of how identities are
made, shaped, distributed and retold.
Runs until December 31
City Hall (Ráðhúsið)
Remember?
With emphasis on documents from
the past 60 years, the exhibition by
Guðrún Sigríður reflects the rich
collection of records preserved by
the Archives since its foundation.
The exhibition presents mixed media,
using materials and methods she has
invented and developed in her art
practice in recent years.
Runs until September 21
The Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300
artworks including a beautiful garden
with 26 bronze casts of the artist’s
sculptures.
On permanent view
Gallerí Fold
Norwegian photographer Rune
Molnes's exhibition includes

The Nationa l
Museum of
Icel a nd
Along with the permanent exhibition
that features Iceland’s history from
settlement to present day the
museum offers a variety of exhibitions
during the year, e.g. on Icelandic
silver and photography.

www.thjodminjasafn.is
Suðurgata 41 / 101 Reykjavík

Lunch

Happy Hour

Dinner

K-Bar is a gastro pub with a Korean, Japanese, Icelandic inspired kitchen and quirky
cocktails. We have eight icelandic craft
beers on tap and over 100 types in bottles.
Open all day from breakfast to late night
snacks. K-Bar is located at Laugavegur 74.
Ask your reception how to find us or find us
on facebook.com/kbarreykjavik

ART

OPENINGS AND ONGOING

Lauren Greenfield

Stelpumenning / Girl Culture

Shades Of Gray
‘Grayscale’ by Curver
Þoka
Laugavegur 25 (E5) | Sept 20 - Oct 19 |

13. 9. 2014 – 11. 1. 2015

A D MISSIO N F REE
GRÓFARHÚS 6th Floor
Tryggvagata 15, 101 Reykjavik
Opening Hours: Mon–Thu 12–19
Fridays 12–18, Weekends 13–17
www.photomuseum.is

Language

Culture

History

Food and Fun
Three hours of
entertaining
introduction to
the Icelandic
culture

Reykjavík

Walk
at 18:00

Meet the

Natives
at 13:00 or 18:00

BOOK NOW!
Borgartún 1 Tel. 551 7700
info@thetincanfactory.eu • www.thetincanfactory.eu
Find us on:

10 - 18 | Free!

Artist Curver’s new video exhibit is all about altering our
perception of reality by experimenting with contrasts, working the
grayscale in a humorously banal and playful way. This notion is a
reoccurring theme in Curver’s art as he has previously presented
works where he transformed the Living Arts Museum into a
children’s playground, held a yard sale in the National Museum
of Iceland and sold puffin pizza at the rurally isolated lighthouse
of Bjargartangaviti. By using a range of mediums such as videos,
installations, performances and relational aesthetics, he’s
examined ideas of self, popular culture and society. SV
photographs he has taken during
his trip around Iceland, with a wide
selection of landscape photography.
Rune’s photographs deal with the
country’s loneliness, wilderness, and
its magnificent nature.
Runs until September 28
Gallerí Skilti
British artist S. Mark Gubb went
to Costa Rica, got inspired by the
casual atmosphere and the concept
of “pura vida,” the catchall phrase
for positivity. So he brought it to
Reykjavík with a sign that points
anyone in the right direction to find
their own Pura Vida, or good life.
Runs until December 15
Gallerý Portið
Gallerý Portið's inaugural exhibit
features no less than 27 artists,
including Jón Óskar, Hulda Hákon,
Bjarni Sigurbjörnsson, Ómar
Stefánsson, Erling Klingenberg and
Erla Þórarinsdóttir. Pieces include
paintings as well as sculpture.
Runs until October 5
Gljúfrasteinn
“Fín frú, sendill og allt þar á milli”
This exhibition features photos,
works and audio clips of the
museum’s creator, Auður Sveinsdóttir,
Halldór Laxness’s wife. She played
many roles at the museum, as a fine
lady, running errands and making
everything work.
Runs until September 28
Hafnarborg
Track
This exhibit brings together works
of interesting artists who are known
for tackling abstract experiences in
a tangible and impressive way. The
exhibition showcases Icelandic artists
Daníel Magnússon, Guðrún Hrönn
Ragnarsdóttir, Ívar Brynjólfsson, Ívar
Valgarðsson, Sólveig Aðalsteinsdóttir
and Þóra Sigurðardóttir.
Runs until October 19
Hljómskálagarður
Words From A Bench
The Reykjavik UNESCO City
of Literature has now made
literature accessible to visitors
to Hljómskálagarðurinn Park in
Reykjavik. Guests can scan a code
on sixteen benches in the park that
is right by the city pond, sit down and
read poetry and prose in English by
local and “visiting” authors.
Runs until September 30
Hverfisgallerí
Selfsame
This exhibition of new works by
Bjarki Bragason, Claudia Hausfeld
and Hildigunnur Birgisdóttir focuses
on definitions of objecthood and
different approaches in surveying
a site. The starting point of their
conversation was a mound of rust
mimicking a stone sitting on a beach
at the place of a former garbage tip in
western Reykjavík, and the rest of the
work flourished from there.
Runs until October 4

i8 Gallery
Revelation
This photo exhibition by Hrafnkell
Sigurdsson explores themes
relating to nature, the man-made,
the sublime, culture and consumer
society. For example, the bubble wrap
in water could seem nothing more
than drifting litter, the air trapped in
the plastic generates a sense of life
within the inorganic shells, imbuing
the shapes with an eerie power.
Runs until October 11
The Icelandic Phallological
Museum
The museum contains a collection
of more than 215 penises and penile
parts belonging to almost all the
land and sea mammals that can be
found in Iceland. There's also a penis
sculpture honoring the Icelandic
men's handball team, though
confusingly it does not feature their
actual penises.
On permanent view
Kling & Bang Gallery
LIFE - EFI
Choreographer Margrét Bjarnadóttir
exhibits a series of works reflecting
on the transformative quality of
doubt. These pieces for the gallery,
including video installations, works
on paper, and photographs, highlight
Margrét's continuing fascination with
the double nature of reality.
Runs until September 28
Listamenn Gallery
Paintings produced around the
subject of JBK Ransu's book called
'The painting that escaped from its
frame.'
Runs until October 10
Mokka Kaffi
Touch
Touching is the central theme in
Ragnheiður Guðmundsdóttir's
pictures, the texture of the works
inseparable from their meaning. Every
piece, large or small, is filled with all
her emotions and feelings, born of
her own life, spiritual and physical.
But like all works of art, you can look
but can't touch.
Runs until October 2
Museum of Design and Applied
Art
Are you ready, Madam President?
The exhibition displays clothing
and other accessories from the
wardrobe of former Icelandic
President Vigdís Finnbogadóttir. The
exhibition gives visitors a glimpse
into Vigdís's preferences in choosing
her wardrobe and style, and also the
personal lives and habits of heads of
state.
Runs until December 31
This Is How I Do It
Hjalti Karlsson, last year’s recipient
of the Nordic Torsten and Wanja
Söderberg prize is holding an
exhibition featuring work specially
created for the occasion of the prize.
Hjalti’s work, from newspaper page

to moving graphics, from educational
exhibition form to the place-specific
art installation, shows traces of
both classic schooling and Icelandic
narrative tradition.
Runs until October 19
National Gallery
Sigurjón Ólafsson Retrospective
The National Gallery of Iceland opens
a retrospective exhibition of the works
of abstract sculptor Sigurjón Ólafsson
(1908-1982). Ólafsson was one of the
most influential Icelandic artists in the
postwar era, and was in the forefront
of Icelandic sculpture throughout his
life.
Runs until October 29
Madeleine
Dodda Maggý attempts in her audio/
visual installations to combine visual
art, sound art and music. She creates
lyrical works which explore invisible
emotional elements through the
audience's perceptual experiences.
Runs until September 30
The National Museum
Icelandic Silverwork
See various silver pieces and the
methods of their making at this exhibit
commemorating the 150th anniversary
of the National Museum of Iceland.
Runs until December 31
Sodium Sun
Photographer Stuart Richardson
exhibits a series of photographs on
Icelandic streetlights, their locales and
the weather.
Runs until December 31
The Making Of A Nation
This exhibition is intended to provide
insight into the history of the Icelandic
nation from the Settlement to the
present day.
On permanent view
Snapshots Of A Moment
Þorsteinn Jósepsson (1907–1967)
was a widely travelled author and
journalist. Þorsteinn’s photography
presents an intricate panorama of
Icelandic life and a rapidly changing
rural landscape. His collection
of photographs is one of the
largest, most important and most
comprehensive private collections
from the 20th century preserved
in Iceland’s National Museum of
Photography, a part of the National
Museum of Iceland.
Runs until December 31
Nordic House
Rugs
Renowned Swedish graffiti and textile
artist Jonathan Josefsson will have
his collection of rugs on display from
September 20th until October 5th at
Nordic House. Jonathan has been
a heavily influential player in the
Swedish graffiti art scene. The last
decade has seen him expanding into
textiles.This is an exhibition not to be
missed.
Runs until October 5
The Old Harbour
Iceland Expo Pavillion
Every day from 10:00 to 22:00,
Sagafilms projects a film of Icelandic
scenery inside their Iceland Expo
Pavillion which provides a unique 360
degree movie experience.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Art Museum Ásmundarsafn
A posteriori: House, Sculpture
A posteriori, or ‘from what comes
after’, is a selection of artworks with
original references to buildings or
houses. The artists involved in the
exhibition have used existing or
fabricated architecture to create new
works.
Runs until February 1
Reykjavík Art Museum Hafnarhús
Erró: The World Today
The Reykjavík Art Museum’s already
large collection of paintings by Erró
has grown considerably in recent
years, as the artist continues to donate
his more recent works. These pieces—
including collages, oils, watercolours
and enamels—are on display.
Runs until September 28
Erró and Art History
At Hafnarhús, works are always on
display which provide insight into
the work of Erró. The theme of this
exhibition is art history itself: over the
years, Erró has established a close
and creative relationship with that
history.
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SOUVENIR SHOP
SHOP OF THE YEAR 2012

New Paintings
Hverfisgallery, Hverfisgata 4 (D4) |

Vasulka Chamber
11-17 | Free!

Dive into Sigtryggur Bjarni Baldvinsson’s incredible
pictures of running water and oceans. These
paintings, watercolours and photographic work
reflect Sigtryggur’s engagement with specific
natural phenomena. Water-based leitmotifs are
woven into his work, reflecting the elements of
light, air and earth, as well as wind and gravity. The
artist’s work reflects his concern with questions
that relate to modern man’s relationship with, and
responsibilities for, untouched nature. SV

September 25 - October 5
DO YOU EVEN RIFF? At this point there are three
things certain in Reykjavík: death, taxes and that
RIFF (Reykjavík International Film Festival, yo) is
held every autumn. In case you missed Mark's
recommendations of flicks to catch (page 28-29),
we want to remind you that the festival is on, and
there are a lot of films to see in Bíó Paradís,
Háskólabíó, The Nordic House and Tjarnarbíó.
The festival pass is only 11,500 ISK.

The National Gallery of Iceland (F3) | 1,000 ISK.
Steina and Woody Vasulka are some of the
pioneers of multimedia and video art, and have
a show at the National Gallery. They began
experimenting with electronic sound, stroboscopic
light, and video in the late ‘60s, and haven’t
stopped since. The exhibit’s purpose is not only
to present art from the genre, but to encourage
preserving and mediating such works. SV

6
October

Music

Cracking The Code

October 4
TIME FOR A FULL NELSON Iceland's own MMA
fighter, Gunnar Nelson, is headlining the UFC
event in Stockholm, Sweden, fighting the veteran
Rick "The Horror" Story, who will undoubtedly
be his toughest opponent yet. In case none of that
makes sense to you, it's a fight where two practically naked men inside of an octagon-shaped
cage, and one of the two is a cool Icelandic dude
who you should totally support. You can catch the
event at sports bars all over the country, although
we recommend seeing it at Stúdentakjallarinn.
The fights start in the afternoon.

The viking:info

Equality Days
Stúdentakjallarinn (G2) |

20:00 | Free!

Every year the University of Iceland has its
Equality Days during which numerous speakers
have presentations on matters relating to equality
inside and outside of academia. This year, Equality
Days kicks off with a lecture from four separate
speakers on immigration in Iceland from the
point of view of Icelanders and what we can do
better to accommodate our new citizens. Expect
discussions on the macro- and micro issues at
stake. TGB

Laugavegur 1 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 1 - 3 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri

info@theviking.is
www.theviking.is
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Kaffibarinn

9
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Reykjavík Roasters

Geirsgata 7b/Verbúð 2

Tryggvagata 22

Bergstaðastræti 1

Kárastígur 1

Nestled in one of the former fishing
warehouses of the old harbour, Café Haiti
is surely one of Reykjavík’s best cafés (and
this is no mean feat, as the city has some
nice coffee on offer). Go there for an excellent cup and some delicious light snacks
during the day, or indulge in beer and lowkey concerts at night.

The walls may be dark and adorned with
gloomy paintings, and the lighting minimal,
but when the bands step onto the stage the
place really comes into its own. Armed with
a great sound system, the place delivers a
great experience for music fans throughout
Reykjavík. Oh, and they serve Einstök Pale Ale
and White Ale in beer mugs!

A popular café on weekdays, on weekends
Kaffibarinn turns into a ticket for a wild night
out, as the space fills up with the late-night
souls oozing energy in every corner. With
DJs playing and the occasional rock band,
the party usually lasts until early morning, yet
often manages to leave you begging for more.

Reykjavík Roasters make the best coffee
you will drink in Reykjavík. They take that
stuff super seriously, roasting their beans
on-site and employing folks who know just
how to churn out a good cup of whatever
type coffee it is you thirst for. Furthermore,
the atmosphere is unique, of the kind you
will only find (and grow to love) in Reykjavík.

Useful Numbers

The Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2,
tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747
Pharmacies

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–16:00,
Sun closed. The shopping centres Kringlan and
The only public transport available in Reykjavík
Smáralind as well as most supermarkets and
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 minutes tourist shops have longer opening hours.
(the wait may be longer on weekends) and the
Swimming pools: Weekdays 06:30–22:00 and
price per fare is 350 ISK for adults and children.
weekends 09:00–17:00, although each pool
Multiple day passes are available for purchase at
varies plus or minus a few hours.
select locations. Complete route map available
Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:00at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses run from
16:00.
07:00–24:00 on weekdays and 10:00–24:00 on
Post Offices
weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
Post offices are located around the city. The
Lækjartorg.
downtown post office is at Pósthússtræti 3–5,
Opening Hours
open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00. Stamps are also
Bars and clubs: According to regulations,
sold at bookstores, gas stations, tourist shops
bars can stay open until 01:00 on weekdays and
and some grocery stores.
04:30 on weekends.

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 118
Taxi: Hreyfill-Bæjarleiðir: 588 5522
BSR: 561 0000
Tax-Free Refund
Iceland Refund, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 564 6400
Tourist Information
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Nestled in a refurbished fishing hut in
the newly-flourishing area of Grandi, The
Coocoo’s Nest is a cosy and airy cafe, offering
California-casual brunch, lunch, and dinner,
with an Italian twist. With large windows and
light wood throughout, this is perfect for a
lazy Saturday get-together or an afternoon
‘aperitivo’ after work. If you are in that part of
town, head over for a warm-up.
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At the Laundromat Café you can do your
laundry, drink a beer and have a grandma
read to your children all under one roof. This
kid-friendly café/bar/restaurant prides itself
on its diverse menu, good service, a 5,000
book library (that you can buy or trade from),
board games, newspapers and magazine.
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Grandagarður 23

INGÓLFSSTRÆTI 1A 101 REYKJAVÍK
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Kryddlegin Hjörtu is a cosy restaurant that
offers plenty of healthy options, including
a salad and soup buffet. Swing by if you’re
starting to feel guilty for all of those hot dogs
and want more wholesome and nutritious
food. Make sure not to miss out on their onlocation baked bread.
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Kryddlegin Hjörtu

Hverfisgata 33

. .and all the Icelandic beers in one awsome place!
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Although some claim service at Ban Thai can
at times be lacking, most have no complaints about the food (indeed, we dubbed
it Reykjavík’s “best goddamn restaurant” in
our annual BEST OF issue last year). One of
the few Thai restaurants in Iceland, Ban Thai
gives the diner a unique experience in both
atmosphere and cuisine.
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Fish • Lamb • Whale
Icelandic cuisine with a twist
Icelandic music and nightlife
Mix with the locals
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GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
TEL.: 511 1517
WWW.SAGAMUSEUM.IS
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2 Ban Thai
Laugavegur 130
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1 Argentína
Barónsstígur 11a

A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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Eating
Argentína is the best place in the world for a
red meat-loving person to have a special
celebration. One of the oldest steak houses
in town, it has worked hard to earn its name
and has never wavered from its red meat
loving stature.
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Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11,
tel: 562 7000
City Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions – Grayline Iceland,
Hafnarstræti 20, tel: 540 1313

Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045 and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300
Coach Terminal
BSÍ, Vatnsmýrarvegur 10,
tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is
Domestic Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,
tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

Public Transport

All the games and all the action!
Live music!
Save Water, Drink Beer
D
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Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

New In Town

13

Skúmaskot

Laugavegur 23
Reykjavík's newest design shop is
comfortably nestled on Laugavegur, the
city's premiere shopping street. Therein nine
Icelandic artists and designers have banded
together to promote their products. The
name may translate into "dark corner," but
Skúmaskot is anything but, with its warm
loft gallery space. Whether you are looking
for light sculptures, children's clothes,
paintings or embroidery, you might just find
it in Skúmaskot.
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Public Phones
There aren’t many public payphones in the
city centre. The tourist information centre
at Aðalstræti 2, City Hall, Kolaportið,
entrance at Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid international phone cards
are recommended for int’l callers.
Internet Access
Most cafés offer free wireless internet
access. Computers with internet connections are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
Ground Zero, Frakkastígur 8, near
Laugavegur 45,
The Reykjavík City Library, Tryggvagata 15
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Guðbjörg Kristín Ingvarsdóttir’s natureinspired designs are a breath of fresh air and
a celebrated entity of Icelandic design. Her
jewellery-cum-concept store offers stunning
accessories for both us and our homes.
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Hressó
Austurstræti 20 | D3

Bar 11
Hverfisgötu 18 | E5

Húrra
Tryggvagata 22 | C3

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54 | E5

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1 | E4

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20 | E4

Kaldi Bar / Café
Laugavegur 20b | E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b | E5

Kigali
Ingólfsstræti 8 | E4

Brikk
Hafnarstræti 18 | C4

Kofinn
Laugavegur 2 | E5

Bunk
Laugavegur 28 | E5

Lavabarinn
Lækjargata 6 | E4

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25 | E5

Loft Hostel
Bankastræti 7 | E4

Coocoo's Nest
Grandagarður 23 | B2

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10 | E4

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3 | E4

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4 | E5

Dillon
Laugavegur 30 | E5

Paloma
Naustin 1-3 | D3

Dolly
Hafnarstræti 4 | D3

Prikið
Bankastræti 12 | E4

Dubliner
Hafnarstræti 1-3 | D3

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1 | F5

English Pub
Austurstræti 12 | D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3 | D3

Frederiksen Ale House
Hafnarstræti 5 | D3

Thorvaldsen
Austurstræti 8 | D3

SK

The National and University Library,
Arngrímsgata 3
Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
Reykjavík Backpackers, Laugavegur 28
Swimming Pools
There are several swimming pools in
Reykjavík. The one in 101 Reykjavík,
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
located at Barónsstígur. It features a
nice sunbathing area and some outdoor
hot tubs. Opening hours: Mon-Thu from
06:30–22:00, Fri from 06:30–20:00,
Sat from 08:00–16:00 and Sun from
10:00–18:00.

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
Bergstaðastræti 74 | G4
Mon-Fri through Sept. 1

Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
www.hafnarborg.is

Reykjavík Art
Museum Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17 | D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20
Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
www.listasafnreykjavikur.is

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10 | F4
www.hannesarholt.is

Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15 | D3
www.borgarbokasafn.is

Hitt Húsið
Gallery Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5 | E3
www.hitthusid.is

Reykjavík City
Museum Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13
Settlement Exhibition
Reykjavík 871+/-2
Aðalstræti 17 | D3
Open daily 10–17
Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8 | B2
Open daily 10-17
www.maritime-museum.
is
Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Weekdays 12–19 / Sat–
Sun 13–17
www.ljosmyndasafnreykjavikur.is
Viðey Island - Where
Art & History meet
Daily ferries from
Reykjavík harbour at
11:50 - 14:50

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16 | D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat
13–17 and by appointment. www.i8.is

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4 | C2
www.kirs.is

ATA

The Kraum Iceland Design store features the
best from the latest trends in Icelandic
design. Kraum sells unique items that put
an Icelandic spin on everyday objects like
stationary, wooden children’s toys, plastic
zip-lockable handbags and raincoats, and
clothing and jewellery made from wool and
other materials.

Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30 | F7
Tue-Sun 14–18
www.artmuseum.is

The Icelandic Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116 | F8
www.phallus.is
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Aðalstræti 10

ART67
Laugavegur 67 | F7
Mon-Fri 12-18 / Sat
12-16

Hverfisgallerí
Hverfisgata 4 | D4
www.hverfisgalleri.is
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B5
Bankastræti 5 | D4

The Einar Jónsson
Museum
Eiriksgata | G6
Tue–Sun 14–17
www.skulptur.is
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Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22 | D3
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Museums & Galleries
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Austur
Austurstræti 7 | C3

12

Red Cross

Laugavegur 12
With two locations right in the downtown
core, real second-hand pickers and diggers
will delight in sifting through the hidden
treasures of these goodwill shops. The
neighbourly staff and quirky decorations will
take you through a little slice of history.

Kling & Bang
Hverfisgata 42 | E5
Thurs–Sun from 14–18
www.this.is/klingogbang
Knitting Iceland
Laugavegur 25 | E5
www.knittingiceland.is
Kunstschlager
Rauðarárstígur 1 | G8
Mon-Sat from 15-18
www.kunstschlager.com
Living Art Museum
Skúlagata 28 | E7
Tue-Sun 12-17
www.nylo.is

Public Toilets
Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers located, for example, at Hlemmur,
Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by
Reykjavík Art Museum, Lækjargata and by
Eymundsson on Skólavörðustígur. Toilets
can also be found inside the Reykjavík
City Hall and the Reykjavík Library.

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2 | F5
Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A | F5
www.mokka.is
The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7 | F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
www.listasafn.is
The National Museum
Suðurgata 41 | F2
Open daily 10–17
www.natmus.is
The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
Tue–Sun 12–17
www.nordice.is

G

Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2 | B2
www.sagamuseum.is
Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
www.lso.is
SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16 | D3
Mon-Fri 10-16
www.sim.is
Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33 | E5
M-Fri 10-18, Sat 12-16
www.sparkdesignspace.com
Tveir Hrafnar
Baldursgata 12 | G4
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
www.tveirhrafnar.is
Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37 | E5
www.windandweather.is
ÞOKA
Laugavegur 25 | E5
www.thoka.is
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Best Of

Reykjavík

Every year around the beginning of July, we make a BEST OF REYKJAVÍK ISSUE celebrating some
of what makes Reykjavík-life worthwhile, posting some good entries into a hopefully never-ending
discussion. The primary purpose of BEST OF REYKJAVÍK is celebration! It’s about big-upping stuff,
giving mad props to it and patting it on the shoulder. The following are some nice tips we pulled
from BEST OF REYKJAVÍK 2014 which you can read in full at www.grapevine.is.

230 kr.

BEST ICE CREAM:
VALDÍS

BEST PLACE TO WATCH THE
SUNSET: PERLAN

BEST SECOND HAND SHOP:
SPÚÚTNIK

Grandagarður 21

Öskjuhlíð

Laugavegur 28b

Valdís takes the ice cream cone throne
for the second year in a row and, judging
by the way they’re churning up creative
new flavours, their reign shows no
sign of faltering. Boasting an eclectic
variety of freshly-made gelato, sorbet,
smoothies, shakes, and waffle cones,
Valdís continues to be Reykjavík’s
undisputed dairy champ, hence the
queue at all hours, even on a rainy day.

This was not an easy choice, as
Reykjavík is filled with picturesque
locations to watch the sun go down,
such as the park benches at Ægissíða
or the footbath at Grótta, but ultimately
Perlan was selected as the winner. Why?
Because it sits on top of a hill, has a 360°
deck and big glass windows, making it
suitable to see the sunset, no matter the
season or weather.

If you’re at all into second hand
shopping, there is no place you’ll enjoy
more than Spúútnik. It has a wide variety
of clothing, shoes and accessories for
all genders and ages and definitely has
the largest selection of vintage dresses,
denim and printed shirts, and leather
jackets in all of Reykjavík. Items are also
pre-selected and arranged neatly so
you’re not going to have to spend hours
going through piles of junk!

290 kr.

Osushi is a unique
restaurant in Iceland.
The method of dining involves

315 kr.

snatching small plates from
a conveyor belt. Pricing is
distinguished by the color
and pattern of the plate –
most range between

350 kr.

230 - 440 ISK.
Everything off the conveyor
belt is tasty and if you don´t
really fancy sushi, you can

400 kr.

instead choose for example
teriyaki chicken, noodle
salad, tempura and desserts.
The vibe in Osushi is friendly
and relaxed. The restaurant is

420 kr.

located almost next door to
Althingi (the parliament) which
is in the heart of the city.

osushi.is
440 kr.

A GUIDE
THAT FUCKS
YOU UP

Kaldi Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer for 650 ISK, Wine for 650 ISK.
Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from 21:00 to 01:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Shots 500 ISK.
Kolabrautin
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 450 ISK,
Wine 700-800 ISK, Cocktails 1,000 ISK.

101 Hótel
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 840 ISK.

Lebowski Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2 for 1 Beer 950 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK.

Austur
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 00:00.
Beer 800 ISK, Wine 800 ISK.

Loft Hostel Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

B5
Every day from 16:00 to 22:00. Beer 550 ISK,
Cider 700 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Bar 7
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 350 ISK, Shot 450 ISK
Bar 11
Friday to Saturday from 21:00 to
00:00. Beer 500 ISK, Thursday
from 21:00 to 1:00. Beer 450 ISK
Bíó Paradís
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 19:30.
2 for 1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,000 ISK.
Bjarni Fel
Thursday to Sunday from 21:00 to 23:00. 2 for
1 Beer 990 ISK, single with mixer 1,300 ISK.
Boston
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 650 ISK.

Bunk Bar
Every day from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.
Den Danske Kro
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00. 2 for 1 Beer
950 ISK and 2 for 1 Wine 1,200 ISK.
Dillon
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine & Whisky 550 ISK.
Dolly
Wednesday to Thursday from 20:00 to 22:00,
Friday to Saturday from 20:00 to 23:00. Beer
600 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.

Pósthússtræti 13 / Borgartúni 29 / Reykjavíkurvegur 60 HF.
Tel: 561 0562 / www.osushi.is

Kaffi Kompaníið
Friday to Saturday from 15:00 to 17:00.
2 for 1 Beer 850 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

A list of every
Happy Hour in
101 Reykjavík

Bravó
Every day from 17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 750 ISK.

480 kr.

Iða Zimsen
Coffee happy hour every day from 8:00 to
10:00. All coffee 300 ISK. Every day from
19:00 to 22:00. Beer 445 ISK.

Dubliner
Every day from 16:00 until 22:00. Beer 600
ISK, 2 for 1 Wine 1,000 ISK.

Micro Bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK.

Download the FREE
Grapevine Appy
Hour app!
Every happy hour in
town in your pocket.
Available in the App
Store and on the
Android Market.
Einar Ben Every day from 17:00 to 20:00.
2 for 1 Beer 900 ISK and Wine 1,200 ISK
Frederiksen Ale House
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
2 for 1 Beer 1,000 ISK and Wine 1,100 ISK
Gaukurinn
Every day from 20:00 to 22:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Glaumbar
Thursday to Saturday from 20:00 to 00:00.
Beer 500 ISK, Shot 390 ISK.
Hótel 1919
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 575 ISK,
Húrra
Every day from 18:00 to 22:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

Mímisbar
Every day from 16:00 to 18:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK, Cocktail of the day 1,100 ISK.
Miðgarður Bistro bar
Every day from 17:00 to 19:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 600 ISK, all drinks half price.
Nora Magasin
Every day from 16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK, House Wine 600 ISK.
Park
Friday to Saturday from 22:00 to 04:30.
Beer 400 ISK, Shot 300 ISK.
Prikið
Monday to Friday from 16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 500 ISK.
Rio Sport Bar Monday to Sunday from 12:00
to 19:00. Beer 500 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Slippbarinn
Every day from 15:00 to 18:00. Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 500 ISK, selected Cocktails 1,000 ISK.
Solon Bistro
Weekdays from 15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.
Stofan
Every day from 17:00 to 20:00. Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 950 ISK
Thorvaldsen Bar Monday to Saturday from
16:00 to 20:00. Beer 500 ISK, Wine 600 ISK.
Tíu Dropar
Every day from 18:00 to 21:00. 2 for 1 Wine
1100 ISK and Beer 1000 ISK.
Vínsmakkarinn
Monday to Sunday from 17:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK, Wine 700 ISK.

ART
ONGOING

Route 40 takes you to

– continued –
Runs until September 27 2015
FutureCrash / Tribal TV
Ásdís Sif works with performance art
in her video works, which take place
in different ways in various places in
time and space. Her FutureCrash/
Tribal TV is a large video installation
which springs from a previous piece
by the artist, from the 2006 exhibition
‘Apostles' Clubhouse.’
Runs until October 19
Mojoko & Shang Liang: Reactive
Wall
The interactive artwork Reactive
Wall is one of several collaborations
between artist Mojoko and computer
programmer Shang Liang. Visitors
interact with the work by making
sounds through a microphone:
the pitch and volume received is
interpreted by the software, which
in turn manipulates how the icons
appear.
Runs until October 19
Synthesis
This international exhibition
comprises works by seven artists.
The artists make three-dimensional
installations which share the qualities
of reflecting a certain perception,
thinking and rhythm, which may be
seen as an echo of life itself, of primal
forces, the structure of the fabric of
the world and the ongoing genesis of
the universe.
Runs until January 15
Hlýnun
Kristín Pálmadóttir opens her
exhibition 'Hlýnun' this month. Her
focus point has been the nature,
it's power and the effect of global
warming.
Runs until October 5
Reykjavík Art Museum Kjarvalsstaðir
The Seasons in Kjarval’s Art
Every season imbues the land with
new life, and every cloud casts new
colour upon the mountains. This
exhibit focuses on how land and saga
merge to become one in the works of
celebrated Icelandic artist Jóhannes
Kjarval.
Runs until October 12
The Reykjavík City Library
The collection centres around new
Nordic literature, both fiction and
nonfiction. The library lends out
novels, academic publications,
audiobooks and more.
On permanent view
Reykjavík City Museum
Reykjavík 871 +/- 2: The Settlement
Exhibition
Archaeological findings from ruins of
one of the first houses in Iceland and
other excavations in the city centre,
open daily 10:00-17:00
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
From Poverty to Abundance
Photos documenting Icelandic
fishermen at the turn of the 20th
century.
On permanent view
The History of Sailing
Iceland's maritime history that
showcases the growth of the
Reykjavík Harbour.
On permanent view
The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn
This vessel sailed through all three
Cod Wars and has also served as a
rescue ship to over 200 ships.
On permanent view
The Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Girl Culture
The exhibit focuses on the central
role occupied by popular culture in
the construction or deconstruction
of female identity. The exhibition
consists of portrait images and
interviews that cast a light on the
experiences and expressions of
women today.
Runs until January 11
Twosomes
This exhibit represents an almostculmination of Mark Chester’s 40+
years of travelling with a camera.
Runs Until October 14
Sigurjón Ólafsson Museum
Tracks in Sand
The National Gallery of Iceland opens
a retrospective exhibition of the
works of abstract sculptor Sigurjón
Ólafsson (1908-1982), Ólafsson was
one of the most influential Icelandic

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design
on your way to the Blue Lagoon

Route 40

Graffiti & Rugs
‘Rugs’ by Jonathan Josefsson
Nordic House
Sturlugata 5 | Sept 20 – Oct 5 |

Mireya Samper

12:00-17:00 | Free!

Don’t you sometimes think that a colourful rug would lighten up a
room and make it look way more inviting? Well, that’s probably what
Jonathan Josefsson thought when he came up with his latest exhibit
which mixes graffiti with rugs to create something very exotic, and
yet familiar. Whilst studying at the School of Design and Crafts in
Gothenburg, Sweden, he discovered the similarities between the
spray can and the carpet tufting machine and allowed his playful
artistic idiom to be transferred onto carpets. Whether you’re thinking
about redecorating or just want to see something colourful and lively,
check out Jonathan’s exhibit. SV
artists in the postwar era, and was
throughout his life in the forefront of
Icelandic sculpture.
Runs until October 31
Sólon Bistro
Veteran photographer Elvar Örn
Kjartansson opens a new exhibition,
with a wide selection of works from
his career.
Runs until October 27
Spark Design Space
Urban Shape
The exhibition by artist Paolo
Gianfrancesco is a series of maps of
every European capital. Using Open
Street Map (OSM) data, the maps
are meant to represent a view of the
cities rather than try to capture the
reality of them.
Runs until November 11
Tveir Hrafnar - Art Gallery
The Paris Package
Painter, novelist, translator and
columnist Hallgrímur Helgason
exhibits his ‘lost paintings’ from Paris
along with earlier works. He had lost
those paintings for 13 years until they
finally appeared in a storage space
in Paris.
Runs until October 11
Týsgallerí
Mót/Print
Artist Karlotta Blöndal has a solo
exhibition which explores the notion
of language through text.
Runs until September 28
Préliminaires
David Subhi just launched his first
exhibition in Iceland. Through his
work he questions everything,
including what a painting is, what can

be the subject of a painting, whether
it is acceptable to follow a trend, or if
everyone has to be a trailblazer, and
so on.
Runs until October 15
Wind And Weather Gallery
Alex
Video and sculpture mixed media
installation by artist Sigga Björg
Sigurðardóttir.
Runs until September 30
It’s Over
Artist Erica Eyres' work is primarily
concerned with narrative, and is
realized through series of drawings,
videos, and sculptures. Most recently,
she has been developing a body of
ceramic wigs, balloons and gloves
that are are rendered flat.
Runs until October 30
Volcano House
The exhibition gives a brief overview
of Iceland’s geological history
and volcanic systems with superb
photographs of volcanic eruptions
and other magnificent aspects of
Icelandic nature.
On permanent view
Þoka
Grayscale
This exhibition by artist Curver
consists of a brand new video
performance in which Curver plays
with the contrasts of the grayscale, in
his humoristically banal and playful
style. He uses a range of mediums;
videos, installations, performances
and relational aesthetics to examine
ideas of self, popular culture and
society.
Runs until October 19

Books from

The UniversiTy of iceland Press

MEDITATION
AT THE EDGE OF ASKJA
RING OF SEASONS
VIKING SETTLEMENTS & VIKING
Svavar
Sigmundsson ed.

Scholars of archaeology, philology, history,
toponymy, numismatics and a number
of other disciplines
to discuss the Viking
Age from a variety of
viewpoints.

Terry G. Lacy

A long-term resident
brings inside and outside perspectives to this
delightful exploration
of all facets of Iceland,
past and present.

Pall Skulason

A perfect buy for anyone who
loves Icelandic nature and the
unique experience of traveling
through the Icelandic wilderness.
Also available
in German and French.

A PIECE OF
HORSE LIVER
Jon Hnefill
Adalsteinsson

Studies of Old
Norse religion
and Icelandi folk
beliefs.

AvAilABle

aT major booksTores

SURTSEY. ECOSYSTEMS FORMED
Sturla Fridriksson

A study of how
pioneers invaded
the island and
were gradually
joined by others in
forming primitive
societies and simple
ecosystems.

Kópavogur Art Museum
/ Gerðarsafn
Hamraborg 4, Kópavogur
Open 11–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

Are you ready
Madam President?
This is how I do it
Hjalti Karlsson
graphic designer

Track
An exhibition of work by Icelandic artists Daníel Magnússon, Guðrún Hrönn Ragnarsdóttir, Ívar Brynjólfsson, Ívar
Valgarðsson, Sólveig Aðalsteinsdóttir and Þóra Sigurðardóttir.

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

OUTSIDE
REYKJAVÍK SEPT 26 - OCT 9

Hof Cultural Centre

27

September

Nýdönsk 2014

Making music together for nearly thirty
years, Nýdönsk (featuring Gusgus
vocalist Daníel Ágúst Haraldsson) will
wow the crowds at HOF. Garnering a
legion of fans over the decades, you
can expect the band to play a mix of
old songs and new, as they release a
new album Diskó Berlín.
September 27 at 20:00
Eighty Years Of Raggi Bjarna

Beloved Icelandic singer Ragnar
Bjarnason celebrates his 80th
birthday with a concert full of his
classics! He will be joined by special
guests: Álftagerðisbræður, Guðrún
Gunnarsdóttir, Páll Óskar Hjálmtýsson,
Lay Low and a choir.
September 28 at 16:00
Friday Temptation: Michael Jón
Clarke & Daníel Þorsteinsson

Baritone Michael Jón Clarke and
pianist Daníel Þorsteinsson perform at
this semi-regular lunch concert.
October 3 at 12:00

Staying Alive
Nýdönsk

Led Zeppelin Tribute

Hof Menningarhús
Strandgata 12, 600 Akureyri |

20:00 | 6,990 ISK

Iceland’s famous quintessential ‘90s pop band has recorded over
a dozen albums and is ready to blow away the Northerners from
Akureyri with their new album, ‘Diskó Berlín.’ Expect to hear a little
bit of everything from this blast-from-the-past. Oh, and be sure to
check out singer Daníel Ágúst’s slick moves, that man has 100%
undiluted funk running through his veins. SV
Photo by Gunnlaugur Rögnvaldsson

OUTSIDE
REYKJAVÍK
North Iceland

Hvanndalsbræður

Listagilið

Hotel Terminus

In Victor Ocares's new exhibit,
he plays with concepts such
as uncertainty and knowledge,
wondering if they are as clear cut as
they sound, or whether they intersect
with one another. Victor's works
are usually influenced by a blend of
mysticism, philosophy and science,
and in this exhibition he shows all
three through a series of audio,
sculpture and visual art pieces.
Runs until October 5

and a delicious lobster

at Fjörubordid in Stokkseyri

Landiða

Bravó- 50th Anniversary

In 1964, four boys from Akureyri got
together and decided to form a band:
Bravó. Kristján Guðmundsson, Sævar
Benediktsson, Helgi Hermansson and
Erling Ingvasson were the Icelandic
version of the Beatles. Now - 50 years
later- they are getting back together
to celebrate their anniversary.
October 4 at 22:00
Ella Vala Ármansdóttir & Helgi Þ.
Svavarsson perform Haydn &
Mozart

Ella Vala Ármansdóttir and Helgi
Þ. Svavarsson will bring this grand
repertoire to Akureyri.
October 5 at 16:00

Spör ehf.

Véronique Legros's latest exhibiton is
based on the concept of mirages. The
works have been heavily influenced
by French writer René Daumal’s
'Mount Analogue.' The artist has
used a combination of photographs,
projections and audio to make a
facinating exhibiton.
Sept 27 - Nov 2

At the seashore the giant lobster makes
appointments with mermaids and landlubbers.
He waves his large claws, attracting those desiring
to be in the company of starfish and lumpfish.

Helgi Björns celebrates 30 years of
success with a celebratory concert.
Fans old and new will enjoy the
showcase.
October 2 at 21:00
The poppy old-timers band
Hvanndalsbræður are still at it, playing
music for the masses, and they're not
getting any younger at it.
October 3 at 22:00

Akureyri

by the sea

Græni Hatturinn
Helgi Björns

Verksmiðjan á Hjalteyri
Wild Slumber For Industrial Ecologists

Hjalteyri's first international artist
residency involves five artists living
in the sea museum and using the
herring factory to develop site-specific
work. The artists involved are Angela
Rawlings, Elsa Lefebvre, Gústav Geir
Bollason, Maja Juntar and Philip
Vormwald.
Sept 27 - Oct 31

Húsavík

Húsavík Whale Museum
In the 1,600 m2 exhibition space, you
will find skeletons of many species of
whales and fascinating information
about these large mammals.
On permanent display

Mývatn

Sigurgeir's Bird Museum
The collection includes almost all of
Iceland's birds along with some 100
different types of eggs. The museum
educates about birds, the ecology of
Lake Mývatn and how locals utilised
water in their everyday lives.
On permanent display

Skagafjörður

The Glaumbær Farm
The farm was functional until 1947,
and opened as an exhibition space in
1952. The old turf farmhouse forms the
backdrop for exhibitions focusing on
rural life in 18th and 19th century Iceland.
On permanent display

East Iceland
This Is What The Kids Want To See

EST 2006

Reykjavík
Stokkseyri
- The Seashore restaurant

> Only 45 minutes drive from Reykjavík
Eyrarbraut 3, 825 Stokkseyri, Iceland · Tel. +354 483 1550
Fax. +354 483 1545 · info@fjorubordid.is · www.fjorubordid.is
Summer opening hours: Mon - Sun 12:00 to 22:00

Hjalteyri

Sláturhúsið Cultural Centre

Organic bistro

Eyrarbakki

The last tribute gig was such an
astounding success that the Icelandic
Led Zeppelin fans decided to have
another psychadelic adventure
together. Consisting of twelve band
members and a string orchestra,
expect magic (mushrooms).
October 3 at 20:00

Tryggvagata 11,Volcano house
Tel:511-1118
Mon-Sun 12:00-21:00
www.fishandchips.is

This exhibit demonstrates the value of
well made illustrations by showcasing
numerous great examples from
Icelandic children's books. The 26
artists featured are also competing for
this year's illustration award.
Runs until September 27
Skriðuklaustur
The Institute of Gunnar Gunnarsson
runs a museum focusing on the writer
Gunnar Gunnarsson and his home. The
house was built in 1939 and is one of
Iceland's most valuable buildings which
was donated to the Icelandic nation in
1948. Nearby are the ruins of a 16th
century monastery, Skriðuklaustur,
which now offer small exhibitions on
the culture of East Iceland as well as
guided tours through the ruins.
On permanent display

OUTSIDE
REYKJAVÍK SEPT 26 - OCT 9

Seyðisfjörður

Skaftafell Centre for Visual Art

3

Tvísöngur

The site-specific sound sculpture
by German artist Lukas Kühne, is
embedded in the mountainside
above the town, in a quiet area with a
breathtaking view of the fjord. It offers
an acoustic sensation that can be
explored and experimented with.
On Permanent Display

October

Róró

Group exhibitions and events with
thirty local and international visual
artists who are in active contact
with the town Seyðisfjörður and
the Skaftfell center. The works are
exhibited in the gallery as well as
various sites and venues throughout
the town.
Runs until October 5

Stöðvarfjörður

Petra's Stone Collection
In the small fjord of Stöðvarfjörður
there is a collection of rare rocks and
minerals, most of which have been
collected by Petra Sveinsdóttir from
the surrounding area. Her wonder
world of stones is now reputedly the
world's largest private collection of
rocks. Avid stone collector as she may
be, her collection also extends to other
things, including pens, cups, sea shells
and all sorts of small items.
On Permanent Display

South Iceland
Reykjanesbær
Hljómahöll

Cell7 / Kött Grá Pjé

Ragna Kjartansdóttir, aka. "Cell7"
performs alongside her usual troupe
of Sunna, Earmax and Dj Big Gee.
Cell7 just launched her first album last
year and Akureyri’s own Kött Grá Pjé
promises to bring it.
October 3 at 20:00

Hella

Hekla Centre
The centre houses a contemporary
multimedia exhibition on Hekla
mountain, its history, and its influence
on human life in Iceland from the time
of the settlement to the present. The
exhibition emphasises the influence
of the volcano on the inhabited areas
close to it, the districts of Landsveit,
Holt, and Rangárvellir. The history of
these districts is traced and the stories
of people’s struggles with sandstorms
and eruptions are told.
On permanent display

Höfn í Hornafirði

Þórbergssetur
Established in memory of the famous
Icelandic writer Þórbergur Þórðarsson
(1888–1974), who was born in Hali
í Suðursveit. The centre includes
a heritage museum and unique
exhibitions of the district Sudursveit and
the writer Þórbergur Þórðarson, his life
and works.
On permanent display

Hvolsvöllur

Skógar Museum
This folk museum offers artifacts
dating to the Viking age. In the rebuilt
turfhouses you can catch a glimpse
of the atmosphere of times long gone
and experience how Icelanders lived
through the centuries. The museum of
transport, tells the story of technology
and transportation and its development.
On permanent display

Mosfellsbær

Gljúfrasteinn
Gljúfrasteinn was the home and
workplace of Halldór Laxness and
his family for 50 years. Today, it is a
museum, allowing visitors insight into
the great writer’s world. All facilities,
including the library, have been
meticulously maintained.
On permanent display

Booms And Beats With Northerners
Cell7 / Kött Grá Pjé
Hljómahöll
Hjallavegur 2, Reykjanesbær |

20:00 | 1,500 ISK

Although Iceland has a long poetic tradition, hip-hop didn’t really
become a thing until the ‘90s, with band Subterranean leading the
charge. Two decades later, one of its members, Ragna Kjartansdóttir is leading the renaissance of Icelandic hip-hop as Cell7. Her debut
album, ‘CELLF,’ has received great praise and her live performances
are commended for her powerful and confident stage presence. She’s
performing with her crew and rad North-Iceland rapper Kött Grá Pjé.
Expect nothing short of slick and sick rhymes. TGB
Photo by Nanna Dís

Westman Islands

Sagnheimar Folk Museum
This folk museum's aim is to let
visitors of all ages experience the
island's history in both traditional and
more untraditional ways, through
photography, multimedia and
interactive pieces.
On permanent display
Pompeii of the North
Excavation project at the site of the
1973 volcanic eruption on the island of
Heimaey.
On permanent display

West Iceland
Borgarnes

The Icelandic Settlement Centre
The Egils Saga Exhibition

Located in the stone-walled basement
of the centre, this exhibit leads visitors
through the colourful saga of Egill
Skallagrímsson, one of Iceland’s first
settlers and greatest heroes.
On permanent display
The Settlement Exhibition

A 30-minute long multimedia exhibit
that provides insight into the settlement
of Iceland, from the first man to step
foot on the island, to the establishment
of the world’s first parliament, Þingvellir.
On permanent display

Grundarfjörður

The Heritage Center
The first half of the 20th century comes
alive as narrators guide guests through
exhibitions of how developments in
farming, fishing and housing marked
the beginning of modern life in Iceland.
On permanent display

Stykkishólmur

Vatnasafnið / Library of Water
To Place

An audio exhibit offering insight into
the Icelandic psyche, where you can
listen to recordings of people talking
about the weather.
On permanent display
Water, Selected

An ongoing exhibition with 24 columns
filled with glacier water from all over
the country.
On permanent display
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FOOD

FOR YOUR MIND BODY AND SOUL

Soup And Salad,
Lunch Not Dinner
Kryddlegin Hjörtu
Hverfisgata 22, 101 Reykjavík

WE DON’T SELL
WHALE MEAT
Restaurants that have this logo promise not to sell
whale meat. We kindly ask you to choose
a whale friendly restaurant and to recommend
others to do the same.

Whaling is cruel and unnecessary
2014–2

015

What We Think:
Soup and salad, classic lunch
dishes
Flavour:
Westernized harmless Mexican.
Mediterranean.
Ambiance:
Strange Indian/Far East decor.
Laid-back atmosphere.
Service:
Mostly self-service, but the
service we got was fine.
Price for 2 (no drinks):
5-6.000 ISK (very fair).

‘Kryddlegin hjörtu’ is the Icelandic
translation of the title of Laura Esquivel’s novel ‘Como agua para chocolate’
or, as it is known in English-speaking
countries, ‘Like Water for Chocolate.’
The story was made into a feature film,
which proved a massive hit in the early
'90s, even reaching the far northern
shores of Iceland. The story’s protagonist is a young woman who can only
express herself through her cooking,
as her mother forbids her to pursue

her love interest, Pedro. Needless to
say, the restaurant has a lot to live up
to with a name like that.
Kryddlegin hjörtu’s menu is short
and concise, which is not a bad thing,
as it is clearly aimed at the lunch
crowd. In fact, when asking around before our visit, everyone who had gone
to Kryddlegin hjörtu agreed that their
forte was the lunchtime soup and salad
bar. However, we went there for dinner on a Saturday evening.
Given the Mexican origins of the
name of the place, my companion and
I were expecting something more in
the sombrero-wearing department.
The menu has a couple of fish courses,
a lasagne, and variations on tacos, fajitas and quesadillas, along with some
dessert options. Oh, yes, and grilled
chicken. My companion chose a combination of tacos and fajitas with spicy
ground beef (3,290 ISK) and I chose
the aforementioned chicken (2,390
ISK).
Included with every course is a free
trip to the soup and salad bar, which
we immediately paid a visit. I had the
Indian chicken soup, and my companion had the Indian vegan soup, both of
which were very flavourful and nicely
seasoned. My partner also tried the
Mexican soup, which was a bit “suburban.” The salad bar had good freshly

#109

baked bread, and wonderful hummus,
but was otherwise par for the course.
The main course fajita and taco
combo was something of a letdown.
The ground beef, grated cheese, sour
cream, salsa and guacamole came in
various bowls. The vegetable portion
was rather small, but this wasn’t such a
big deal with the salad bar there. There
also wasn’t enough ground beef for the
two taco shells and huge fajitas, but in
hindsight, this was maybe not so bad as
we more or less had to be rolled out of
the place.
The grilled chicken, on the other
hand, was spot on. This is a dish that
you can mess up quite easily, but the
folks at Kryddlegin hjörtu got it right.
It looked a bit lonely on the plate,
served with little more than a slice of
lemon on the side, but this was made
up for by the salad bar.
All in all Kryddlegin hjörtu provided us with ample nourishment for the
whole weekend. The food was simple,
honest and not too expensive and we
had a good time listening to salsa arrangements of Beatles songs—but
maybe next time we’ll come for lunch,
instead.

BJÖRN TEITSSON
ALISA KALYANOVA

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.
It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.

FOR ANIMAL WELFARE
INTERNATION AL FUND

Don’t let your visit to ICELAND
leave a bad taste in your mouth
Choose a whale friendly restaurant

There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

Information about whale friendly restaurants
can be found at www.icewhale.is

Lífið er saltfiskur
INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE

icewhale.is

Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

FOOD

FOR YOUR MIND BODY AND SOUL

Everybody Loves Ramen
Tryggvagata 16, 101 Reykjavík
What We Think:
Great dumplings, good udon,
decent ramen
Flavour:
Light Tibetan dishes
Ambiance:
Tiny and incredibly welcoming
Service:
They are possibly the most
pleasant people I've seen in this
business
Price for 2 (no drinks):
3-5000 ISK

This spring, Tsering Gyal and Kun Sung
opened Ramen Momo, Iceland's first Tibetan restaurant (although it should be
noted that it’s not Iceland’s first Himalayan restaurant, which is the Nepalese
restaurant Kitchen). Incidentally, Ramen
Momo is also Iceland’s first dedicated ramen and dumpling place, which is some
impressively specialised stuff for a country that has yet to see its first proper Mexican restaurant.
Ramen Momo is located in the building that used to house Paul’s, a fancy English sandwich shop, and before that, Café
Haiti, which has since moved to the teal
boathouses by the marina. So this tiny

hole-in-a-wall ramen place is continuing
the concatenation of expat restaurants
offering niche food. As a stereotypical
downtown rat, I am easily charmed by
tiny ethnic restaurants, and am further
susceptible to their charms for having
grown up in the greater Reykjavík area
before it started trying on cosmopolitan
suave for size. In short, I'm a sucker for
these places.
Ramen Momo is the shining jewel in
an otherwise achingly dull complex of
luxury housing built during the boom
years. They have seats for about eight
people (plus two outside, weather permitting). We ate from high chairs, facing
the street through the front window, near
the handmade incense sticks and prayer
flags for sale.
I can't claim much knowledge about
Tibetan cuisine but cursory research tells
me it’s positioned roughly between Indian and Chinese (which certainly makes
sense geographically). But the cuisine of
Ramen Momo must definitely be leaning
on the Chinese side (again…).
Ramen Momo may be a two-man
restaurant but it’s a one-man show. I’ve
never seen more than one of the owners behind the counter, preparing dishes
from scratch, washing dishes by hand,
and serving customers food and polite
banter.
Aside from side dishes, they serve four
main things: Steamed bun sandwiches
(1490 ISK), ramen noodles (1,490 ISK),
udon noodles (1,490 ISK), and momo
dumplings (1,290 ISK). We ordered the
beef ramen, soba with deep-fried prawn

and a side of dumplings.
The ramen came with a traditional
wooden spoon and they asked if we wanted it spicy (you should say yes, your stuffy
winter nose wants you to). For all of Ramen Momo's trailblazing efforts, their
ramen still leave something to be desired.
The broth is adequately balanced and impressively clear but a little on the bland
side. It would benefit from deeper umami
and something a little sharp.
The udon noodles with deep-fried
prawns were much closer to the mark,
spicy and complex. My only gripe would
be that there was not enough protein at
1,500 ISK a bowl.
The momos felt quite similar to Japanese gyoza dumplings and they were
thoroughly excellent. Medium-thick
fried dumplings with a spring roll-like
filling and a lovely sweet chilli sauce.
They were also reasonably priced (1,290
ISK for eight dumplings is not bad when
you're paying 1,000 ISK for five frozen
mozzarella sticks and Casa Fiesta salsa at
your lower rung bistro).
Not content with the Chinese-Indian
fusion, Ramen Momo have further complicated things with some Japanese influences, and are better for it as a result.
That being said, I can't wait until these
guys manage to wrangle a yak or two
through customs to really get the party
started.

RAGNAR EGILSSON
MATTHEW EISMAN

the best thai food
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013

Best goddamn restaurant 2011
top ten the best restaurants in Iceland

DV.17.07.11

BanThai

“

“

also. . . .

-----------------------------

the finest thai restaurant in Iceland

many famous people are regulars here

www.banthai.is

banthai @ banthai . is

Open 18.00-22.00, 18.00-23.30 weekend

BEST THAI FOOD
2014

Laugavegur 130, ofan við Hlemm Tel: 692-0564

NEW AWARDS

Our food is made fresh from scratch, it‘s not pre-made.

Ramen Momo

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
1.890.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
1.900.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.300.kr

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snaps@snaps.is +354 5116677

Passionate about Apple?

Macland is the only Apple service provider and reseller in downtown Reykjavík.

Laugavegur 17 | 580 7500 | verslun@macland.is | macland.is

Are you the
Tourist of the Year?
The Reykjavík Grapevine and Inspired by Iceland
are looking for THE TOURIST OF THE YEAR.
Tell us why you should be the Tourist of the Year
for a chance to win a free trip to Iceland.

Visit www.touristoftheyear.is to submit your entry!

